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III

THE

PREFACE.

Giving some Account of the great

Plenty, Variety, and Excellence

of the subterranean Producti-

ons and Riches of Eng land.

METALLS and Minerals are

allow’d on all Hands
,

to be of
that high Valueand of that

Use in so many very important

Parts of human Life and Affairs ,
that

they merit, and justly challenge our ut-

most Study and Attention. The judicious
and intelligent Part of Mankind want

not a due Sense of this
,

and that a great
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Share of our Wealth and Strength our

Happiness and Security both at Home and

Abroad, depend very much upon them.

That a considerable Part of this Island,
I mean Cornwall, abounds in Tin, one of
the most useful of them, has been known

from the ear lief Times. Nay, it has been

a chief Branch of our Trade, one of our

most profitable Manufactures, and for

many Ages employ’d a multitude of

Hands, to great Advantage for them-

selves and the Nation, that would other-

wife have been wholly idle, in Want and

Distress. The Lead of England is another

main Fund of our Riches. The Ore of

it is not only found here in great Plenty,
hut ’tis kindly and well condition’d, melts
and obeys the Fire, andyields the Metall

in it with less Fuel, Trouble and Ex-

pence, than any of the Foreign Lead-

Ores that I know
. Then, when separa-

ted, ’tis better, softer, more ductil, and

fit fir Use, than that of all other Coun-

tries. Which does not arise from any Pe-

culiarity in the Metall; for the Lead of

England, and that of Saxony., the Gold

of Japan, and that of Brasil, the Silver
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of Peru, and that of Norway ; to be

short, all Metall of the same

when reduc’d to an equal Purity, is

alike in every Respect, in what Country
soever it be got; but because the Spar,
and other extraneous Matter

, incorpora-
ted with the English Lead in the Ore

happens to be of such Nature and Dis-

position as to be wrought upon easily
and freely to part from it. Nay, so
much Iron and Copper hath been discove-

red of late Tears, and so many Ways of

working and extruding them newly found
out, that we have now vast Quantities of
our own to export and send Abroad, that

were wont heretofore to import them at

very considerable Charge. 'Tis but a few
Tears since Wad or Black-Lead was found
out. Nor is there in all the el&role Globe

besideSj the like Plenty or any ofnear the

Goodness andWt'orth of ours. Thesame may
be said of the Coal that we have without

Meafur and that is of such indifpen-
fble Pfe and Nccejfty in almofi all our

Affairs. Those large Maffes of ?ood

Load-Stone found on Dartmoor, the An-

timony of Cornwall,, the Manganefe of
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Mandipj and the Calaminj finer and bet-

ter than any in the World besides ,
our

Alum and Vitriol are further Infiances of

our Wealth under Ground. Many other

ddiscoveries ajfuredly remain yet to be

made,, and Improvements in the Ways of

working our fubterranean Vreductions

managing them to better Advantageand

turning them to further Fifes. Multaege-

runt qui ante nos fuerunt, fed nonperege-

runt, raultum adhuc restat operis, mul-

tumq; restabit, nec ulli nato poft mille fe-

cula praefcindetur occafio aiiquid adhuc ad-

jiciendi, Seneca. Thofiewho have either lit-

tle Capacity and Command of Thoughtj or

have itj and make little Ffe of it
3

will

not be easily brought to believe to how great

Purposes Things seemingly very flight

may he made serviceable. For the Fre-

fentj I will inflance only in Fuller’s-

Earth i which England affords so very

goodj

and in Quantity fhperior to that of

any Country besides. Those who are not

rightly acquainted with the Ffes of t his

and Jhould only look into the Fits of

that are at Wooborn., and in Jeveral
other ‘Parts of the Kingdomj

would be
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apt to flight and defpife it ; and very

probably to laugh at any
Alan who Jhould

take upon him to fet forth how precious

a Commodity it is ; tho } in Truths it be

a Thing of much higher Advantageand
brings in a greater Revenue to this

Crown and Kingdom, than the Twelves of

Diamonds in Golcondaj the Silver Mines

of Potofi, and the Gold of Brafil, bring
into the great Mogul, the King of Spain,

or Portugal. Those serve rather to reduce

and impoveriflo the People by rendring
them proud and haughty., and conse-

quently idle and viciousthan really to

enrich and turn to their Benefit. Indeed

their Neighbours wifely take the Advati-

tage of their Sloth and Negligence ; and

turn easily to their own ‘Profit, what.,

want of Virtue and Induflry in the ori-

ginal Proprietors let lye wholly unim-

ployed and fruitIc/f while in their

Hands. Our Anceflors were well aware

of how great Benefit to the Nation Ful-

lers Earth mufl needs prove. One main

Property of it is to imbibe Oil
, Greafe.,

and all other like unliious Aiatter :
JTis

that Property that renders this Earth so
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lifefill hi the cleanfing Woollen Cloth,
and freeing it from all those noifome and

offenfive Impurities. Every Body con-

verfant in rural Affairsmufi needs know

howfrequently Tar is ofNeceffity imploy’d;
as also Greafe and Tallow

j

in the cDif-

eafes and Ajfebdions that Sheep are exter-

nally so frequently obnoxious to: And be-

sidesj their Wool cannot be work'd\ fpun
or wore into Clothe unless it be firfl well

oiPd and greas’d. NoWj all this must

be taken out of it againj before it can be

worn or turn’d to djfe. Nor has there

been
any Thing ever yet found out so ser-

viceable to that Endj as this Earth.

And
j

as the Fullers Earth of England is

got in great Tlentyj so it very much ex-

ceeds any hitherto found out Abroad in

Goodness. Which is the chief Reason

why the Engl ill) furpass all other Nati-

ons in the Woollen Manufacture ; and to

preserve the Benefit of this to the Coun-

tryandsecure it from the furpatton of

Foreigners j
the Exportation of Englilh

Fullers-Earth is JlricUy prohibited by
Act of Parliament.
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What may serve further to incite our

tDiligence and Curiofity is
,

that some late

Searches have /hewn us many Things
bestdes those already pointed forththat

were wont to be fetch'd from afar, nay
in Plenty, and much greater Perfection,
here at Home. We have Tdemonftration

of this in the many large Jlately Majfes

of the blackcft and most polite Jcatj dis-

cover'dso frequently on theCoasts of York-

fhire y in the beautiful fine Amber of

Suffolk, and our other Shores. Then we

have Jafpers, Cornelians, Agats, Mo-

choes, and Onyxes; as nlfo Topazes,
and AmethyfcSj as fine, if not so hard

,

as the Oriental. Diamonds indeed we

have none y nor Rubies, withsome others

of the Gemm-Kind. Butexcepting
these, and Cinnabar

j

I know not any

Production of the Earth whatever
,

that

I have not found in this our native Coun-

try y fitch is the Praeminency of the Soil

of England / fitch its happy Fertility,
and Abundance in all Kinds of fubterra-

nean Treafure. Nor need we go far for

Troof of this,when my own Cabinets have
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now actually in them (to pass by the Ex-

traneous., which are in as great Num-

bers) above 2800 Native Englifh Foflils,
all different. So great a Number got

together by the Indujiry of one fugle

Manj involv’d all the while in Multipli-
city of other Bn finess, cannot furely but

Jhe'w that the Soil produces them in great

Abundance
.

Which will be made much

more apparentj whenever like Searches

are undertaken in Earnest by one that has

Leifare and Encouragement.

But what crowns all is
3

a Man is here

firej
when with great ChargeLabour3.

and Contrivance
3

he has once d{[cover’d
and obtained any Kind of this Treafure3

to

hold and enjoy it. In other Countries
3

the

greatest Share falls to the Lord of the Soif

or the Brince of the Country: And he

that ftudies and drudges for it
3 enjoys the

leaf ‘Part of it. This is a cruel Check

and ‘Difcouragement to Search and Indu-

(iry! But happy England is secure3
and

wholly exempt from this ; which is all

owing to the Virtue and Wifdom of our

AncestorSj and to the Excellence of those
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LawSj and that Conftitution „
at

the Fxpense ofso much Blood and Trea-

furethey got establifh’dj and tran finit-

ted down intire to us their Pofterity. By
which Means we continue a free Peoplej
while not only our Neighbours all round

>

but almofl the whole World bestdesj are

under a Tyranny of one Sort or other ;

and fubjecied to the Fujij Ambition

Avarice„ and Opprejfton of those who

ought to he Fathers of their Countryand

protect them in their natural Rights.
So facrcd a Tye, and high an Obligation
do wej who are so fenjibleand thorowly

appriz’d of the Happiness of these
and the Excellence of this Conftitution

lye under to guard both with the utmost

Zeaf Vigilancej and even Jealoufy ;

to tranfmit them down intire and fafe to

our Pafterity : To be true to that great

Truft which our Forefathers have thtis re-

posed in us\ and never part withj or give

up any the leaf: Particle of thisso fair and.

precious Jewel. If there be amongst us avj

of so clumfy a Frame
j

and fb thorowly
bar d-headed

j
that they cannot or so cor-

rupt and blinded by other Interests,, or so
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fiway’d and byafis’d by wrong Maxims

which they happen to be poffeJCd with,

that they will not
,

be wrought upon by
these Confederations

; they cannot fail of

being effectually convinc'd; if theyplea fee
to look into what they will find feet in a

much better Light by Polybius, by Livy,
by Tacitus: Or; if they pie afee to com-

pare the Condition of the Romans., while

a free Statej with that; while under the

continually incrcaching Tower of their

Kings and Emperors ; or of the Atheni-

ans
;

and the other Grecian States., while

they were under the Protection and En-

couragement of their own Laws; with

that; when under their Conquerors : To

obfierve their then Grandeur; their

Riches; and that all the more elegant and

ufieful Arts and Sciences had their firfi
rise; and the Mules their Seat there ;

and compare that with their prefient Con-

dition; their Meanness; their ‘Poverty
,

and even ajionifhing Ignorance; cannot

furely befitate one Moment in deciding to

what it is that Great Britain owes all its

Happinefis.
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These things rightly weigh’dj with fe-
deral others that might well be offer’d;
had I not already too far tranjgress'd and

exceeded my Bounds ; and the many noble

Troduffs of England duly refolded on

’twill hardly be pofftblefor a Alan to with-

hold himself from falling into the same

Tranfport and Taffion for this Country3

that one of the great est JVits of Italy, in

his Time Giovanni Cotta,, did for bis.

-—Qui Te noverit

Et non amarit protinus
Amore perditiffimo,

Is, credo, feipfum non amat;

Caretque amaridi Senfibus,
Et omnes odit Gratias.

For those therefore that., thus taken

with these so ufefuf inftruffive and de-

lightful Studies
j of their Virtue

3

Good Senfey and Love to their Country
be ambitious of facilitating them

,
and of

inlargingj and further difplaying this so
beautiful and charming a Scene„ I fhalf

from my little Storej pick out fitch loose
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fcutter'd Papers thatj I judgej may con-

tribute fomething to their Light and ‘Di-

rection ; delivering them in the Order

that follows.

Nu meek. I. Fossils digestcd into a Me-

thod with Notes.

Number 11. In qua, uno intuitu, con-

fpiciuntur omnis Generis Fossilia, juxta

ipfam natura Methodum, in ClalTes

ordinata.

Number 111. A Letter to Sir 7/T New-

ton, fent along with the Method of

Fossils, giving an Account of the

Things needful and preparatory to the

drawing up (bell a Method. The Dif-

ficulties of it and its Uses.

Number IV, Letter to Sir John Hof-

kyns Baronet. The Study of Foflils

never hitherto reduced to Rule, nor

any Form of Art. The Writers, both

the Antients, and those of later Times,

have confounded Things buried in the

Earth, with the natural conlfituent

Parts and Productions of it. These
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cliftinguifh’d, the Ranks of each adju-

red, and Fojfils divided into Extrane-

ous and Native.

Numb. V. Letter to the same. Of the

Ceramics
j

or Stone-Weapons the Ma-

gical GernmSj and some other artificial

Things , antiently in use, imagin’d by

many Writers to be natural
,

with

Icons of several of those in my Col-

lection, brought from moll Parts of

the known World.

Numb. VI. Directions for regiftring of

the Native Fojfils „
and coraposing an

inftruCtive and ufeful Catalogue of

them.

Numb. VII. Letter to Monfieur

at Neufchattel. The Affistance that

this, and several other learned Men

have given to the carrying on the

Design of the Natural Hifiory of the

Earth.

Numb. VIII. To the same. Of the Ori-

gin, Nature and Conftitution of the

Belemnites.

Numb. IX. To the same. Of the Co-

ralloids, digg’d up at Land : The Na-

ture and Origin of them.
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Numb. X. Concerning Coral!, Corallin,
and other like Bodies form'd at Sea.

Numb. XL Brief Inftruftions for making
O

Observations and Collections
; and for

competing an itinerant Regifter of all

things collected and observ’d. Of Sear-

ches on the Surface of the Earth, upon

Mountains; and in the Bowels of it, in

Grottoes, Pits, Mines, and Quarries. Of

the Water in Mines: Of Steams there,

prefaging Changes of Weather; Of

Damps, and other Meteors there. Of

the Fogs, Mifts, or Clouds, that ho-

ver over high Mountains before Change
of Weather. Of the Peat-Marshes :

And of the Trees, and other Things
found buried in them.

Numb. XII. An Addition to the second

Part of the Ejsay towards a natural

Hiftory of the Earth.

Numb. XIII. A Mineral Dictionary; or

an alphabetical Index of the Names of

all Kinds of Fossils, referring to the

Pages of this Work, wherein each is

explain'd.

Index of Things occaftonally treated of

in these Papers.





TABULA

In qua, lino intuitu, confpiciuntur omnis generis Foss ilia, juxta Naturae

Methodum, in Classes ordinata.

FOSSILIA funt.

/ i° Opaca infipida, friabilia ; in aquafolubilia : flammam non concipientia; Terras ; ad Taelurn

r lave!
,

& quail febaces ; qus Lingua
,

fi illi admoveantur,

\ C adharent. ClMOLlA-PURPURASCENS. CtMOLIA-ALEA. ArGILLA. TeRRA-SAMIA. TeRRA-

£
' LEMNIA, tam Rubra, quam Alba. Bolus Armena. Killoia. Rubrica molliufcula.

I •'AW adharent. Steatites. Morochites, Galaxia, feu Leucographis.

(Scabra & Sices. Terra-viridis. Terra-CjErulea.Rubrica duriufcula. Terra-tripolitana. Kil-

co > duriufcula. Terra-cariosa. Terra-melitensis. Terra-sinensis, e qua Vafa

porcellam di6ta; fiunt. Ochra. TerrA-flavescens. Umbria. Greta. Steinomarga. Geo
.

Agricola, qus est Lac Luna Ol. JVormii. Terra-nigella, vegetabiiis, Dsdala. LuTUM,
Marga. S. Terra rubella, Zoica, Adamica. Terra-MISCELLA.

Appendix. Glarea, S. Sabulum. Arena.

v> Infipida, dura
,

non dudilia, nec in Aquafolubllia ; Lapides ; qui mole funt

*Maiore, in Strata difpofiti, compofttionis
laxioris ,

ad tadum fcabri. Lapis-molaris. Cos, tam Gyratilis, quam Portabilis. Saxum-

arenarium. Saxum-scabrum. Saxum Sectile. Saxum-calcarium. Smiris.

y
fpiffioris ad tadum laves, quiq; attritU aliquatenus politi fiunt. LapiS-FiSSilis. Lapis-Lydius.

s Cos-olearia. Coticula.

dura & compatfa adeo, ut ad Nitorem poliri poffint. Alabastrites. Marmor, colorum vario-

rum. Ophites. Porphyrites. Granita.

Minore ; Marmore.
)

''Non durlores.

fFtgura & Conflitutionis incerts & indeterminata. Globuh-LAPIDET

Lapides-borbori. Schirri-lapidel

Fima exnis van's & incerta, Conflitutionis veto interns determinate & regularis :

""Compofiti, e Fibris parallels, qus in horum pleriiq; fiexiles font, & vi elajhca prs-

dits. Gypsum-Striatum, Anglicum. Amianthus five Asbestos. Alumen-

PLUMOSUM.

Compofiti e Laminis prsfertim planis & parallelis, qus fiexiles font & vi elajhca prs-
* dits. Talcum. Mica G. Agricols, argentea feu alba, uti ac aurea, & nigra.

> Qui, interpofitione laminarum e Materia ad Fluores didos potiffimum accedente con-

>

ftantium dividuntur inTalos
,

feu partes angulares, pentagonas, feu hexagonas,
aut alias cujufvis figurs angularis. Ludus Helmontii.

Fipuloft
,

ex Tubulis eadem ctkm Materia constantibus compopu. Lapis-syrin-

GOIDES.

Compofiti e CrufUs altera alteri fuperindudis;

ffardie coharentibus nulla intus Cavitate. Bezoar-minerale.

Ijntus cavi
,

cum Materia quadam inclufa, Crufts non adhsrenti; fed mobili;
rSolidd

,
& lapidea ; veteribus Callimus di&a. iExi-

TES-OCHREO FERREUS.

\laxa ; uti Arena, Ochra, Greta, Terra, GEODES.

CUquidd
,

EnhyUROS.

\ .Figura & Conflitutionis
, certa, regularis & determinates, SelekitES. LapiS-SPECULARIS.

Belemnites, feu Lapis Lyncis,
Lyncurius forte veterum. Corpora Coralloidea-

fossilia, tam fimplicia / quam ramofa. Lapides Coralloidibus Foflilibus affines

Stelechites. Myceites. Porpites. Astroites. Lapis-favaginosus. Fluores,
figurati, Calgum. Cralbum. Stalactites. Stalagmites. Osteocolla.

durtores ;
'

Opaci
"plerumq; unicolores. Lapis-nephriticus. Malachites. Prasites. Jaspis-ru~

bens sgyptius, variorum in eodem corpore Colorum. Lapis-Lazuli, feu Cy-
1 aneus. Heliotropium. Iaspis.

Sernipellucidi ;

I J
~

verficolores, prout vario fitu luci objiciuntur, Oculus-cati. Opalus.
\ 1goloribus in fubjedo permanentihus Calculi, aliquot & Silices Gompactiores &

Elegantiores. Achates. Lapis Calcedonius. Achates Mochoensis.

Oculus-beli. Onyx. Sardonyx. Lapis-sardius, feu Carneolus vulga-
tior, Carneolus-Albus ; item Lotecjs, qui rariffimus, Beryllus Gem-

mariorum, qui Carneoli species est magis pellucidi, & faturatios rubentis.

Pcllacidi :
V r

colorati: Topazius Recentiorum, qui Chryfolhhos, Veterum. Hyacinthus, Gem-

mariorum. Lapis-grAnatus. Rubinus Rupium. Rubinus Balassius. Ru-

binus Spinellus. Carbunculus recentiorum, Rubinorum species rariffima.

< Amethystus.Sapphirus, tam faturate quam pallide csrulea, qus Sapphirus-

I aquea dicitur. Gemma Italis Aqua-marina dida, qus forte Beryllus
Plinii. Smaragdus. Chrysolitus Recentiorum, qui Topazius Veterum.

| colons expertes. CrystalluS. Sapphirus-alba. Adamas.

3® Friabilia
,

aliquatenus pellucida
,

linguam pungentia
,

in Aqua folubilia ,
ea autera evaporata, denuo coalefcentia

& in Figuras angukres fe componentia. Salta. (§) Sal-fossile, tam Rupeum quam Gemmeum.

bal Cyrenaicum feu Ammoniacum. Tincal Perfarum, quod videtur Chrysocolla elTe Veterum.
Nitrum JEgyptiomm veterum

,
recentiorum Natron, feu Latron. Nitrum recentiorum. Sal-

actdum Fossile e quo, cum Materia bitumimfd, cretaced
,

vel metaided, coalefcente, oriuntur Sul-

PHUR, ALUME & VlTRlOLUM.

4° Flammam facile concipientia & Oleum prsbentia, in Aqua nonfolubilia ; Bitumina ;
\ Ltqutda . NapthY. Petroleum. Oleum Barbadense.

\Solidi i. Bitumen Pissasphalton. Succinum. Gagates. Lapis Ampelites. Lithantrax.

5
0 Metallic affint quibufdam fcilicet Metallorum Proprietatibus prsdita, Pondere faltem & Splendore i

Mineralia
5

'

C Fluida. Argent itm-vivum'Natxvum.

fSolida, igne fnftlich fed non duttilia, Cinnabaris. Arsenicum aureum* Arsenicum Rubrum, feu

Sandaracha. Pyrites. Marcasita. CobaltuM. Lapis-calaminaris. Anximonium. Bismu-
TirtM. Speltrum. Nigrica-fabrilis.

6°. Ponderofa, fplendentia, solida fujilia, & dufiilia ; Metalla. (§) Aurum, Argentum. Cuprum. FerrUM.

Stannum. Plumbum.

Appendix ad Cap. de fbro. Hematites, Si Schisxos, Magnes, Magnesia, ferri plus minus in fe

V continent.



A

Methodical Distribution

OF

FOSSILS,

Of all Kinds, into their proper

CLASSES,

Viz. 1. Earths
,

2. Stones,
3. Salts, 4. Bi-

tumens, 5. Minerals, 6. Metalls.

Class 1. EARTHS,

R Bodies opake, infipid, and,

when dryed, friable, or confid-

ing of Parts easy to feparate,
foluble in Water; not disposed

to burn, flame, or take fire.



zA Method of Foffils.2

C ATV T i. Those tbat, to the Touchy
have a Smoothness like ghat of un£luous

Bodies.

MEMBR. i. Such as, if applied

to the Tongue, adhere to it. Fullers-

Earth (*). Tob C 1).

Potters-Clay 0). The Samian

Bole, and theseMNiAN, both the red

and the white; Bole-Armeniac (4)*

The fofter Killo\v (0, the fofter Rud-

dle, or, as
7tis call’d in the North,

Smitt (*).

(1) This is call'd by some

Writers, Cinnolia purpu-

rascens.

(2) Cimolia alba.

(3) Argilla.

(4) These astringent
Earths take their Names

from Samos, Lemnos, and

Armenia, the Countries

from which we have

them.

(5) Killoia molliuscu-

la. Killow is found in

Lancashire, and mentioned

by Dr. Merret in his Pinax.

'Tis of a blackish or deep

blue Colour, and, doubt-

less, had its Name from

Kollow, by which Name,
in the North, the Smut,

or Grime, on the Backs of
Chimneys, is call'd

(6) Rubrica molliuscu-

la. A sort ofEarth of a

dusky red Colour, found

chiefly in Iron Mines, the

finest in those of Langron
in Cumberland. Some of
this Earth contains as much

Iron as to render it worth

smelting.



Clafs I. Earths.
3

MEMBR. 2. Such as will not

adhere totheTongue. Soap-Earth (f*)>

French-Marking-Stone (7 ).

CAR, 2. Those that, to the Touch,

are dry, harfli, and rough. Terre Yer-

te (
R
). Terre Bleue (f). The har-

der Ruddle (io).. Tripoly ( I!)- The

harder Killow C11), or Marking-Stone.

Rotten Stone ('5). Maltese-

Earth (t4). China Earth (h). of

which the fine Earthen-ware of China

(6*) Steatites.

(7) This probably is the

Molochites of Pliny: and

the Morocthus, Galaxia,
and Leucographis of Di-

oscorides. It is unctuous

to the Touch, as the former

is, but harder and nearer

approaching the Consistence
of Stone. The French call

it Craye de Brianson.

(8) Terra Viridis. This

owes its Colour to a slight
Admixture of Copper.

(9) So does the Terre

bleue, which is no other

than a light, loose, friable
Kind of Lapis Armenus.

Terra coerulea.

(10) Rubrica durius-

cula. This owes its Colour

to an Admixture of Iron :

And as that is in greater or

less proportion, the Body
has a greater or less speci-

fick Gravity
,

and Consi-
stence, or Hardness.

(11) Terra Tripolitana.

(12) Killoia durius-

cula. This Dr. Merret

calls Lapis coeruleus du-

cendis Lineis idoneus.

(13) Terra cariosa.

(14) Terra Melitensis.

( 15) Terra Sinensis.
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and Japon is made. Ycllow-Ochre (**).
GiIALOLINA 00- Umbre (lS ).

Chalk ( r 9). The Steinomarga (l0).

The Black-Earth, every where obvi-

ous on the Surface of the Ground, which

we call Mould(21)- Garden-Earth,or Un-

der-Turf-Earth. Common Clay (21*).

Marl (22). Loam (u).

(16) Ochra.

(17) Earth of a bright
Gold Colour, found in the

Kingdom of Naples, very

fine, and much valued by
Painters. Terra flaves-

cens.

(18) Umbria.

(19) Creta.

(20) Steinomarga Agri-
colae de Nat. Fos. L. 2.

p. 578. Agarico minerale

Fer. Imperati Hist. Nat.

L. 5. c. 41. Lac. Lunae Ol.
Wormii Mus. L. 1. §. 1.

c. 4. This, whenpure,
is

soft, light, and very white.

'Tis frequently found in

Form of a white farinace-
ous Powder, but sometimes

concreted into a Mass, soft,

fungous, and not unlike

Agaric. When there is a

small Proportion ofa sparry
or arenaceous Matter in-

corporated with it, it
ren-

ders it gritty andfriable.

(21) Terra nigella ve-

getabilis Daedala. Concer-

ning this see the Introdu-

ction to the natural Histo-

ry of the Earth.

(22*) Terra rubella,
Zoica, Adamica. Lutum.

(22) Marga.

(23) This is only Marl

or common Clay, with a

small Admixture of Sand

in it. Terra Miscella.
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APPENDIX to Class I.

GRAVEL (a) and SAND ( b
).

THESE do not properly belong to

this Place; yet, in compliance with

the common Method of the Writers of

Foflils, I shall mention them here
; and

at least point forth what they are.

(a) Gravel, GlaredSabnlum
,

con-

lifts of Flints
,

of all the ufual Sizes, and

Colours ;
of the several forts of Vebles ;

sometimes with a few Vyrita, and other

Mineral Bodies, confusedly intermix’d;
and common Sand.

(b
) Sand, Arena* 'a/x/soc, Un-

der this Title we have four Sorts of very

different Bodies, viz.

i. Extremely small Vebles
, many of

them white, several pellucid, some yel-

low, red, and of other Colours. These

ponftitute the true, which is indeed our
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common Sand; this being found in the

Gravel-pits all over England
,

and parti-

cularly in those about London
,

in the

Sand-Pits of Hide-Lark
,

those about

Kenjington,
those near Woolwich

,
and

upon Blackbeath. Our Microfcopes shew

it to be only a Congeries of such small

Tebles. The lame fort of Sand is also

found on the Shores of the Sea
,

and Ri-

vers ;
7ds here commonly very clean and

line, the Waters serving to walla, clear,

and free it from Earth, Clay, Mud, and

other lighter Matter; and, by that Means,

to bare and uncover the Sand, whenever

the Earth there contains any in it.

2. The Gritt of Stone
,

or Matter, of

that fort of which the Strata of Stone

are composed, found lying loose. Part

of this, by reason of the Intermixture of

Matter with it, that was earthy, lax, and

incapable of Coalition, has not been con-

solidated, but lay ever loose, and in the

State in which it is now found. The rest

is such as has by little and little moulder’d

down after Frofts; and been beat off, from

the Strata, by the Falls of Rain, or,
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where it happens to be near them, by the

Waves of the Sea, and Rivers. ’Tis

found chiefly on the Sides, and at the

Bottoms of Rocks ; and on the Shores of

the Sea and Rivers.

5. A brittle Shattery fort of Spar,

found, in Form of a white Sand, chiefly
in the perpendicular FiiTures, amongst
the Ores of Metalls.

4. Small Fragments of Shells
, broken,

and reduced into Form of Powder, by
Means of Stones, and other ponderous
hard Bodies, agitated by Tides and

Storms. This is found in vaft Plenty on

some Shores, and is frequently made use

of for the manuring of Land, by the

Name of Sea-Land, See the Reflexions

concerning Vegetation, Tbilofoph. Tran-

faX, N°. 253.

Class 2. STONES.

Or Bodies infipid, hard; not dudiilc,
or malleable; nor foluble in Water.
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CAPUT 1. Those which are found

in great Masses, and formed into Strata.

N, B. The Chara£teriftic of the Bodies

in this Chapter, I meanj their being
formed into Strata, does not hold so uni-

\vcrfatly„ but that there are frnall De-

viations from it. Thus sometimeSj

Marble is found,
not in Strata., but in

the perpendicular Fiffures of them;

which Alabafter Ukewife isj in some

TLaces„ and indeed even a fine Stony
Matter, as also an Barthyj e. g. Um-

bre„ and Ochre. On the contrary

Mineral and Metallic Matter., found

mofl commonly in the Fiffures, is

sometimes Ukewife found in the Stra-

ta,, e. g. Spar, Iron, Copper, and

the like. Nor can this be thought
frange „

to any one that rightly re fiehis

upon the Confufion that these Bodies

were in
„ after the Dissolution that

befell them during the Deluge ; and

upon the Tranfitions and Removes that

are made by Water faffing the Strata

into those Fiffures. Vid. Nat, Hill.

Earth. ‘Part 2 and
4. But this whole
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Affair will be fet in a Light more

clear„ fuilj and diftinflj whenever the

Catalogues of my Fossils, both Englifh
and Foreign., Jhall come forth.

MEMBR. 1. Such as are of a

Composition more lax, and a Grain more

coarfe, or rough, to the Touch. Mill-

Stone (2 4). Grind-Stone (2J)* Whet-

Stone CO- Sand-Stone (17). Rag-

Stone (lS ). Free-Stone ( 2?). Flag-

(24) Lapis molaris.

(25) Cos gyratilis.
(26) Cos portabilis.

(27) Saxum arenarium.

(28) So namedfrom its

breaking in a ragged, un-

certain, irregular Manner.

Saxum Constitutionis du-

rioris, crassioris Scabrae.

(29) So namedfrom its

being ofsuch a Constitution
as to be wrought and cut

freely, in any Direction.

Saxum Sectioni in om-

nem Partem, & directi-

onem, ex aequo cedens.
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Stone (y°). Lime-Stone (3 1). Tolijh-

ing Stone
,

or Emery Q z).

ME MB R. 2
,

Such as are com-

monly of a clofer Compofition, and forae-

what finer Grain, so as to be more

fmooth to the Touch, and in some finall

Degree capable of a Polifh. Si, ate (35),
Touch-Stone (34). Oil-Stone (3*).
The Hone (56).

(30) Saxum laminosum

'Tis call’d commonly Slate,

merely because ’tis us'd
,

and indeedvery fitly
,

like

Slate
,

for the covering of

Houses, particularly at

Bath and in several Parts

of the West. But it will

not split , as Slate does
,

be-

ing found form'd into what

they call Flaggs, or thin

Plates ; which indeed are

no other than so many
Strata. I have observ'd

of them, betwixt Castle-

ton and Worksworth, in

the Peake of Derbyshire,
and in some other Places

,

from the Thickness of Pa-

per,
thro' all Degrees to

a very considerable Bulk.

They increase descending
,

the thickest lying ever

deepest in the Earth. All

the Strata of our Globe

are compiled of terrestrial
Matter subsiding from the

Water of the Deluge:
and

,
when the Subsidence

first began,
that Matter

was in greatest Quantity ;

so that the Strata that lye
deepest, must of Course be

the thickest ; and must

grow gradually thinner
,

ascending towards the Sur-

face of the Earth
,

as the

Water became more and

more disengag’d of it.

(31) Saxum Calcari-

um.

(32) Smiris.

(33) Lapis fissilis.

(34) Lapis Lydius.
(35) Cos Olearia.

(36) Coticula.
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MEMBR. 5. Such as are of a

Conftitution so hard and compaT, and a

Grain so fine, that they will readily take

a bright Polifh. Alabaster ( ;7)*

Marble (5s) of divers Colours, both

fimple and mix’d, and found in fevcral

Countries, whence it has obtained seve-

ral Names, which will be too tedious,

and indeed of little Use to recite here.

The Ophites (3 9). Porphyry 0°). The

Granite (4I ) of the Italian Writers.

(37) Alabastrites.

(38) Marmor.

(39) The Ophites of

the Moderns has
a dusky

greenish Ground
,

with

Spots of a lighter Green
,

oblong
,

usually near

square. The Ophites of
the Antients

,
was little if

at all different, as appears
from the Fragments of it

still remaining in Antient

Works. Besides
,

Pliny’s

Account agrees well with

this. He calls it also

Memphites from Mem-

phis in Egypt, near which

City 'twas got. Plin. Nat.

Hist. L. 3 6. c. 7.

(40) Porphyrites.

(41) Granita. This is

the Syonites and Pyrrho-
poecilus of Pliny, Nat.
Hist. L. 36. c. 8. which

,

according to his Intelli-

gence, was got near Sy--
ene in Thebais. He ob-

serves, and indeed very

rightly
,

Egyptian
Obelisks are made of this.

V. M. Mercati de gli
Obelischi di Roma, c. 2.

p. 4. It has been long a

Doubt
, amongst the Lear-

ned, where so great a

Quantity of Porphyry and

Granite, as we see in the

works ofthe Antients
, yet

extant
,

in Syria, Phoeni-

cia, Greece, and Italy,



CAP. 2. Those which are found in

smaller Masses.

MEMBR. i. Sachas do not ex-

ceed Marble in Hardness.

JRTICVLVS 1. That are

both of a Figure and a Texture that is

uncertain and undeterminate. These

call’d Rubble-Stones (41 )- CoppLe-

was
all digg'd up. But I

have learned from the late

Observations and Travels

of Mr. H. Worsely, and

since of Mr. Tho. Shaw,

Lett. Dec. 20. 1725. and

of some other curious and

intelligent Persons
,

that

there are many vast Strata,

and even whole Rocks
,

consisting intirely of these

two Kinds of Marble in

Arabia Petrosa. Whence

these might be easily car-

ried across the Red-Sea

into Egypt ; and, by the

Mediterranean
,

into Phoe-

nicia, Greece, and Italy.

(42) Rotulae lapideae.
The Water

,
at the latter

End of the Deluge, depar-

ting in Hurry, and with

great Precipitation and

Violence, bore with it, not

only the looser terrestrial

Matter, but the Nodules

and harder ; nay, it tore up
the very stony Strata, broke

them, rowl'd, and tum-

bled along the Pieces and

Fragments frequently ve-

ry far from the Places
where they originally lay,
rounded

,
smoothed them,

and brought them to Form

of Nodules. They owe

their Name, Rubble, to

their being thus rubb’d

and worn. These we find,
in such Countries where

there is Stone, frequently

in great Numbers, and of

12 &A Method of Foffils.
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Stones
,

or Bowlder-Stones (43).
Clay-Stones (44). The Stony Nodules

found lodg’d in the Strata
,

and call’d by
the Workmen Knurs and Knots (4 ?).

various Sizes, in digging

just within the Surface.
But there

are in
many

places, in Wales, in Corn-

wall, and elsewhere, Mas-

ses of Stone, sometimes to

a vast Bulk. e. gr. of one,

two, or more Tuns, thus

torn up, and left at the

Surface ; ofwhich I intend

a further Account in its

Place.

(43) Globuli lapidei --
These are found on the

Shore : of the Sea and Ri-

vers: are Lumps and Frag-
ments of Stone or Marble,
broke from the adjacent

Cliffs ,
rounded by being

bowl’d, and tumbled to

and again by the Action of
the Water. Whence they
obtain'd the Name of

Bowlder Stones; they be-

ing form'd by an Action

like that of a Bowl, and

thereby reduc'dto the Shape
ofone. Neither the Bowl-

ders, nor Rubble-Stones,
are ever invested with an

exterior stony Crust or

Skin. 'Tis plain, from

Consideration of the Man-

ner of their Formation,
they cannot. This is one

Mark by which they are

distinguish'd from Flints,

Pebles, and the other na-

tive Nodules, that were

form'd before the Subsi-
dence of the Matter of the

Strata, and are cover'd

with such a Crust or Skin,
unless it have been worn

off by their having been,

since their Formation, like-

wise so agitated and worn.

(44) Lapides borbori.

(45) Schirrhi lapidei,
From their being, as Knots

in Timber, commonly har-

der than the rest of the

Mass of the Strata, where-

in they are found re-

posited, whether that be of
Chiver, Slate, or Stone,
in each of which they are

found usually few in Num-

ber, of different Size, Sub-

stance and Shape, but com-

monly approaching a Glo-

bular.



ARTIC. 2. That are external-

ly of Figure various and uncertain; but„

internally ,
of a Texture determinate and

regular.

SECT10 r. Those which are

composed of Fibres
,

which are parallel,
and which, in moil of them, are flexible,

and elaftick, English Talc of

which the coarfcr Sort is call’d Elaijier
or Parget 0 7 ), the finer, Spaad (4f! ),
Earth-Flax (4 ?), or Salamander’s Hair.

SECT. 2. Those whioh are

composed of Elates, that are generally

plain and parallel, and that are flexible

and elaftick. Talc (*°). Cat-Silver,
or Glimmer (51), of which there are

three Sorts, the Fellow or Golden
,

the

White or Silvery
,

and the Black.

(46) Gypsum Striatum

(47) Gypsum.
(48) Spatum.
(49) Amianthus, or

Asbestos. Lapis Carysti-

stius Straboni L. 90 Geogr.
(50) Talcum.

(51) Mica Geo. Agri-

colae, aurea, argentea, ni-

gra.

14
zA Method of Fofils.
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SECT. 5. Those which, by

the Interpofition of Lamina
,

or Plates,

confifting of a Talky Spar, are divided

into Tali, or angular Parts, as Pentagons,

Hexagons, or of some other angular Fi-

gure. The Waxen-Vein (* 2) of Dr.

Grew. Catal. Muf. Soc. Reg. Bond.

SECT. 4, Those which are

ftftulous and composed of Bipes, confi-

fting of a like Talky Spar. The Piped-

Waxen-Yein C55) of Dr. Grew. Ibid.

SECT. 5. Those which are

composed of Crufts including one an-

other.

SV BDIVIS IO I. Having

the Crufts adhering dole to each other,

ordinarily to the Center of the Body,

without any Cavity within. Mineral

Bezoar (54 ).

(52.) Ludus Helmon-

tii.

(53) Lapis Syringoi-
des.

( 54) Of the Bezoar

Minerale, see P. Bocco-

ne’s Recherches & Obs.

Nat. 8°.
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SUBDIV. 2. Having a Ca-

vity within, containing in it Matter, not

adhering to the Cruft, but loose and

moveable.

§ § §. i. Solid and Stony,
call’d by the Antients Callimus. The

Eli nty-Eagle-Stone (**). The

Ochreous-Eagle-Stone (} 6‘).

§ § §. 2. Lax; e. gr. Sand,

Ochre, Chalk, Earth; the Elfs-Earth-

SCRiP (57).

§ § §. 3.Liquid; the Fairy’s-

Water-Bottle 0 s ).

ARTIC. 5. That are of a cer-

tain, regular, and determinate Figure,

and Conftitution. The Rhomboidal

(55) AEtites Silicius

(56) AEtites Ochreo-

ferreus.

(57) Geodes. There's

one sort of this found com-

monly among
the clay us'd

for making Tyles and

Bricks ; which the Work-

men call Race or Rance.

The German Mineralists

give it the Name of Erd-

mangen, or Earth-man.

(58) Enhydros. Ad

motum, fluctuat intus in

eo, veluti in ovis, liquor,
Plin. xxxvii. 12.
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Selenite Muscovy-Glass

The Thunder-Bolt (si ). The Foflll

Coralloid Bodies (61 ), both Jimyple
and branched. The Stones related to the

Foflil Coralloid Bodies, e. gr. Stele-

chit ES (f3). TheMuSROOM-STONE(54)4

The Button-Stone (**)• The Star-

Stone (f 6 ). The Honey-comb-

Stone(67). Spar (6S ), fhot or cryftal-

(59) Selenites.

(60) Lapis Specularis
Plinii.

(61) Belemnites, Da-

ctyleus Idaeus, Lapis Lyn-
cis Offic. which probably
was the Lyncurius of the

Antients.

(62) Coralloidea Fos-

silia.

(63) Stelechites.

(64) Mycetites.
(6 5) Porpites Plotii.

(66) Astroites recenti-

orum.

(67) Lapis Favagino-
sus.

(68) What we call Spar,
Laz. Erkeren, and the

other Mineralists that have

wrote in the German Lan-

guage, call Fluss. Agri-
cola, and those who have

wrote in Latin
,

Fluor.

This is a mixedBody, con-

sisting of Crystal incorpo-
rated sometimes with Lac

Lunae, andsometimes with

other mineral, stony, earthy,
or metallickMatter. Where

the crystaline Matter pre-
vails, and is superior in

Quantity, the Body is more

or less pellucid: andshoots
into regular angulated Fi-

gures. But, where the

other Matter prevails, its

Figure is uncertain and

irregular.
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lized. Cauk (ft). Croyl-Stone (7°)J
The Stony-Iceycle (71 ). Stony-

Comfets, or Drop-Stones (71).
OsTEOCOLLA (7?).

ME MB R. 2. Such Stones as are

found in leffer Maffes, and do exceed

Marble in Hardness.

ARTIQ. i. That are Opake.

(69) Kaulgum Cauk.

The Term used by the

Miners in the Peake, to

denote a coarse talky Spar.
The Germans call Talk

Kaalg.

(70) Craulgum. Cry-
stalliz'd Cauk ; likewise

from the Peak Lead Mines.

In this the Crystalls are

very small.

(7 1) The Stalactites of
Authors. This is only Spar
in the Shape of an Iceycle,

accidentally formed in the

perpendicular Fissures of

the Stone out ofthe sparry
,

and other Matter that is

drained out of the Strata

by the Water passing thro'

them intto those Fissures.
V. Nat. Hist. Earth. Part

iv. Consect. 7.

(72) Stalagmites. The

Stalagmites is Spar also,
formed by the same Means

into the Shape of Drops.
The Italians call them

Confetti di Tivoli.

(73) Osteocolla, Spar
likewise

, generally coarse,
concreted with earthy or

stony Matter
, precipitated

by Water
,

and incrusted
upon Sticks

,
Stones

,
and

other like Bodies. Vid.

Nat. Hist. Earth. Part iv.

Sect. 13.
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SECT. i. Those which are,

chiefly of oneColour. The Nephritic-

Stone^ 4). TheMALACHiTE( 7J )- The

Root of the Emerald (j
6
'). The Di-

as pro Rossi (77 ), of the Italian An-

tiquaries.

SECT. 2. Those which are of

several Colours. L’azure, or Ultra-

(74) Lapis nephriticus.
This is commonly ofan uni-

form dusky Green; but

same Samples I haveseen

of it
,

that are variegated
with White

,
Black

,
and

sometimes Yellow.

(75) This is the Molo-

chites of Pliny. Molo-
chites fpiffius virens, a

Colore Malvas nomine

accepto, reddendis lau-

data Signis. Plin. xxxvii.

8. He takes notice
,

that

the Antients commended

it for Intaglias and Seals .•

And there
are in

my Col-

lediion several. ’Tis some-
times intirely green ; hut

lighter than that of the

Stone foregoing, so as in

Colour to refemble the Leaf
of theMallow, Me or

Hohalgvy the Mallow, from
which it has its Name

;
tha’

sometimes it is veined

with While
,

orfpotted with

Blue or Black.

(76) n&ctrflvc Diofcor,
Prafius vilioris est Turbas
Plin. xxxvii. 8. est aru-

ginei Colons, Yheophraft.
Conf. dc Laet. de Gem. &
Lap.L. 1. c. 9. Gemmarii

vocant Smaragdo-pralum.
C5

3 Matrem Smaragdi, Dc

Laet. Ibid.

(77) Jafpis ruber, JE-

gyptius.
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marine (? 8 ). The Blood-Stone (7 ?).
The Jasper (Ro).

ARTIQ
.

2. That are femi-

pellucid.

(78) Lapis Laxuli, feu

Cyaneus. x. favor, Cserule-

um Diofcorid. TrsgJ Paws

idlj. V. 10 (S'. The Ground

of this is blue, veined and

fpotted with IVhite
,

and a

gliftering or metallic Tel-

low. It seems to be the

Sapphirus of Pliny, and

appears to he compos'd of,

1 ft, A white fparry or

cryflalline Matter. ?dly,
Flakes of the golden or

yellow Talc, not different

from those in the Micas,

jdly, A pining yellow
Substance, very like

,
and

indeed the same with the

finer Marcafite. Thisfumes

off in the Calcination of the

Stone, and cafls a fulphu-

rous Smell. 4-I V. A bright
blue Suhfiance of great life

amongfl the Painters, pur-

chas'd by them, under the

Name of Ultramarine, at

a great Price : Andwhen

rich, is found, upon Trial,

to yield about g of Copper,
with a very little Silver.

(79) Heliotropium.
‘This is green, [putted with

a bright Blood-red. Tho'

there are same of this Sort

that are spotted with White',
others with Yellow. Some-

times there is Agate or Cry-
fall incorporated and uni-

ted in the Mass with this

Stone.

(80) Jafpis. The Bafis
is ufually of a greenijh
Hue, and fpotted with

Red
,

Tellow, JF'hite.

There are sometimes Parts

in this Stone that are in

some Degree pellucid
, ap-

pearing not unlike the

Agate : Which was also ob-

serv'd by the Antient Na-

turalifis. Viret & ftspe
tranflucet Jafpis. PUn

.

xxxvii. 9. This the Itali-

an Antiquaries
,

Buona-

rotti, Medaglioni antichi.

Proem, p. 15. call Jafpis
Chalcedonia AndJuppose
it to he the Jafpis Chalet-

dica Plinii.
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SECT. i. Those which have

Colours, changeable according to the dif-

ferent Pofition of the Stone to the Light.
The Cats-Eye (Si ). The Opal (S2).

SECT. 7. Those which have

the Colours fix’d and permanent. The

harder and finer Pebles (s 3), and

Flints (s
4). The Agate (8 *). The

(81) OculusCati. This
is of a glijiering Grey, in-

terchanged with
a Straw

Colour : And anfwers the

Defcription of the Alieria,
given by Pliny. The An-

cients afsign'd that Name

only with Regard to the

Brightness and flining of
the Stone ; without

any
Confederation of Figure,
which the Moderns feern

only to have minded in

their Aliena.

—’Anifio?, y.oTos, Also; tm-

tls Ari?-
Mctfp.tt/p at ■—‘Dionyf. nsf/Mj-.

(82) OpalllS. In this

there is an interchangeable
AAxture of Red, Green,

Tellotv, and Blue. We

have this Stone ufually
from Germany. It an-

fwers the Charalter of

Pliny rxvii, 6. and donbt-

less is the same with the

Opal of the Antients.

C 8 ?) Calculi.„
,

(84) Silices. S
me °f

these are, thro' the whole

In'fide
,

of the same Co-

lour, Black
,

Brown
, Grey,

White : others fpotted, or

lineated with various Co-

lours. The Germans call

our Flint Horaflein, tha’

Flint is most commonly
found in Form of Nodules .•

But 'tis fometirnes found
in thin Strata, tvhen 'tis

call'd Chert.

(85) Achates. Agats
are only Virieties of the

Flint Kind ; they have a

grey horny Ground, clou-

ded, hneated, or fpotted
with different Colours

,

chiefly Dusky, Black,
Brown, Red, and some-
times Blue,
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Calcedony (8

0* The Mock o-

Stone (S7). Oculus Bel i (ss)*

Onyx (8?). Sardonyx (9 °). The Com-

(8(5) Lapis Calcedo-

nius. This is of the Agat-
Kind ; and ofa mifly Grey,

clouded with Blue
,

or with

Purple.

(87) Achates Mocho-

enfis. Mocho-Stones.

These are nearly related to

the Agat-Kind
,

of a clear

horny Grey,
with Delinea-

tions reprefrnting Moffes
,

Shrubs and Branches, in

Black
,

Brown, or Red
,

in

the Subfiance of the Stone.

Dendrachates, velut Ar-

bufcula insignis. Plin.

xxxvii. ro.

(88) The Oculus Reli

of the modern Jewellers
,

and probably of Pliny, is

only an accidental Variety

of the Agat-Kind ; having
a grey horny Ground,

with

circular Delineations
,

and

a Spot in the middle of

them
,

samewhat refembling
the Sight of the Eye ;

•whence the Stone had its

Marne.

(89) The Onyx is like-

wise an accidental Variety
ifthe Agat-Kind. 'Tit of a

dark horny Colour
,

inwhich

is a Plate of a hlueijh
White

,

and sometimes of

Red ; fj.iv.'li «w» >9

ifcuco Theoplir.

Onyx mixta ejl ex albo &

fufco parallelis. Laet. Italic

Nicolo de Quibufdarn, A-

chates bicolor. The said
Colours lying parallel, their

Surfaces terminating ,
and

meeting in a Plane. The

Lapidaries ufually cut this

Stone into two
,

thro' the

middle of the blueiJJj white

Plate 5 so that Part of the

White is lest adhering to

the darker Colour in each.

When on one or both Sides

the White
,

there happens
to lie also a Plate of a red-

dijh or Flefn-Colour ,
the

Jewellers call the Stone a

Sardonyx.
(90) Sardonyx. The

Lapidaries ufually cause
this to be cut,so as to Jhew
three Colours

, Flejh
,

White

and dark
, lying in Planes

,

on one another. The Sar-

donyx is another Variety
of the Agat-Kind.
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>ION-CVRNELION (9l)' The VhiTE-

Carneeion (9 1). The Yellow-Car-

nelion («)• The Beryll ( 94).

ARTIC. 5. That are in some

Degree pellucid and tranfparent.

i\T. -6. Stones which follow in this

third Articleare those which the La-

pidaries ufually call Gemms. The na-

tural Conftitution of these having not

been hitherto fufficiently explain'd; I

frefume it will not be thought amifs,
that I premife fomething on this Sub-

ject ; Jtnce
}tis from this onlythat

their proper Names can be ascertained.

(91) Th is has its Name

from its Flefh-Colour ;

which is, in same of these

Stones, paler, when ’iis

call'dthe female Carnelion',
in others deeper, call'd the

Male. 'Tis the Sardion

TheophraftijL, ttsAifinir,

Sarda Plinii. L. 37. c. 6.

and the Carneolus of the

Moderns. The Italiansgive
it the Name of Cornalina.

(91) In the White of

this, sometimes there is a

very flight cafi of Blue.

(95) The yellow Car-

nelion is very rare.

(94) Tie Beryll of our

Lapidaries, is only a fine
fort ofCamelion, of a more

deep bright Red, sometimes
with a caft of Tellow, and

more tranfparent than the

common Carnelion. The

Beryl] us of the Antrents

was a quite different Stone
,

ofa Blueijh-grecn Colour :

andprobably thesame with

our Aquamarine.



and their true Ranks ajfigrfd. The Bafts
j

or prime conftituent Matter of all of

them is
,

when pure, wholly diaphanous3

pellucid,
and either Cryftalj or an Ada-

mantine Matterthat is more firm
and hard. But we findfrequently the

‘Diaphaneity of this Matter changed
and leffen’dj by Means of a fine metal-

lie Matter
3 incorporated with the dia-

phanous - in the original Concretion and

Formation of the Stories. By the Ac-

cess and Mixture of this metallic

Matterj I find> by various Experi-
ments and ObservationSj which will

appear in their proper ‘Place
„

iff. That

the Wieightjor specifick Gravity of the

Stone
j

is fomewhat increased. 2. The

Hardnels of the Stone is varied
, chiefly

in the Cryftallin Kind. 5. The Figure
into which the pellucid Matter natu-

rally JhootSj is changed, by Lead in-

corporated with that Platter; fre-

quently into a Cubic Form ; by Tin.,
into a quadrilateral Pyramid; by Cop-
per, into very differing Figures uncer-

tainly ; by Iron., chiefly into Rhom-

boids.
4. A Tinbfurej or Colour, is

24 A Method of Foffdsi
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Imparted to the Stonej paler or deeper
in ‘Proportion to the Quantity of the

additional Metal. }
Tis_, in so

little
j

as hardly fenfibly to reflect the

Lightj or give any apparent Colour y

when more
}

it gives a fight pale Co-

lour j when morej fill a deeper3
and

more a faturate : When so much as per-

fectly to obflruCt all Tafage of the

Lightj the Stone quite lofes its Tranf-

parency or Diaphaneity }
and becomes

opake. Of this we have Infances in

the Tin-Pyramids., the Iron-Rhombs.,
the Lead-Cubes., and when join’d by

Copper, in the

Malachites., Lap. Lazuli., Heliotropi-
um, in the yellow braffy Lu-

dus Paracelfi y or by Iron, as in the

dusky blacki(h Ludus Paracelfi. When

the metallic Matter is not in so great

Quantity
j

as to refufe and bar all Taf

fage to the Lights but yet so great as

to refieff it., and Jhew a Colour y this
>

where Lead is the Ingredientj is Yel-

low. Hence the Topaz, and the Ja-

cinth., which probably3
with the Leadj

has an Admixture of Irotij to which
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it owes the mix’d or flame Colour
.

When Tin is the Ingredient the Stone

is by it render’d black ; as in the Tin-

Grains., and the black Agat. Where

Iron is the Ingredientthe Stone is by
it render’d red. Hence the Carne-

lionj the Beryl, the Garnet, the Rubin,

the Carbuncle., the Jmethyfl. Where

the Ingredient is Copper if attended

with any Alcali that may happen to

join it, the Stone is blue; hence the

Saphirej and the Water-Saphire., if at-

tended with an Acid., green ; hence

the Emerald. When the Ingredient is

both Copper and Iron., the Stone is of

a Colour mix’d with Blue and Green.

Hence the Aquemarine; when Copper
and Lead., of a Green and TelloWj as

in the Cryfolit.

By the Rounds I am tied up to, I

am so refrain’d, that I can only hint

that
, from what has been saidj may be

concluded easily enough, that there can

he no fix’d and unerring Test or Stan-

dard,, whereby the Kinds and Names

of these Bodies may be conflantly afeer-
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tabl'd. Forj if the metallic Matter

that happen'd to attend the Gemmeous

in its Formationj and to enter the

Compofition of the same Stone was

various and uncertain., and the Quan-

tity of it as various and meet tain
3

there muff in course 3
be same Variety

and Uncertainty in the Colour, from
which both the Name and Kind of the

Stone is determin'd: And 'tis from
this that arises the Difference and

Confufion that we find among the Wri-

ters of Gemmsj both Antlent and

Modern. When the same Kind of
Stone has its Varieties asdDifferences

3

the ’Defcribers of it
3

tho' never so ac-

curatej rnufi needs
vary and differ ;

tho' not so much as to leave no Rules or

Characters whereby to diftinguifh and

form a Judgment of mofi of these Bo-

dies. For my own Part
3 amidfi so

fnuch Darkness and Confufionl hope
I have not gone far out of the Wayor
much mifiaken my Aim : And what I

shall offer by and byrelating to Me-

talsj will give some further Light into

this so dark and intricate an Affair. 1
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muji not forget to take noticej that

even the Placing and Diftribution of the

metallic Matter to the several Parts

of the same Stone
j

is not ever uniform 3
but in one Part a Red, or Iron., Jhews

it flfj in another a Blue., or Copper >

nay3
in same Parts ’tis perfectly clear

and tranfparentj 'without the leaf Ap-

pearance of Colour, or metallic Ad-

mixture. Of all which Phenomena,
there are Instances in my Colle£lion.

SECT, r. Those which are

tinged with some Colour. The To-

paz (9I ). The Hyacinthus (9 1), or

Jacinth of the Jewellers.TheGAßNET( 95 )»

(9 1) This is of a yellow
or Gold Colour. ’Tis the

Chryfolithus of the An-

tients.

(92) This is of a deep

redijh 2"ellow, approaching
a Flame Colour

,
or the

deepejl Amber. The Jew-
ellers have two Sorts, a

paler and a deeper, which

they call la Belle, and

which probably may be
a

Species of the Carbuncle

of the Antients. The Hy-

acinthus of the Antients

was certainly a much diffe-
rent Stone

,
inColour Pur-

ple, tending to Blue, and

fomeivhat rcfembling the

Flower of the Hyacinth
,

or

Violet. Conf. Plin. L. 57.

c. 9.
In Amethyfto ful-

gor violaceus dilutus est

in Hyacintho. Plin.

xxxvii. 9.

(93) Lapis Granatus.

This feerns to he a Species
of the Carbuncle of the
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The Rocky-Ruby (94). The Balass-

Ruby (95)* The Spinell-Ruby (96).
Thu Carbuncle (97). The Am e-

thyst(9 8
). The Sapphire (99). The

Antients. The Bohemian

is red
,

nsith a fight Caf

of a Flame Colour. The

Syrian is red
,

with a flight
caft of Purple.

(94) Rubinus rupium.

This is of a Red deep ,
and

the hardejl of all the

Kinds.

(95) Rubious Balafli-

us. This is of a Crimfon
Colour

,
with a Cajl of

Purple
,

andseems, hest of

all the three
,

to anfver

the Defcription of the Ru-

by of the Antients.

(9<S) Rubious Spinel-
lus. This is of a bright

rofy Red ;
,iis fofter than

either of the foregoing.
Some late Writers suppose
the Rubies to be defcribed

by the Antients
, among

their Carbunculi.

(97) Phe Carbuncle of

the modern Jewellers is a

Stone of the Ruby-Kind,

very rare
,

and of a rich

Blood-red Colour. Of the

ArOfctE, or Carbuncle of the

Antients. See Theophraft.

& Plin. L. 57. c. 7.

(98) Amethyftus. This
is of a bright Purple.
‘

Afu.&vso'/ oivott&iv
rwygoat,.

Theophr. Uvas maturas

Colore refert. Laet. Plin.
ad vini Colorem accedit
in violam delinens.

(99) Sapphirus. The

Sapphire is ofa bright blue

Colour. We have this

Stone from the Eaft lo-

ci ies, where it is call’d
Nilaa from its Colour

5
Nil, or Anil, being the

Word they use for Indigo
,

and probably may denote
blue in general. It does

not appear that this Stone

was known to the Antients.
At leaf there is no Ac-

count of it in any of their

Books extant. ’Tis cer-

tain the Sapphirus of Pliny
is much different from our

Sapphire ; and his Defcrip-
tion anfwers to the Lapis
Lazuli. In Sapphfris au-

rmn Pundlis collucet.

Phn. Ita fere & Then-
phrajl. & IJtdor.
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Water-Sapphire (io °). The Aq.ua-

Marika (1q1), of the Italian Lapidaries.
The Emerald ( io1). The Chryso-

lite (I05)-

SECT. 2. Those which are

perfectly clear, diaphanous, and without

any Colour at all. Crystal ( I04). The

(roo) Sapphirus aquea.

'This is the occidental Sap-

phire, and is neither of so

bright a Blue, nor Jo hard

as
the Oriental.

(101) The Aque Ma-

rine is of a Sea or Blueijh
Green. This Stone seems

to me to he the Beryllus of

Pliny. Thatjudicious lear-

ned Antijuary S. P. Bu-

onaZOtti is of the same

Opinion. Medaglioni An-

tichi. p. 113. & alibi paf-
fim. Pliny ranks it a-

rnongfi thegreen tranflucid
Gemms

,
representing it as

related to the Smaragdus,

hut of a Colour less brisk,
and imitating a pure Sea-

Water Green.

(102) Smaragdus. This

is of a bright Grafs-Green,

’Tis found in FiJJ'ures of

Rocks along with Copper
&ie.

(105) This is the To-

pazius of the Antients.

Vid. Plin. 57. c. 8. 'fis of
a dusky Green, with a Caji
of Tellow.

(104.) Cryihllus. This

is certainly known and di-

flingujb'd by the Degree
of its Diaphaneity, and of
its Refraction : as also of
its Hardness, which

are

ever thesame. 'Tis found
both lodged in the Strata,

andform'd in the Veins
,

or

perpendicular FiJJ'ures of
them. In these Lift, ’tis

found ever in Form of

an hexangular Column,

adhering at one Endto the

Stone, on the Side of those

FiJJ'ures, and near the 0-

iher, lejfening gradually,
till it terminates in a Point.

This is call'd by the Lapi-
daries Sprigg, or Rock

Cryikl ; And of this Sort
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« In's 0/ Pliny, Agri-
cola, and Dr. Lifter. Phi-

lof. Trans. N°. no. p.
222. that fine Cry(tal of
the Alps, as also that of
Bohemia, Hungary, and

other Countries
,

as is like-

wtje thatfundin the Tin-

Loads or Veins in Corn-

wall ; tho'
a great deal of

this is coloured
, fouled, and

rendred opake
, by Admix-

iure of metallic and mine-

ral Matter with the Cry-
jiallin. Of this Kind of
Cryflal also ,

are the better

and larger Brillol-Stones,
the Kerry-Stones of Ire-

land, the Pfeudoadamantes

of Authors
,

and particu-
larly of A. Boetius de

Lap. & Gem. p. 120.

The Cryflal in Form of
Nodules

,
is found lodged

fometirnes in the flony,
but

chiefly in the earthy Strata,
or among the Gravel

,
or

other loose Rubble lest in

a Train
,

by the Water de-

parting at the Conclufion
of the Deluge. This Sort,
call'd by the Lapidaries,

Pebble-Cryftal, is in Shape
irregular

,
and in Form of

the common Nodules, Pebles

and Flints. But there is

also frequently found Cry-
flal lodg'd in the Strata,
in a Form regular

, ever

hexangular,
which is its

dijiinguijhing and chara-

derijiic Form, and ap-

proaching that found in

the FtJJ’ures ; of this Rank

are, 1. Cry flailus in acu-

men utrinque definens.
Cry Hall pointed at both

the oppofite Ends. Of
this I have ohserv'd two

Sorts; the one confijls of

two hexagonal Pyramids %

applied Bajls to Bajls.
Aldrovandus has an Icon

of this Sort, which he calls

an Iris in his Mufeum. p.

941. Boetius has another

in his Hid. Lap. & Gem.

p 218. ‘The other conjlfls
of two like Pyramids

,
but

having an hexagonal Co-

lumn intervening. Boe-
tius has there like-wife an

Icon of this Sort
,

as has

also Aldrovandus p. 989.
N°. 2, where he gives it

the Name of Cryflallum
parvum utrinq; sequali-
ter mucronatum. Hetakes

it from Gefner, De Fig.
Lapid. p. 19. who was un-

der forne Doubt, whether
there had not been same-'
thing of Rrt ufcd in thefor-
ming of it ; but that pro-
ceededfrom his not having
madefujficient Enquiry in-

to these
,

and other not less
elegant natural Produtti-
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White-Sapphire C TheDiA«

mono ( IoOv

ons found commonly in the

Earth. Nor can I quit the

Subjetf, without taking no-

tice, that I have observed
ofboth these Sorts

,
not only

Jingle andfeparate,but join-
ed and united in Cluflers

,

several in the same Mass
,

of which
,

as well as of

those found Jingle
,

there

are various Samples in my
Cabinets. 2. Cryftallus
Forma globofa solida Py-
ramidibus pellucidis per

totam fuam fuperficiem
exteriorem furrcdtis ob-

lita, the Echinated Cry-
ftallin Ball. 1 have rarely
observed any of these

Balls, that have exceeded

two inches in diameter.

3. Cryftallus globofa ex-

terne rudis & fcabra, in-

tus cava, Cavitatem to-

tam habens Pyramidibus

Cryftallinis obiitam, the

concave Cryftallin Ball.

I have observed of these

Cryftal Pyramids, tho'

commonly tranfparent and

diaphanous, fume that have

been tinged Te/low
,

others

red
,

others purple. The

exterior Surface of the

Crufts and Shells of these
Balls are commonly of a

brown ruft Colour
,

ctmfi-

fling chiefly of a coarfe
Spar, with form little ear-

thy, ftony, Mineral, or me-

tallick Matter incorpora-
ted with it. Ihave observ’d

these Balls of all ftzcs,
from the Bigness ofaWal-

nut, to that of the largest
Melon. 'They are feldom
exadly round, but of a Fi-

gure nearly approaching it,
tho’

fomewhat cemprests’d.
The three foregoing Kinds

are found in most Coun-

tries ; hut 1 have observ’d
them in greatest Plenty
about Briftol, chiefly in

the Neighbourhood of

Kings-Weston in Glou-

cesterfhire.

(105) Sapphirus alb*.

‘The white Cryftalline Sap-
phire, is so called because
’tis of fall as great specific

Hardness as the Blue, but

coluurless
,

and clear as

Cry flat.

(rod) Adamas. The

Diamond. 'This Stone is

preferable ,
and vajlly fu~

perior to allothers in Luflre
anS
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N. B. The Chara£teriftic of the Stones of
this Section l mean, their being per-

fectly clear, diaphanous, and without

any Colour at all, does not hold so uni-

versally, but that there are ‘Deviati-

ons from it: And they are found some-
times tinged and coloured. Thus there

is Cryfial, having nearly the same

Degree of Hardness with the common,

that is notwithfunding of a yellow
Hue ; as likewise of a Red, of a Blue,

or of a Green. To these the Writers

of Gemms have given the Names of

Pfeudo-Topafius, Pleudo-Beryllus, Pfeu-

do-Sapphirus, and Pfeudo-Smaragdus,
Conf A. Boet. de Lap. & Gem. L.

2.

c. 72./. 219.
Sometimes Part of the

Stone is clear, and Bart tinged, not

only with one ftuple Colour, but per-

haps with two, or more, all different.

In the same Manner, the oriental Sap-

phire, Topaz, Amethyft, Emerald, and

Ruby, are all of the same Hardness.

and Beauty: As also in

Hardness,
which renders

it more durableand lajling
,

and therefore much more

valuable than any other

Stone. Such it has been

reputed in all Ages, and

by all Nations : And in*

deed the very lap-Jewei
of the whole Creation,
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There are Diamonds tinged with Yel-

low : Others with Red, Blue, or

Green, tho }

these laji be very rare. The

Tindiures and Colours of these3
as of

all other Gemms
3

and Stones
3
are owing

to the Principles ajjlgn’d above
>

I

mean metallic and mineral Matter
3

in-

corporated with the diaphanous3
at the

first Formation of the Body. That they

actually are fo3
and the Thing really

Fa£l
3

I have given several Infiances in

the Catalogues and Accounts of the

Fossils, both of my Englifh3
and Fo-

reign Collections; as also various

Proofs from Trials in the Fire., and ll-

luftrations by Chymical Experiments in

my Art of Essaying., and same other

Papers.

Class 3. SALTS.

O r Bodies friable and brittle, in

some degree pellucid, fharp, or pungent

to the Tafte, diflbluble in Water, but, af-

ter that is evaporated, incorporating a-

gain, cryftallizing, and forming them-

felves into angular Figures.
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The Fossil-Salt (')• Sal-Ammo-

niac (2). The Tin cal 0) of the Ter-

(i) Fossil, or Rock-

Salt, and Sal Gemmc-

um ; ft call'd from its

breaking frequently into

Gernm-Uke Squares. These
two Salts differ not in Na-

ture or Property from each

other : Nor indeed from
the Common-Salt

, of the

Salt Springs
,

or from that

of the Sea
,

when all
are

equally pure andfree from

extraneous Matter.

(a) Sal Cyrenaicum feu

Ammoniacum nativum

veterum. Pirn. L. 37. c.

7. C5
3 Diofcorid. L. 5. c.

1 16. according to Fr. Im

perati, De Fossil. p. 20.

'Tis foundfiill in Ammo-

nia, the Country mention'd

by the Antients
,

and from
which it had its Name.

His Account is confirm'd

by Mr. Jezree! Jones, who
,

having liv'd fometirne in

the Kingdom of Morocco,
and made himself Mafier

of the Language
, was, at

the Expence of Dr. Teni-

fon, late Lord Arch-Bifhop
of Canterbury, my Lord

Somers, Sir Hans Sloane,

my self and some o-

therSy Lovers of natural

Hiflory
, fent, about the

Tear 1705, into the Coun-

try thereabouts
,

to make

Ohservations and Colledii-

ons : And he found this

Salt
,

native
,

in the Earth
,

in several Places. This
,

as likewise Tincal and

Natron, are not simple Bo-

dies ; but different Salts

concretedwith a small Ad-

mixture ofform terrestrial
Subfiance.

(3) The Tincal of the

Perlians. This feerns to

be the Cryfocolla of the

Antients ; and is what our

Borax is made of. The

Indians of Bengal, where

there are great Quantities

of it brought dwn the

Gauges, call it Swagar.
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fians. Natron (4). The Nitre (0
of the Moderns, or Petre-Salt. The

(4) This is the N%o('»
Nitrum of the Egyptians,
and had its Name from

Nitria a Province of that

Country in which chiefly
’twas found ; but ’tis call’d

there at prefent Natron,

or Latron. Dr. Hunting-

ton, Epift. f.
“ La-

“
tron Aquis in Nitria

“ iEgypti deferto, •—Su-

“

pernatat
ad tnodum Gla-

“ ciei, cui maxime iimile

“ est, fed durius, rubef-

“
cens. Camera infulfam

“

gratam reddit. p. 69.
“ —-Defertum, quod o-

“ lira Nitrite, hodie S.

Macarii dicitur, Locus

“est fteriliffimus —. A-

“
qua falfti est. Arbores

“
nullts funt, neque Ar-

“ bufta, nullasque preeter
“ Alcali, Herbte. Conf
“ Difc. of Vegetation.
“ Philof. Tranf. June.
“

16"99- Tenet equidem
“ Salis lacum seque ac

“ Nitri, nec non Lapi-
“ dura, Calcis, & Margte
“ Fodinas. There have

been made several Experi-
ments upon Natron, by the

Operator of the Acad, des

Sciences, of which there

is an Account in Dr.

Tournfort’x Preface to his

Hi ft. des Plantes aux En-

virons de Paris, p. u.

Conf. 57.

(5) Nitre, while in its

native State
,

is call’d Pe-

tre-Salt ; when refin’d,
Salt-Petrc. ’Tis of Use in

Vegetation. Vid. Difc. of

Vegetation. Ib. and that

it might be every where

ready
,

and at hand
,

to

ftrve that important End,
’tis fcuttered about

,
and

mix’d with the Earth
,

near

the Surface
,

on which Ve-

getables areproduced in all

Countries quite round the

Globe.
-
But ’t\s found like-

wise lying very ft:allow
,
and

but just underneath the

3*rf in much the greatest
Quantity that we know of
about Patnafs, in the nor-

thernParts of the Kingdom

e/Bengal; whence we have

curs. Bather Foelix White,
was

,
on Account of his

Miftion ,
same dime in the

Country where this Salt is
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Fossil-Acid-Salt (6), feldom found

fimple and pure,
but in Form of Sul-

phur, Alum, or Vitriol.

Class 4. BITUMENS.

Or Bodies that readily take Fire, and

yield an Oyl; and that are Cobble in

Water.

got ; and he favour’d me

■■with a Relation of the in-

credible great Plenty of it

there
,

the Mannerin -which

it lies
,

and all Circum-

Jlances of itbut that Re-

lation is too long to be in-

ferted here.

(tf) Sal Acidum Fos-

sile. This is indeed the

Bafts of Sulphur, Alum,

and Vitriol. The fimple
Salt

,

extraded out of any
of the three indifferently,
is the same', and is capable

of confituting either of the

other ; with the Addition

of a small Proportion of a

bituminous, cretacious,
or metallic Matter. Sul-

phur is produced by incor-

porating an oily or bitu-

minous. Matter ■with this

Salt. Alum is produced,
hy joining a cretaceous

or other like earthy Matter

with it. Vitriol, by Ad-

dition of a metallic Mat-

ter. If Iron be made use

of, the Vitriol will be

green ; if Copper, Blue.
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CATVT i. Those that are liquid.
Naphtha (*). Petroleum (1). Bar-

Eadoes-Tarr (5).

(i) Naphtha, vdfSa, Di-

ofcor. L x. c. xoi. Stra-

bo, Geogr. L. 16. repre-

fents it as a Liquation
of Bitumen. Itflwirns on

the Top of the Water of
Wells and Springs. Salmaf.

Exerc. in Sol in. That

found about Babylon is in

same Springs vjhitijh
,

tho’

it be generally black
,

Stra-

bo, lb. and differs little

from Petroleum.

(2) Petroleum is a li-

quid Bitumen, Plin. xxxv.

15. black, floating on the

Water of Springes. Such

is that of a Spring rifling

at the Foot of a Mountain

near the Sea
,

in the Iflland
Zint, mention'd by the

Antients. Sir Geo. Whee-

ler has also given an Ac-

count of it in his Voyages,

p. 48.

(5) Oleum Terrs Bar-

badense. See Ligon’s Hifl.
of Barbadoes. It differs
little from the Petroleum

,

found floating on a small
Spring at Pichford in

Shropfhire, Camden, and

in other Springs of Eng-
land, and of Scotland. Sir

Robert Sibald Prodr. Nat.

Hift. Scotis. Part i. L.

4- c 4-
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CATVT 2. Thosethat are call’d Bi-

tumen C 4). PISSASPHALTON (0- Am-

ber (6). leat (7 ). Cannel-Coal (s )»

Pit-Coal (?), Stone-Coal
3 Quarry-Coal3

Sea-Coal.

(4) Bitumen. “Acfuhlos.
Diofcorides L. 2. c. 99.

mentions it as found about

Sidon in Phoenicia, in

Zant and Sicily, but prei

fers that of Judaa to all

others. Diofcor. Strabo,

andothers of the Antients
,

affert, that both Bitumen

and Petroleum are found

plentifully about Babylon ;
which

very remarkably con-

firms the Mofaic Account

of the Use of it as Mortar,
in building the Power of

Babel, Gen. xi. 5. Nay ,
the

Buildings of old Babylon
were

,
like that Power

,
of

Brick cemented with Bitu-

men. Strabo, L 1 6. Plin.
L. 5 5- c 1 5-

(5) rhcuNfoLfoc wasfound
in the Ceraunian Moun-

tains of Apollonia, Diof-

cor. L i. c. 100. Pbe an-

tient Greeks gave the

Name of Uiosd,a-sa.fUoc to

the liquid, as well as ta

the solid Bitumen.

(6 ) Succinum Lyncu-
rion Demonflratus ap.
Plin. L. 572.

■’ Germanis Vete-

ribus, Glefum. Tacit, de

Morib. Germ, c 45. Ara-

bibus, Karabe.

(7) Gagates. UrAee.
Diofcor. v. 145. Gagates
Lap. niger est, planus,
pumicofus, non multum

a Ligno difterens, levis,
fragilis. Plin. L. 56. 19.

(8) ‘This seems to be the

Lapis Ampdites of the

Antients. Bitumini fitnil-

lima est Ampdites. Plin.

xxxv. r6. ’A.nm*'msDiof-
cor. L. 5. e. iBr.

(9) Garbo Fossilis Car-
bo faxeus.
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Class 5. MINERALS.

O r Bodies nearly related to Metals ; as

having some Properties in common with

them, being particularly ponderous, and

fplendent with a metallic Brightness.

i. Those that are fluid.

Native-Mercury, or Virgin- Qu ICK-

SILVER (*)•

(1) Diofcorides takes

notice of Quick-Silver that

■ was native, and found in

the Earth fluid, free, and

without Mixture : and

calls it CSqdqyvqo? idvTor,

Mercury is a Mineral of

very fingular and peculiar
Nature, and differs from

all others in keeping con-

flemtly a fluid Form, when

pure, feparate, and un-

mix'd. Nor can it ever be

fix'd, or brought to Con-

Jiflence and Solidity, by any
Art whatever. It amal-

gams
with all Metals

,
ex-

cept only Iron, and is

fufceptible of a more con-

Jifient Form, when united

with Nitre, Alum, or 0-

ther acid Salts, and with

Arfenic, or Sulphur. But,
when difengaged from

them, and feparated again,
it ever appears in its origi-
nal natural Condition, and

fluid as before. Wiuld our

Alchymifts, who work

much on Mercury, refledl

rightly on this, ’iwouldput
an End to their trouble-

fome, expenfive
,

and de-

lujive Amusoments. 'Eis

call'd Xi/]o» by Theo-

phrafh de Lap. vSqdq-

yvqos by Diofcor. L. 5. c.

110.Hydrargyrum by Pli-

ny, L. 35 c. 8. Argen-

tum Vivum, ibid. L. 3.3.

c. 6,
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CAT'VT. 2. Those that: are solid,
and will melt in the Fire, but are not

du£lil or malleable. Native-Cinna-

bar C). Native -Yellow- Arse-

nick ( s )* Native-Red-Arsenick (f).

(2) Cinnabar is the Ore

out of which Quick-Sil-
ver is drawn

,
and confifis

partly of a mercurial
,

and

partly ofafulphureo achro-

ous Matter. Diofcoridcs,
Z. 5, c. 109, 110. calls it

“Ap/Luot, or as other Copies
have it

,
Mlyioy, and makes

a Diflindion betwixt this
,

and Cinnabar, Kina.'fia.&i.
The former

,

he says, they
hadfrom Spain, ihe latter

from Africa ; andprobably
there might he same Diffe-
rence betwixt them ", but

,

by the Properties and Uses
he aferibes to each

,
they

seem to be ofthe same Kind.

At leajl Pliny tells us ex-

prefly same of the Greek

Writers called that Cinna-

bari, which the Romans

calledMinium, and out of
which they extracted their

Hydrargyrum. Others cal-

led it Miltos; “ Milton
“

vocant GriEci Minium,

“ quidam Cinnabari L.

3 7- c- 7- coni'- c. 8.1. Ant.

Saraceiius MA »» Dioi-

corid. corretts the Place
,

fubjiitutes Ammion ;

without Reason
,
Mlfc;

being the Word used by
same of the Greek Writers

,

particularly by Strabo,
conflantly. Theophr. Z,.

ZeZ«p. only rZ? Word

Kma/iae*; so that 'tis plain ,

taat ours and the Antient

Cinnabar A /Zesame

(3) Arfenicum Aure-

um nativum. ’Affviw Dl-

ofcorid. L. 5.c. isr. Auri-

pigmentum, Plin. L. 35.

c
-

6. b 3 L. 33. c. 4. Ar-

fenicum, L. 54. c. 18.

(4) Arfenicum rubrum

nativum, 24v<Ta f«,'xn Diof-

corid. L.( 5. r. u2i San-

daracha. Plin. Z.
34. <r.

18. This is mention’d hy
Agricola de Nat. Fossil.
L. 3. Fr, Irnperati. de t'ojj'.
p, 29. 01. Worm. Muf.
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The Pyk.ites ( 5)- The Marcasite (f)i

L. i. Sell. i.c. 12. and

others. The Hungarian
Sandarachaif ofan Orange
Colour: But that from

Eaft India of a deeper
Red. I have Samples of
each ; but both are very
rare.

(5) Pyrites. This Bo-

dy ever contains more or

less of the Sal acidum,

that is incorporated with

an oleofe or btUrmmous

Matter, and so conflitutes

a Sulphur. This renders

it so apt to give Fire, from
which it has its Name

HvQ%c. 7SV?. Fire. Itsome-
times contains a cretace-

ous, or ochreous
,

and con-

flantly a metallic Matter
,

in it : In proportion ,
as

any of these prevail in

Quantity ,
and come forth

incorporated with the Salt
,

it appears inform of Sul-

phur, Alum, or Vitriol.

Cunf. Not. ad Class. 3. fu-

pra. / never met with

any PyritK that held Lead

or Tin. Copper there is

in form ofthem ; and Iron

in all: but the Quantity
of it is not considerable.
In those that hold mojl of

it, Salt is drawn

off, the Iron ufually con-

flitutes about - of vohat

remains. They all hold an

extremely small and incon-

siderable Quantity of Gold,
andfume few of Silver.

(6) Marcafita. The

Writers of Minerals gene-

rally give the Name Pyri-
tes and Marcafita, indiffe-

rently, to the same fort of

Body : And indeed they
both

agree in same Things.
But I choofe rather to re-

frain the Name of Pyri-
tes wholly to the Nodules,
or those that are found

lodged in Strata, that are

feparate ,
andnot a Bart of,

or depending on the com-

mon Matter of the Stra-

tum. The Marcafite, on

the contrary,
is Part of

the Matter that either con-

flitutes the Stratum, or is

lodged in the perpendicular
Filfures of theStrata. The

Marcafite frequently holds

ArfeniC ; which the Py-
rites does rarely ,

if ever.

There is Sulphur in atl

Marcafites: And Anti-

mony and Bifmuth in

same. The Metalls they
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Cobalt (7). Calamin (s). Anti-

mony 0. Tin-Glass ( I0). Zink (”)•

Wad, or Black-Lead ( ij ).

Class 6. METALLS.

O r Bodies that are ponderous, fplen-

dent, solid, will melt in the Fire, and are

du£lil or malleable.

yield are chiefly Copper,
Iron, and Tin. When any
ofthoseMetalls were incon-

Jiderable Quantity
,

these
Bodies lofe the Name of

Marcalites, and are call'd

Ores. In Cornwall, and

the West, they call them

Mundick, in which there

is commonly Copper, or

Tin, and sometimes Iron.

But Mundick abounds so
much in Sulphur, that the

Metalls are very difficult
to be parted. Being run

down all together
, they

compose a Kind of Bel!-

Metall, used by form for

making Bells
,

Mortars
,

and

the like.

(7} Cobaltum, a Mar-

cafite frequent in Saxony,

It is plentifully impregna-
ted with Arfenic, contains

Copper, and same Silver.

G. Agricola, In Bcrraan-

no p. 690. 701. 01.

Wormius, Malbum, p.
128, and the reji of the

Wtiters of Minerals take

this for tWi Cadmia of the

Antients. Being fublim'a
the Flores are of a blue
Colour. This the German

Mineralifls call Zaffir.

(B) Calaminaris.

(9) Antimonium S.

Stibium.

(to) Bifmathum.

(n) Speltrum

(la) Nigrica fabrilis,
Merreti. Piuax Rer. Nat,

Britan.
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I- Gold. 2. Silver. 3. Copper.

4. Ir on. 5. Tin. 6. Lead.

From what I have deliver’d on ano-

ther Occafion T concerning the Confufi-

on that Things iye in under Ground, and

the various Combinations of Metalls

amongst themfelves, and their Mixture

with almost all other Sorts of tcrrestrial

Matter whatever, may readily be conclu-

ded how difficult a Task it is to defcribe

the Ores of them, and difcinguifh each

from other. I have for some Years been

carefully examining those found in En-

gland, and procured Samples from most

other Parts of the known World. What

Rules and Diflindtions of the various

Sorts I have been able to make, I shall

next deliver as clearly as the Bounds I am

tied to will permit.

1, Gold, Aurum
,

This Me-

tall confiftsof Parts so infinitely fubtil and

fine, that when ’twas all in solution, and

■\ Nat. Htji. Earth. Pt. 4.
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these Parts divided, and abfolately fepa-
rated each from other, which was the

Case at the Deluge, they would be so ea-

sily agitated and difperfed about every

where, that ’tis not strange that we find

more or less of this Metall incorporated
with almost all Kinds of terrestrial Bo-

dies whatever. But, as it seems, the main

Bulk of it, before the Dissolution at the

Deluge, lay chiefly in some particular

Places, it fubfided again in them
; and

there chiefly it muff of course be at this

Day found. ’Tis interfpers’d, mix’d, and

incorporated with the Strata of the

Earth or ftony Matter; and the Particles

of it commonly so small, as not to be difi

cerniblc; but sometimes they lye so dole

and thick, as well to compenlate the La-

bour and Expense of waffling away the

Earth wherein they were lodged ; and the

ftony Matter, after ’tis beat, broken, and

finely reduc’d : For when this is fepara-
ted by Means of Water, and decanted off,
the Gold, being ponderous, all readily
fubfides to the Bottom; by which Means

’tis colleded and preserv’d. In this Man-

ner ’tis wrought in the Mines of Cdnia
,
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and other Parts of America ; in Achin

,

and other Parts of India, and the Eaft;
and in the Mid-land Parts of Africa.

Gold is found likewise in the Strata in

bigger Particles, Mafles, and Lumps of

various Sizes. The largest that I have

seen of Gold thus feparate and pure, ta-

ken out of a Stratum
, weigh’d near three

Ounces. But such are very feldom met

with; though there are Accounts of Prin-

ces,
and great Persons, living in the

Countries where the Gold is got, that

have much larger Lumps and Nodules of

it. besides, the Gold thus found in the

Strata
,

’tis likewise met with in the

Veins and perpendicular Fijfures of them,
either incorporated with the Sparry, Mi-

neral, or metallic Matter repofited there,

or feparate and pure. This laft is ordi-

narily found adhering to the Spar, and

run into Form of Threads and Grains
;

whence it has obtain’d the Name of Au-

rum natianim fibrofumj
& granulatum.

Sometimes such is found concreted and

affix’d to the Stones on the Sides of the

jfiffures. Of all these there are Samples
in my Collediom
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Then there is found Gold in Form of

Dull, Powder, Grains, and Lumps, at,
or near the Surface of the Earth; but

chiefly on the Shores and Strands of the

Rivers, and on the Sides, and at the Feet

of Mountains. This is all waffl’d forth

of the Earth by the natural Aflion of

Water; that found about Rivers,

partly by their common flowing and

wearing of the Banks, and partly by their

more forcible Affion, when there are

great Tides, and Inundations; the Wa-

ter walking away the lighter terre-

strial Matter, and so bareing, uncover-

ing, feparating, and leaving behind the

more heavy Metallic. In this Manner

Gold has been found in all Ages; not

only in the Countries where it abounds,
and there are Mines of it, but in Greece

Spain Hungaryj and other Parts where

there are none. That found about Moun-

tains is waffled forth by the Falls of

Rains. These in some Countries are

very great, powerful, and fall conflantly
at certain Seasons. They wafh away the

l earthy, and even the looser ffony Matter;
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by which Means they difclofe the Gold;

And where it happens to be repofited in

any considerable Quantity within, after

the Rains are over, his found lest on the

Tides of the Mountains, and about the

Bottoms of them, in Plenty proportio-

nate to the Greatness and Duration of the

Rains. This is the Case of the Gold of

Quito in Verity and of moil: of that we

receive from Guinea
,

and other Parts of

Africa
,

where the Mountains, chiefly
those up in the Country, abound with

this Metall. Upon Trials in the Fire, I

have found some of this African Gold so

rich and pure, as to yield 97 or 98 per
Cent.

2, Silver. Argentum,
"a This

Metall is found in the Veins and Fiflures

of the Strata
,

fometirnes native and

pure, adhering either to the Stone on the

Sides, or to the fparry, or other mineral

Matter in the Veins, in various Forms,
e. gr. of Hairs or Threads

,
finer or thicker,

of branch’d Shrubs
,

and of Feathers ■

as

also fometirnes of Grumuli
,

Majfes and

Limps ;
from which Forms it has ob-
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obtain’d the Names of Argentum Capil-

larej Fibrofuntj Arborefcens J Tlumofium

Grumulatum
>

Concreturn. The fined Sil-

ver Ore of Saxony
,

is incorporated with

Sulphur and Arfenkk ,
which together

impart to it a ruddy Hue. This Sort the

Miners there call Rothgultig-Ertz. But

in Germany3 HungaryEngland' 3 and

o:her Parts of Europe 3
the Silver isfepa-

rated from the Ore of Lead, chiefly, that

fhining, fparkling Sort, that the Miners

call Steel-grain’d Ore. I have, upon

Trial, extracted from some of this, one

15th Part of Silver; but so great a Pro-

portion is not common.

5. Copperj JEsj Hvvrpi or,
* Cuprum,

KaJV;po£- The principal Varieties, and

Sorts of the Ores of this Metall, are the

Tale-grey 3
the Black

,
the Red.

,
the

Gloffy-Burple,, the Bluej the JEruginous

or Green : The better Sort of

or the Marcajitic fhining, Brafs-

like Copper-Ore; the fibrous, or ftriated,

and the fiparkling or Steel-grain’d. be-

*Quantum in Infold Cypro eopiofe frogfiatum.

Vide PI in.



sides, this Ore is sometimes found native

and pure, in Form of Threads ; of Shrubs

in Flakes and TlateSj some solid and

continuous, others porous ; in Grains

AlaJfeSj and Lumps. These pass all in

general, by the Name of Virgin-Copper-
Ore : And many of them are so pure, as

to be flexile and malleable, like the re-

fin’d Metall it self. Terre-vertej Terre-

bleue and Ultramarine which is the

blue Part of the Lapis Lazuli
,

all con-

tain some Copper in them. The Lapis

ArmeniuSj -f is really a Copper Ore, but

generally very poor; tho’ there is, in my

Collection, some so rich, that it yields

one third Copper.

4, Iron,, Ferr urn, sn/hpoo Ihaveobser-

ved above, that Gold is found intermin-

gled with the fandy, earthy, or other com-

mon Matter of the Strata. I should have

taken notice above, that Copper is found

so too ; and renders the Stone wherein it

is contain’d, of a Green or a Blue, or a

ruddy coppery Flue. Iron is frequently

■j Diofeorid. mg} mhs »V)f* L- v. c
•

Io f*
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found in the same Manner in the Strata ;

and, when in Quantity, imparts a ruddy

or ferruginous Colour to them : But nei-

ther Silver, Tin, nor Lead, are ever

found in any considerable Quantity in the

Strata. The harder red ochreous Iron-

Ores, pass by the Name of Rudle ; the

fofter by the Name of Smitt. There is

more or less of this Metall like wife incor-

porated with the ferruginous crudated

Bodies, the ochreous Rnji-coloured-Eagle-
Stone

j
the Bezoar Mineral

,
the ferrugi-

nous Geodes
j

and the Enhydros. There

is found Iron-Ore, in Form of Lndus

Helmontiij particularly in Monmouth-

Jhirej where this Sort is call’d Tin-Ore.

The rest of the Sorts are, The fmooth-

grain’d Iron-Ore
,

which ftrikes Fire,
and breaks much like a Flint, but is of a

ruddy Colour: The Hamatites„ or Schi-

jiosj ft which is of a ftriated, or fibrous

Texture, and the Iron Staladlita j se-

vers 1 of these naturally united into one

Sheaf, pass by the Name of Brujh-Ore.
The Rhomboid-Iron-Grains. I have fecn,

| D/otcorid. L. c.
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in the Mines of the Forrest of Dean

some little Iron Ore, in the Veins,
fhat into a Ramofej or arborefcent For???.

Iron is feldom found native and
pure.

I

never law but one finall fample of it,

which came from Saxony. But some of

the richest Ores of this Metal, both the

Englifhj and those from Germany, being
reduc’d to a very fine Powder, the purer

Iron Grains follow and obey the Load,

{tone. Magues the Loadjlone also holds

a little Iron, and is sometimes found in

the Veins, along with the Ores of that

Metall •

as is also the Magnefia,
or Man-

ganefe: And indeed this differs little

from the Hamatites
, only that it is

poorer, and yields less Iron. Smirisj or

Emery
,

has likewise ufually in it some

{mall Admixture of Iron.

5. Tirij Stannum
,

k caraikpji;. There

is of the Ore of this Metall got in lefler

Quantities, in Saxony,
and in Bohemia

,

and forae on theCoasts of Malabar in the

Eaft Indies. But no Part of the World

yields lb much of it as Cornwall nor so

rich and good. This is the only Produft
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of the Nation, that was lent Abroad, be-

fore the Romans came hither. The Bri-

tains had, from the remoted Antiquity,
carried on a Trade with the Phoenicians

in this Commodity. They fent it in

Boats, the bed they had in those early
barbarous Times, made of Wicker, and

cover’d with Hides of Beads, to the IHe

of Wightj and thence, to the oppofitc
Coads of France

,
whence ’twas carried

over Land to Marfeilles ; where the

Phoenicians bought it, and tranfported it

to all Places with which they had Com-

merce. The principal Sorts of Tin-Ore

are the Pale,, near White
>

the Greyg
the Brown

j
the Ruddy ;

but the bed and

riched is the Black. I have never seen,
nor heard of any native pure Virgin Thu

The Tin Grains
3

or Tin Corns
,

as the

Miners call them, are the riched, and yield
about half Metall. There are sometimes

a very few Sparks of Metall in that

fort of Stone that the Tinners call Bedan-

carn, and in that which they call Grow-

'an. This lad is a gritty Stone, of various

Colours, and of Talky Conditution, ha-

ving Mica in it. The Tin-Veins
,

or as
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the Miners call them, Loads
,

are either

in Strata of Growan
,

or of that grey,

Talkjj Slaty Stone, that the Tinners call

Killas
,

Raze
,

or Delvhi. The greatest

Quantity of Tin-Ore is found in the

Loads ; but there is of the very same

Sorts, found likewise in the Shoads or

Stream-Works. These are Trains of Ore,

Spar, and other Minerals, that were

wafned down from the Loads
, by the

Water departing at the End of the De-

luge. Mr. Carew
,

in his Survey of Corn-

wall, has given some Account of those

Shoads
;

but I have obtain’d a much ful-

ler, more particular, and fatisfying Ac-

count from some of the Gentlemen of

that County, and Stewards of the Tin

Mines, that have been curious, and taken

Fains in making accurate Observations on

the State of Things there.

6. Lead; plumbum, ftoToj/bc/V. The va-

rious Names and Dufincfions of this Ore

used by the Workmen, are, tire Rotters

or Blue, the Grey
,

the greenijh Tellow
,

the Talky-s the Stony >
the Cavernous, the

porous Sort, call’d on Mendips Honey-
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Comb Lead-Ore
}

the Star-grain’d Lead-

Ore, the flriated,
or Antimoniated Lead-

Ore, the fparkling or Steel-grain’d;

this commonly yields more or less Silver,
and is what Diofcorides

,
and the Natu-

ralifts after him, call Molybdana: Pliny.,
Galena. The White femi-diaphanous

Lead-Ore, generally fibrous, but home-

times flaky or plated. The Ericoid- Lead-

Ore, found concreted into the Form of

the Ramofe Mofs, or, as some fancy, of

Heath or Erica
,

whence it had its Name.

The Diced or Cubic Lead-Ore. The

Saxon Mineralifts sometimes find Lead in

the Veins, that is native and pure : But

I never faw any except one Sample that

was fetch’d for me, with several other

Ores, from Mendip, by Mr. John Hut-

chinfon, a Man brought up from his

Youth in Mines, in the Service of Dr.

Bathurfl and Mr. Squire. Mr. Auditor

Harley and I borrowed him of his Grace

the Duke of Somerfet ,
whole hired Ser-

vant he then was,
and fent him into the

West, to make Searches and Collestions

for us.
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I cannot well difmifs the Subjed:, with-

out taking home brief Notice, of those

which the Miners call Mock-Ores
,
or Sam-

ples of Veins
,

as judging them to be Signs
of Ores lodged fomewhere near. That

does not always happen, tho’ indeed they
are commonly found at the Tops of the

metallic Veins. The greatest Part of these

are very light, porous, and friable
; but

some there are that are solid, and so ponde-

rous, that they certainly hold Metall, Tho'

so intimately incorporated with the Mi-

neral Ingredients of the Mass,as not to be

extricated, or feparated from them, by any

Process yet found out. I shall conclude,
after I have given the Names of the

principal Kinds. These are Mock-Lead'3
Blind

j
Blend., Black-Talk, or as the

Germans call it, Sterile-Nigrum. Mock-

Tinj or Cockle. Mock-Copper or Gof-

fenSj a Cornifh Mineral, as is also Mun-

dick, a fort of braffy Marcafit there-

Mock-Iron
j

or Callj likewise the Produft

of Cornwall. Mock-Hamatites
,

Mock*

Sparry, and Talky-Ores.

F I N I s:



LETTERS

Relating to the Method of Fossils.

LETTER I.

TO

Sir Isaac Newton.

A Letter fent along with the Method of

FoJfilSj giving an Account of the Things
needful andpreparative to the drawing

Up such a Method. The Difficulties of

itj and its Vfes.

S I R,

SEND you, with this Letter,
a Tratt relating to the Method

of Fojfils • which, if not your

own,
is wholly owing to you ;

it being begun, carried on, and finifhed

at your Requelf. It is indeed a Work,
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tho’ small in Bulk, I hope, not altogether
without its Uses. For as it may be of

Service, at lead to those who have now,

for some Time pad, taken Pains in ob-

serving and colluding Foflils, so it may

contribute fomething towards the Ad-

vancement of the Science it self. For a.

right methodizing of natural Things,
and a Didribution of each into their

Claffes, according to their natural Pro-

perties, and mutual Agreement amongd

themfelves, conduces Very much to the

more easy and certain Knowledge of

them. For which Reason, several very

learned Men of late Years, have happily
imployed themfelves, and fpent much

Time and Labour, in reducing all Kinds

of Animals and Vegetables into Method*

But Foflils, of however great Worth and

Importance, have been much negledcd,
and lest wholly to the Care and Treat-

ment of Miners and meet Mechanicks.

Mis on this Account that these, having
not been yet diffidently made known and

didinguifh’d, have lain hitherto in the

Dark; till being, Sir, at your Command,
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brought forth to Light, I now difplay,
and lay all open to your View.

The Reason that there has been a

so much greater Progress made in di-

gesting and methodizing Animals and

Vegetables, is, that they are more fre-

quently in View, better, and more readily
known. For, in those Bodies, the Marks

and Characters, by which the principal

Kinds, and fubordinate Species are di-

ftinguilhed, being so manifelt and ap-

parent, their Affinities or Differences may

be difcerned with Safe, and almost at

Frit Sight. Whereas, Minerals are of a

deeper, and much more abftrufe and dif-

ficult Inquiry, Of this I shall produce

one or two Instances. As the exterior na-

tive Complexion, in Samples of even the

same Kind of Mineral, is commonly very

different; so likewise muff the interior

Conffitution be, by reason of the various

extraneous Matter that is commonly in-

corporated with it in its firff Concretion,

Nor is there a less Diverfity in the Site of

Minerals, their Place, and in the Varietv
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of Matter, among which they are found

lodged and repofited in the Earth.

That I might therefore the better ex-

tricate my self from these so great Per-

plexities, and come to some Certainty in

this Affair, I proposed several Ways of

Examination and Trial, in order to dis-

cover the Nature of such Parts in these

Bodies, as do not immediately fall under

the Senses. The fir if of these was, to

find out and afcertain the various Degrees
of the Hardness of each. The next,

to make accurate Observatipns of their

various specific Gravity. Finally, I tried

each by Fire
,

and a Chymical Analyfis ,

in order to discover whether they would

emit an Halitus or Vapour, or a Smoke
,

ora Flame: Whether they would yield

an Oilj or a Salt : Whether they would

foe reduced to a Cinder„ or a Calx:

Laffly, whether they would run into a

Vitrum
,

or into such a Mass, as the Me-

tallifts are wont to call a Regulus. be-

sides, as I am not forward to rely on my

own Abilities, well knowing how little

they are, I thought it proper, in so ob-
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fcure and intricate a Subject, to confer

with some others, who were well vers’d

in the Knowledge of Minerals, particu-

larly Mr. Stonestreet, whqfe Sagacity in

fearching into natural Things, and Suc-

cess in methodizing them, I had been

long acquainted with. Neither would I,

after all, have thus offer’d these my At-

tempts to a Person of your

without having first had the Approbation
of those others, who are most deservedly
in esteem for their Knowledge in thefb

Studies. If I find what I have here laid

before you
be not unacceptable, as it will

be the highest Satisfaction to me, so will

it encourage me, if ever I am lb fortu-

nate as to have leifure to lay before you,

and, if it be so happy as to have your

Approbation, to publifh a Natural Hifto-

ry of all the Sorts of Fossils, founded on

Reflexions made upon those I have col-

lected, and the Observations that I have

made on others from abroad.

I am, &c.
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LETTER II.

To Sir Jo hn Hoskyns Baronet.

The Study of Fossils never hitherto redu-

ced to Rule
,

nor any Form of Art.

The Writers
,

both the Antients., and

those of later Timeshave confounded

Things buryed in the Earth
3

with the

natural conjiituent Parts and Trodu.

Elions of it. These dijtinguiflfd}
the

Rants of each adjustedj and Fossils di-

vided into Extraneous and Native,

Si r,

I
Have little to value my self upon,

besides the Goodness I am perpetually

receiving from my Friends, and the fa-

vourable Opinion they are pleas’d to en-

tertain of ray Studies. Nor does any

Thing in Life afford me so fenfible a Plea-

fure, as the Reflection that I am able to

do any Thing that is not thought wholly
unworthy of Acceptance with Men of
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tlie Character of those you mention. ’Tis

particularly no small Satisfaftion to me, to

be so far honoured with the Friendfhip of

Mr. Aglionby: And, that a Man of his

Goodness, and extenfive Knowledge, is

pleas’d to think me capable of inlarging,
or making any Addition to it.

But, Sir! you are, I am fare, far from

having any need to add that Motive: Or,
to put his Commands into the Scale, when

you well know of how much Weight
yours alone ever are with me. And tho’,
if I consider how great his Penetration,
and yours is, I might be deterr’d from

offering any Thing I am able to write to

either, I am so far encourag’d by your

joint Humanity, that without further

Hefitation, I venture freely to lay be-

fore both, what comes readily into my

Thoughts on the Subject He and You

think, and indeed
very justly, hath lain

hitherto so much in the Dark.

The several Sorts of Matter, that

conftitute the terrestrial Part of the Globe

we inhabit, are ufually comprehended,
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and fet forth by the Writers of Natural

Hiftory, under the general Name of

FOSSILS.

These are of two Sorts, extraneous
3

and native. By extraneous Fossils ,
I in-

tend the various vegetable Bodies: As

likewise the Teeth and Bones of terre-

Jlrial Animals
,

and the Shells of Oyftersj
Cochlea

,
Echini

,
and other

marine Creatures, that are' found in

great Numbers and Variety, buryed in all

Parts of the Earth. These, by most late

Authors, have been supposed to be found

in the Earth, and meet Stones; and trea-

ted of as such, under the Names of

OJlraciteSj Conchites„ and

Echinites ; which Names occurr very

frequently in the Writers of Fodils.

And, by those Names, sometimes they

design meerly the Shells above recited;

fimple, free, and empty : Sometimes those

Shells fill’d with Stony, Flinty, or other

like Matter : Sometimes only the Stone,

Flint, Spar, or other Mineral Bodies,
that were originally formed and moulded

in those Sorts of Shells, since perifhed
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and gone: Sometimes the meet Imprefli-
ons of them in Stone : And not uncom-

monly, all these promifcuoufly and indif-

ferently. Which want of Care, and due

Examination of these so different Bodies

was indeed one great Cause that those

Writers fell into that Opinion. But the

several Sorts of them are now rightly di-

ftinguifh’d % and the Origin of each

afcertain’d b
.

I fliall only add here, for the further

clearing up of this Matter, the ieyeial

fanciful Names that have been heretofore

given to some of the most remarkable of

these Bodies; And, from my own Obser-

vations upon them, note what they really

are. That commonly call’d Cornu Am-

wonts c owes its Form to a turbinated

Shell : The Bucardites d

,
to a Bivalve.

Indeed both of them are frequently found

actually covered with the very Shells in

which they were formed. That Body to

» Catalogue of the Fof-
&c. M.S.

i Nat, Hill, of

Earth, Part 4. and 5.

« Plin. xxxvii. 10.

PHn. ibid.
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which Dr. 810t e has given the Name of

Thrichites
,

is affuredly only Part of the

Shell, of the Vinna-Kind
, composed of

tranfverfe Parallel Fibres not unlike

Hairs f
,

which was the Reason that he

confer’d that Name upon it. It is found

very commonly, and in many Parts of

England,
besides Shotover, Barton

,
and

the Places he mentions. The Figure of

the Hyfierolithus,
of which 01. Wor-

mius sg and several Naturalifts fmce, have

imagin’d such strange Things, is wholly

accidental, and taken from a Species of

that Kind of Shell to which Fab. Ca-

lumna h has given the Name of Concha

anomia; the Infide or Cavity of which

this Stone is call in, and exadly refem-

bles. The Brontia
,

and Ombria, of Geo,

Agricola ‘, is an Echinites
,

and form’d

in the Shell of the galeated Echinus Spa-

tagus. So likewise are those of J. de

Laet k
; which he supposes to be also the

« Nat. Iliji. Oxfordjh •

c. 5. §. 145. vii. Fig.
7 . & Nat. Hiji. Staffurdp.
c. s- §■ 4°-

{ Hairs.

s R'ufeum. p 83.
h De Glojfopetra.
1

De Nat, FoJJlUum.
L. j.

k D» Gem, L. 2. ( 2j,
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Ghelonites of Tliny. Those two grav’d

by Fr. Lachmund 1
are Stones form’d in

a different Species of the Echinus Sfatar

gus. That which J. Kentman fent to

C. Gefner
,

whereof he has given an

Icon m

,
is a Stone moulded in the Shell

of an Echinus Ovarins. He has also the

Figures of two Foflil-Shells of the Echi-

nus Ovarius n

,
fill’d with Stone, These

he takes to be of that Sort that Tliny
calls Ovum Anguinum. The very same

01. Wormins has caus’d to be engrav’d
under the Title of Brontia or Ombria °.

These Kinds of Stones the Country Peo-

ple here in England call sometimes Fairy
Stones

j
but commonly Thunder Stones ;

in which Fancy they agree with the

People of Germany p, and like wile

with Bliny s. The Bodies call’d Tecoli.

thi by Bliny
, Lapides Judaici,

and Sy-
riaci

,
by other Writers, so much cele-

1 De Fojfil. Heldejhem.

m De Figuris Lapid.
p. 6 r.

n ibid. p. 16S.
o Alufceum L. i. §.

c. lj.

? Carmina ex eo no-

men iavenit qnod cum

Fuliniue, uc credit vul-

gus cadit. G. Agrtco. at

Nat Fuff. L. 5 .
a L. 37. e. 10.
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brated by the antient Physicians for their

diuretic Properties, but reputed by all

as no other than meer Stones, have been

at laft publickly demonstrated r to be only
elevated Spikes of Echini Ovarii j brought
forth of the Sea at the Deluge, and bu-

ried, together with other marine Bodies,

in earth. The Trochi
,

TrochiteS; and

Entrochi
,

as also the Afleria, are now

finally known to be all likewise ow-

ing to the Sea f
.

All the several Kinds

of each serve as Cords or Strings to tic

the Train or Cauda of that furprizingly

strange Body the Stachyoides t to the

Shell of the Fish to which it belongs, and

serves as a Train and Rudder for Steer-

age.
This Train has its Name Stachyol

desj from its refemblance of an Ear of

Maize
,

or Indian Corn. ’Tis found

commonly among Shells, and other Re-

mains of the Sea, in several Parts of Ger-

many •• And Mr. Rofinus of Munden has

fet forth a Discourse u concerning it. I

have frequently met with Parts of it in

r Grefliam Letfure, read

May 9- 169 5-

f Grefib. Letiure 1695.

1 'S, rld-/vi‘ Spica.
“ De Strellis marinis,

Fojfil. 4.0 . Hamb. 4. 171 9.
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England; chiefly in the Chalk-Pits in

Surrey and Kent. Mr. Rojlnus calls the

Stachyoides ,
Fossil Sea-Stars

,
I confefs I

cannot imagin for what Reason. The

‘Parts and Segments of these Bodies have

obtain’d various Names among the Wri-

ters of Fossils ,
e. gr. Eucrmos

3
Penta-

crinos; Pentagonos x * The Bodies call’d

by Mr. Lhwyd Stellaria v,, are no other

than Parts of the Stella Arborefcens.
The GloJfopetr£ are Teeth chiefly of

Sharks of various Kinds. The Plettro-

nitaj or Rojirage of Mr. Lhwyd z
_,

is the

Tooth of a strange Sea Fish, not nam’d

nor defcrib’d by the Writers of Fifties-

There is in my Collection, a Jaw of this

Fish digg’d up, with Teeth of this Kind

ftill actually remaining in it. The Bufo-

ntta are Teeth of the fVolf-Fish digg’d

up in many Countries, along with other

Spolia of the Sea. These were wont for-

merly to be worn in Rings, and preten-

ded to have grown in the Heads of

Toads
j

whence they had the Name of

x Lachmund. de Fossil.

Hildeffiem. SeS. 3. c. 17.

18.

y Lithol. Brit. Tab. 14.
* Lithophylacium Bri-

tan. Tab. 16.
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Bufomij and great Virtues afcrib’d to

them. Dr. Merret a

, comparing these

with those in the Jaws of that Fish, found

an exafl Agreement betwixt them, and

rightly concludes both to be of the same

Origin. By this Method he imagin’d he

had made a discovery of a Counterfeit

and Impofture of the Lapidaries in felling

these Teeth for the true Toad-Stones
;

fufpesting them to be really taken forth

of the Jaws of that Fish, and not out of

the Heads of Toads, he Teeming not to

have known that there are naturally no

such Stones in the Heads of Toads, that

these are really all of them Teeth of the

Wolf-Fishj tho’ thus found in the Earth;

and therefore, by those who know not

how they came there, reputed natural

Stones. The Siliquaftrum b is evidently

a bony Substance, and by its Shape and

Make appears to have serv’d for Cover-

ture and Guard of the Palate of some

Fish, that feeds, as several do, upon Shell-

* Pinax Rerum Nat. Britan, p. a 10.

fc Mr. Lhwyd Philof. Tranf. N°. aOO. and Lttha-

phyl. Brit. p. 75.
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Flfh. The lElhyofpendyla c are only ver-

tebras or Joints of the Back'Bone of

Sharks, and other Fillies. The Turcois
y

that hath palled currently thorow all

Ages for a meer Stone, is indubitably of

Animal Origin.
The various Samples of

it that I have seen, are some of them

Fragments of very firm hard Bones, the

rest of Teeth, that have imbib’d a Tin-

cture in the Earth, either a dusky Blue,
or a greenilh. The Teeth of various

Kinds of Sea-Fishes, and of amphibious

Creatures, as the Rofmarij or Morfe the

Manatij and of Elephants,
lest at Land

at the Deluge, are sometimes found in

digging, both here and Abroad ; of which

I have various Samples in my Collecti-

ons. They are nearly of their Native

Complexion, where they have not been

lodg’d among mineral Matter, that being
infinuated into them has fuperinduced
and imparted to them its own Colour.

Those lodg’d where there is Copper in

the Earth, are frequently blue or green
*

which Colour that Metal is wont to im-

» Lhwyd Lithophyl. Tab, 18.
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part, when infinuated in due Quantity.
Nay, even when in less Quantity, so

that the Body is of its native pale Hue,

if exposed to the Heat of a Fire, to fetch

forth the latent Copper Particles, it be-

comes of a flight Blue, or a Green. To

the Bones and Teeth digg’d up out of the

Earth, that retain’d much their native

white Colour, or were a little variegated

with Black, which all the Foflil Elephants

Teeth, that I have Teen, are, the antient

Naturalifts gave the common Name of

EAts«e o 05uk705 d
,

Ebur Fossile. To those

that had acquired in any Part a bluifh

Colour, they gave the Name of Calais;

which, as shall be shewn by and by, is

what the later Writers call the Turcois.

Dr. ‘Poterius e

, finding out that the Tur-

cois, which Signior Tozzo shew’d him at

Rome, were really Ivory, tho’ difguis’d

by the Colour, fufpe£led them to be, be-

cause not of real ftony Conftitution, all

counterfeit; which was the very Over-

fight that Dr. Merret fell into in relation

to the Bufonites. As these Teeth and

d Theophraft. de Lapid. e Pharm. Spagyr. L. %.

c. 25.
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Bones acquire a Colour by a long Stay
in cupreous Earth

, they attain it in a

much Jhorterj by their lying in cupreous
Water

; this serving quickly to introduce

the metallic Corpufcles. Such there are

in my Collection, taken out of the Cur-

rents of Water that flow forth of the

Copper Mines of Herugrundt in Hunga-
ry j

and of Goldfcalp in Cumberland
.

Tho’ F. Hardouin { doubts of that, Sal-

majius e, and Johan de Laet h

,
who had

both of them much better consider’d, and

been more converfant with Foflils than

that learned Critick and Commentator,

take the Callais of the Antients for our

Turcois
; and, I think, with very good

Reason. ‘Plin. L. 57. c. 33. Callais e vi-

ridi paliensj fordium plenay

leviter adherens, nee Jit agnata 'Pe-

trisfed ut appofta, ■— fragilis. Op-
timus color fnaragdi. ’Tis not poffible

any Defcription should better anfwer the

Turcois ; which being a Tooth or Bone,
that has lain long in the Earth, must

( Not. in Elm. xxxvii. 33.

s Exerc. ad Solin.

h De Lapid. & Gem. L. I. f. a 5,
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needs be fofter and more brittle than real

Stones, as also foulj as being fomewhat

porous ,
which Teeth and Bones naturally

are. Nor can it be and of a Tiece

with the Rockj wherein ’tis only lodged,
but flightly adhering to it. Then the

Callais was found in the same Places,
where we find our Turcois. As to the

Colour
j Tliny reprefents it here like that

of the Emerald
; by which Cafalpinus

shews 5 he means a Sky-Colour, or Blue-

grey. Tliny elsewhere k reprefents the

Callais as nearly approaching the Sap-

phire, but paler, and of a Sea-Green
;

which exactly fuits the Turcois. And

Salrnaflus well observes, that the very

Name shews it to be of a purpleifh l
,

or

blue Colour. The Hammites
, compo-

sed ufually of multitudes of small globular

Bodies, is wholcly made up of a Congeries
of the Veflcul# of the Ova of various

Kinds of Fishes
,

fill’d with a fine hard

arenaceous Subfiance. That they refem-

j De Metallis L. a.

k Nat. IHJI. xxxvii. 5 6. Gallais Sapphirum imitatur,

candidior, & litorofo mari fimilis.

1 K«m«/ov Exerc. in Solin.
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bled those Ova, was indeed very early

taken notice of

Those, which I have been hitherto

displaying before you,
Sir! are the chief

Particulars, I would note to you relating

to the extraneous Fossils : And as to the

Nativej the Writers having been so little

accurate as, you fee, to confound Bodies

of so very
different Origin and Constitu-

tion with them, it cannot be thought

strange, that their Accounts of the native

Fossils themfelves Should be frequently

erroneous and imperfeCt. In afsigning
their very Names, they give us com-

monly the same Body under different

Names; as they do different ones under

the same Name. Then in their Metho-

dizing and ranging of the native Fossils,
his no wonder that they fail, and that all

Things are in Diforder, and out of Course

with them, when they so frequently
make Choice of Characters, to rank

them by, that are wholely accidental, and

unphilofophical ; as having no Founda-

“ Hammites Ovis Pifciom fimilis est, l?lln. Nat,

Ilifi. L. 57. c. 10.
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tion in Nature, or the Conftitution of the

Bodies themfelves. Thus some rank

them under the Heads of common
,

and

rare, of mean and p'ettous : of less, and

of greater ‘V/e- Then they reduce them

to fubordinate Clajj'es according to their

particular. L)fes, in Medicine, Surgery,

Painting, Smithery, and the like; which

would be proper in an Hiftory of Arts,

or Mechanics ; but serves only to mif-

lead them and their Readers in the Hi-

ftory of Nature. besides, they rank, a-

mongst the rest, Bodies that are Mineral

indeed, but factitious, and not in their

native Condition. An Instance of this

we have in the fumex,, which almost all

the Writers of Stones place amongst
them; whereas his in Reality nothing but

a Slag or Cinder
,

found either where

Forges of Mctalls have antiently been •

or near PEtnaj Fefiiviusj
or some other

burning Mountain, forth of which it

has been caft. Another Example of this

we have in the Lapis Spongice, which is

a light, porofe, friable Body, compos’d of

a Matter chiefly Qorallin
,

and generally
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made into the Form we find it, by a ma-

rine Infeff.

But these are only a few of the many

Instances that might be alledged to evince

in how uncertain and perplex’d a Condi-

tion this Study has hitherto lain; And

how little Light into the Nature of Fos-

sils, and their Relation to one another,

we are to expeCt from those that have

heretofore wrote. The claffical Difpofal
of the native Fossils will indeed ever be

a Work of Difficulty. It hath been

prov’d from Observations n

,
made on the

prefent Condition of them, that they
have been once all in a State of Solution

and Diforder : And such is the prefent
Conftitution of them that it is very hard,
if not impracticable, to rank and reduce

them into an exact Method °. For they
want those fix’d Characters of Affinity
or Difagreement that Animals, and that

Vegetables carry along with them. It

hath been shewn, how little Certainty
there is in their Colour and Figure, in

n Nat. Hiji. Earth
,

Part t.

9 Vid. Nat. liijl. Earth, Part 4. Tub initio.
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their Situation in the Earth, and their

Mixtures with each other p. And few of

them being pure, or unmix’d, ’tis plain

there can be no determinate Rule as to

their Jpecific Gravity, their

or Approach more or less to Solidity ,
or

as to their Conftitution. In line, there

being no fmgle Character steady, or to

be rely’d upon, I am oblig’d to make Use

of one or other of them, as I fee most

fit, and conducing to my Purpose. My
chief Regard is, to the Nature and confii-

tuent Matter of each ; but since that

Matter is frequently mix’d, and various

in the same Sort of Body, I conduct my

self by such other natural Notes as pre-

fent themfelves, and all such Tefis and

Methods of Scrutiny ,
as I find practica-

ble. In particular, I have Regard to

the Bulk each Sort of Foflil is naturally
of: also to its comparative Gravity 3

c

Den/ity J Solidity the Grojfness,
or

Fineness of the Parts: The natural Fi-

gure of the form’d Stones, and other Bo-

dies, their Texture and Confutation ; as

«■ Ibid.
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likewise the Colours observable in many

Sorts of Foflils, the Diaphaneity, or

Opakeness: Their Difpolition to a Solu-

tion and Mixture with Water. Laftly, I

consider in what Manner they affedt the

Organs of Sense, the Smell and the Tafle ;

as also the Touch
,

as to their Roughness,

Harfhness, Smoothness, and their being

umTuous, oyly, and the like. With this

Conduct, and alTifted by these Lights, I

range the native Foflils in the following
Method, i. Earths. 2. Stones. 5. Salts.

4.
Bitumens. 5. Minerals or Bodies

nearly approaching the Nature of Me-

talls. And, 6. Metalls themfelves. The

particular Realons for my adjusting them

thus, you will be better Judge of, when

you come to fee the Detail of the whole

Method.

I am, Sir, &c.
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LETTER III.

To the same.

Of the CerauniaSj or Stone-Weapons.,
the Magical Gemmsj and some other

artificial Things antiently in Usej ima-

gin’d by many late Writers to be na-

tural : With Icons offederal ofthose in

my Collection
j brought from most Parts

of the known WorId.

S I R,

IT
mud be allow’d, that I had the

more Reason to attempt the Natural

Hijiory of the Earthy and of the Bodies

found in it, both native and extraneous,

because, as' you observe, this Study had

all along lain in the greatest Darkness and

Confufion: And, to the
very Time that I

fet forth that Work, it was notyet agreed

among the Learned
>

whether these Bodies

formerly caWd Petrify’d Shells., but now-

a-days puffing by the Names of formed
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Stones, be original Productions of Na-

ture
,

form’d in Imitation of the Shells

of Fishes, or the Shells themfelves p.

Indeed the latest Writers of all were pofi-

tive that these Bodies were not real. Dr*

Lifer q aiferts point blank they were ne-

ver any Part of an Animal, being only

Refemblances of Shells
,

but meer Stones,,

which the Earth produces, and each

Jhap’d by the Power inherent in the Stone,

or in it fclf. This must needs be allowed

by all who have made any Obfei vations

of the Productions of Nature in the For-

mation of Bodies, tho’ they have not

made many Observations on tneie, to be

a Doctrine, however politively delivered,

ivery myfterious and paradoxical. Be that

as it will, not only Dr, Lifer ,
Di, Plot,

and others here, but learned Men A-

broad, fell generally into it. Nay, so

Zealous were they bent upon it, and

ftrongly poifeffed with it, as to imagin

not only the animal and vegetable Bodies,

found lodg’d in the Earth, but several

, Mr. RayV 3 Discourses B°. Lond. i<Sp s ./>• 117-

q Philof. Tra&f N°. 7 <5. Com. Lib. Cochhtarum

Anglis 4°-
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artificial Things, antient ‘Vrns, and

other VafipSj Stone-Weapons3
and Ma-

gical- Gemms, to be productions of it,
and formed by Nature under Ground;
which may pass for one of the many fur-

prizing Instances there are of Precipita-

tion, Credulity, and want of Judgment
in these Writers; and I willi there

were not so many likewise in all the

other Parts of natural Hiffory; that a

Man that would be accurate in any,

can hardly tell what to rely upon, with-

out bringing all, of the very much that

hath been written, to the Tefl: anew. I

have formerly had Occafion to make some

Reflections on the Notion r of the Fojfil-
eDrns

;
and since I have your Commands

for it, I shall here offer fomething con-

cerning the Antient Magical GemmSj and

Stone-Weapons.

Dr. Lifer f supposes these Gemms to

be Ombr'ue ; and with his ufual Warmth

and Pofxtiveness, pronounces them fi-

r Nat. Hijt. Tellaris defenfa contra Camerar. p.
and Mr. Holloway’s Tranflation, p. 154,

f Philof. Tranf. N°. 201.
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gur’d naturally }
and without any Arti-

fice : Nay, and which is a very pretty

Fancy, nattirally polijh’d too
,

with just

as much Reason as he might a Table ‘Dia-

mond, a Brillant
,

or an Intaglia of Ju-
lius Cafar. But you know, Sir! this

learned Gentleman having let forth in his

Youth, with the Notion, that all Bodies

of regular and determinate Figure, found

in the Earth, were form’d there, abid

by it ftifly to the End; this being the

very laft Paper he publifh’d on this Sub-

ject. Writers for same, great Souls!

are ever constantly in the Right, and will

fooner give up their Lives than their Opi-
nions ; even tho’ they first take them up

frequently upon meet Fancy, or very

flight Grounds; while those, who really
feareh after Truth

3
are very wary in

what they advance; and with great Rea-

diness and Candor fubmit all to the

ftriftest Scrutiny, attending as well to

every Thing that may be offer’d againft

it, as for it. As to the Bodies you arc so

defirous of an Account of, they have

pass’d from the remotest Antiquity down-

wards, under the Notion and Title of
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Magical-Stones>
or Gemms. They are,

to this Day, sometimes found broad in

our fields. I have seen only three Kinds

of them, and keep a fair Sample of each

in my Collection. Neither any other

Writer, nor Dr. Lifter, mentions any

more; And his are indeed the same with

mine ; so that I am apt to believe there

are no more. My first is, of an exactly

jphserical Form, near two Inches in Di-

ameter, The second is a Spheroid much

comprefs’d, i Inch ft- in Diameter, and

A- in Perpendicular. The third is ob-

long, round off at each end, with a Bafis

fomewhat convex, and two Sides also a

little fwelling and convex, the
upper Part

terminating in a Ridge, This Stone is

two inches in Length, and i~ in Diame-

ter. 'Twas found near Barkhamstead in

Middlefex,
and poffefs’d long, indeed to

his Death, by an eminent Physician there.

’Twas made use of by him as a magical

Speculum \ he giving out to his Patients,

that Something was wont to discover it

self to him in this Stone
, by which he re-

ceiv’d Light and Informations, on such

Occafions as he inspecled and confuited it.
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He lest a great estate to his Son
;

who

not being ever able, with both his

Eyes, to discover that Speßrum ;
in-

ftcad of getting an estate , fpent the

greatest Part of that which his Father lest

him ; and was pleas’d to do me the Ho-

nour to fend the Stone to me, who being

not so happy as to be polfefs’d of Facul-

ties equal to those of the wife good old

Gentleman
,

can no more difcern the Spe-
ctrum

„
nor get an estate by it, than the

generous frank young Gentleman his Son

could.

These three Stones are all form’d out

of that Sort that the Lapidaries call

Feble-Cryftal ; which is found in several

Parts of England ; dnd are very fair, pel-

lucid, and clear. The firfl: is indeed of a

fine deep Water, and is a very beautiful

Stone ; being of a fphasrical Figure, it

might be taken for a FearI : And Dr.

Lifter c says, that these are caWd in foms

antient leasteSj Mineral-Fear I. In for-

mer Times, they must of Course be, be-
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fore they were pick’d up, more frequent,
particularly in Britain: And ’tis not al-

together improbable, that these are of

those mention’d by Suetonius 11
as found

antiently here, and suppos’d by the Ro-

mans to be Bearls
,

but of an extraordi-

nary Bigness x

; these being indeed vaftly

more large than any of the true Bearls.

mold of these Stones, and particularly the

three above mention’d, are so regularly

cut, and polifhed in a manner so exqui-

fite, that I can hardly imagine how a

people so barbarous, and delditute of all

Working-Tools, y could ever finifh them

with so great Elegance and Exafdness.

When find I» observ’d these Stones, I con-

■jefdur’d they might be us’d mecrly as

Gemms
,

and worn antiently for Orna-

ment by the Natives. But Mr. Aubrey >

who, you know Sir \ hath much lludyed

the Antiquities of this Ifland, contends

that they were us’d in Magick by the

*Druids : And, in his Mifcellanies z

,
he

takes notice of a Cryjial Sphare, such as

the first of these is, or mineral Tearl
,

uln Cafare 47-

London, B®.

y Co/if State of

* B°, Loud. 169C. Page jiB.

x Sueton. Ibid,
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f/j-V by Magicians,
and to be in[petted by

a Boy. But, long before him, Joach.

Camerarius a mentions a round Cryftallin
Gemm

,
into which a looking,

difcern’d an Apparition,
that shew’d him

any thing that was required or fought
for. Taracelfus b carries the Thing fur-

ther, and avers, that in these specula are

seen Things pafl, prefent., and to come :

And that some Star imprejfes on the Cry-

flal an Image of its Influenceand a Simili-

tude of the Thing inquired and look’d for
in it. And of this Sort were the Cryftal-
lin Stones made use of by Dr. TDee, and

Mr. Kelly in their myfterious Vifions and

Operations; of which they drew up a

Journal, fmce publifh’d by Dr. Meric

Gaufabon c

.
One of theirs was rounds of

a pretty Eigne and of Cryftal •

very

probably the same with my first. This

they call the Shew-Stonej and Holy-
Stone. You fee, Sir ! from these Foole-

ries having held and been kept up thus,
from the most early Times, in a conti-

* Prcef in Plutarch, de Defe&u Orac.

4 Explic. AJlron.
e Relation of Dr. Dee, &c. Fol. London
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nued Tradition, quite down to our own,

while Things the most highly rational

have been neglected, dropp’d and fallen

into Difufe, how fond Mankind hath

ever been addidled and prone to Superfti-
tion ; of which there are but too many

other Instances.

A s to the Antients, from the Writers

of those Times, we learn, that the Zora~

viifcos was a Gemm us’d by the Magi d
,

as

also the Heliotropium
e

-, with a great

Number of others, not needful to be re-

counted here. Those which come the

nearest to ours,
and from which the fu-

perftitious Use of these seems to be de-

rived, are of the Star-Stone, or Aftroite

Kinds. Not of those of the later Natu-

ralifts, which had their Names from their

Figure, or some Delineations upon them,

refembling the Stars of Painters and He-

ralds, but of those of the Ancients which

were lucid and tranfparent; and therefore

were said to jhine like a Star
,

whence

they had their Name.

A Zoranifcos Magorum Gemma. Vim. xxxvii. io.

« Ibid. xxii. s<).
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—TCot7« cKO7r(«? naAAHVM^

<pvtlxi ' KaAo? A/9o?, oix hi ’Asnp

MSpMOUpfioV
f
.

I n like Manner the Star-Stone of

Pliny was white, or nearly approaching
the Tranfparency of Cryflal, and suppo-
sed to have its Name from reflecting back

the Light of a StaVj when expofed to it ?.

The same Author treating, if not of this,

of a nearly related Species of Star-Stone
i

which he ranks likewise amongst the

tranfparent Gemms, tells us that ’twas

in mighty esteem,

and that Zoroafler ,
one

of the most celebrated of all the oriental

Magi, had fet forth its wonderful Ejfl~

cacy in magical Arts h
.

The same Au-

thor observes, that the Afleria was a

pretty hard Stone, and that the Lapida-
ries found some Difficulty in the cutting

r Dionyf. -Kt&i’.y. 527.

s Candida e’t vocatur

Afterios, Cryftallo pro-

pinquans, in India Rat-

tens, &in Pailenes Lit-

toribus—• Gaul'am Nomi-

nis reddunt quod Aftris

oppofita Fulgorem rapiat

acregerat. Plin. xxxvii. 9.
11 Celebrant & Aftroi-

tem, mirafq; Landes ejus

in Magicis Artibus Zoro-

aftrem cecinille, Phn-

xxxvii, 49.
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of it; which is likewise the Case of these

Stones. So that those of the Antients

apparently agree with these as to their

Conftitution, their Complexion and Dia-

phaneity, as well as the fuperftitious
Uses they were applied to : And I take

notice of one Species of Star-Stone in

the same Author, that was likewise or-

bicular, and of the very same Shape
1 with the first of mine. I’m not a little

difpleas’d with my self, that I have, be-

fore I was aware, taken up so much of

that Time which, Sir, you know so

well how to imploy better, and run

on thus far on a SubjeCt so very flight.
But I shall difmifs it, after I have offer’d

you a Conjecture at the Reason why this

Kind of Stone has been employ’d thus as

a Speculum,
and turn’d to Magical Delu-

fion, and the fpying out of Speflra. It

most probably happen’d from the Confti-
tution of the Stone ; which, in every va-

rious Pofition, gives a various Corufcati-

on, and Glare of the Light ; and, by that

Means, a various Reprefentation of

Sideritis— Globofa Specie. Plin. xxxvii. tfj.
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Things, and Entertainment of the Fancy.

Which Conjesture I am led into by their

own Defcriptions and Accounts; where-

in they fet forth the Glittering and Light
of the Star-Stone, which they compare

sometimes to that of the Sight of the Eye y

sometimes to the Moon at full-, and take

notice besides, of its reflecting the Light
of a Star, or of the Sun

,
when cxposed

to either k
.

Ik like Manner the Selenites
,

or

Moon-Stone of the Antients was white,

or transparent !

,
and had its Name from

reprefenting the Moon
,

as in a Glafs, as

Limy, Gefner m

, Agricola n

,
and Dr.

Tlot 0 observe ; tho’, for the same Rea-

son, it might as well have been call’d the

Sun-Stone
,

it as readily reprefenting that,

or any
other luminous Body • and there-

fore had like wife the Name of Lapis-

Specular is, as Dr. Tlot takes Notice.

And as the Afiroites was used in Ma-

*• Pirn. L. 37-

1 Plin. ihid. & Diofcorid. vMieldJg. Y, 150

m De Fig. Lapid.

De Nat. Fossil. L. 5.

Nat• Hift. Oxf. e, 5.
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gick, amonglf the Antients
,

so the sV-

lenites was used by them as a Qkarm or

Amulet p.

You’ll imagine, Sir! treating of these

Things, ’twill not be easy for me, not to

recollect the so justly celebrated and il-

luftrious Oracle of the JewiJh Nation
,

that pass’d among them, under the Name

of 'Vrim and Thummitrij or Lights and

Perfections
■,

for Rich those Words import.
This was composed of twelve Gemms

artfully join’d together, and worn on the

High-Priests PeCtorale. ’Tis thought,
whether rightly or not I take not upon

me here to determine, by the belt Judges
of the JewiJh Antiquities, that those

who confulted this Oracle
, looking in-

tenfly upon it, receiv’d Anfwers and Re-

folves by some new and unufual Lights
and Irradiations then miraculoufly exer-

ted and calf forth by those Gemms. The

same ol a Thing so furprizing and

extraordinary could not but pass Abroad

to the neighbouring Oriental Nations;

[p sumkVi&o''
3

-nipJaufJ-V-' Diofccrid. X. c
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and ’tis not wholly improbable, that the

Zoroaftrian ,
and other like Gcmms

,

were made in Imitation of this, and took

their first rise from it. ’Twill not be

thought Strange, that they should all

differ so much from this, when ’tis known

that the Jews treated all the other Na-

tions in a manner very fupercilious, and

were fhy of imparting any Thing to

them
; so that the Tradition and Account

they receiv’d of it muff needs be very
lame and imperfeCt.

I come next, Sir! in Purfuit of your

Commands, to give some Account of the

Stone-Weapons and Instruments. Now,
tho’ these carry in them so plain Tokens

of Art, and their Shapes be such as ap-

parently to point forth, to any Man that

rightly considers them, the Vfe each was

defin’d to; yet some of the Writers of

Fossils, and of great Name too, have

been so fanguine and hafty, so much blin-

-ded by the Strength of their own Fan-

and prepoffested in Favour of their

Schemes and Notions, that they have fet

forth these Bodies as natural Productions
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of the Earth, under the Names of C?~

raunire. Of this Sort are the Ceraun'ue

of which we have Icons in C. Gcfner v,

J. Boctius r

,
M. R. Bejler f

,
O/.

rrnus
c

,
A. L. Mofcardi u

,
and Fr. Lach-

mund x

.

And J. Kentman >’ hath lest us a

Defcription of four of these, likewise, un-

der the Names of Ceraun'ue
.

The Au-

thors here recited, imagine these to be

the Ceraun'ue of the Antients. Probably

they may be those of Sotacus z

; but

what the Cerauma of Pliny were, it is

not easy to conjecture from his Account

of them a

.
He supposes them to fall with

Showers and Thunder. As he does like-

a 7%. Lapid. p. 61.

64.

r FUJI. Gera. L. 2. c.

261.
f Gazophyl. Her. Nat.

“Tab. 54.

c Mufaum. L. 1. Serf.

J. C. 12.

u Musaeo Moscardo L.

2, c. 50.

x De Fossil. Hildeshem.
p. 23.

y Nomenclat. Fossil.
Misniae p. 30.

z Sotacus & alia duo

genera fecit Cerauniae, ni-

gras rubentesq; ac simi-

Jes eas esse Securibus ; per

illas quae nigrae sunt &

rotundae Urbes expugnari
& Classes, easque Betulos

vocari : quae vero longae

sunt, Ceraunias
,

Plin. L.

37 . p 737.
a Est inter Candidas &

quae Ceraunea vocatur,

fulgorem siderum rapiens.
Ipsa Crystallina splendo-
ris coerulei. Plin. L. 37.
P. 737.
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wise the Ombria, and Brontia b
; Of the'

Ombria he gives no Defcription, and a

very obfcure one of the Brontia ; he only
comparing it to the Head of a Tortoife c

;

as he does alio the Chelonitis d
.

The Stone-Weapons, and Instruments
were all cut out, and made, before the

discovery of Iron. But, when once this

Metal was brought to Light, and its

*l)fes known, ’twas found so much pre-

ferable in every Refpest, that those Stones

were prefently call: away ; And they are

those which we Ml sometimes find A-

broad in the Fields, not only here in En-

gland, but in Scotland likewise, and Ire-

land
>

and Germany, and several other

Countries ; where they serv’d, in the most

iearly Ages, for Axes, Wedges, Chizels,
Heads of Arrows, Darts, and Lances.

INay, among Nations yet barbarous, and

(unacquainted with the Manufacture of

Iron, and that have not been discover’d

b Ombria sicut Cerau-

nia, & Brontia cadere

cum Imbribus & Fulmi-

nibus dicitur, Plin. L.

37. c. 10.

c Brontia capitibus Te-

studinum similis Plin. L.

37.
d Chelonitides testudi-

num similes. Plin. L. 37.
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by the European Navigations, till of late

Years, these Stone-Weapons and Injtru-
are in Use to this Day ; e. gr. in

the Ifland of Guam, one of the Ladrones,
and in Nova-Britannia, an Ifland lying
South of the AEquator, and the farthest

East of any yet known, discover’d a few

Years ago by Captain Dampier. Indeed;
when the Spaniards made their first De-

fcent upon America, they found no other

amongst any of all the Nations of that

vaft Continent, or the Iflands adjacent.

For, tho’ the Americans had in many

Parts Iron-Ore, very good, and in great

Plenty, they knew not the Use of it, till

they were taught that by the Spaniards.
In my lOifconrfe of the Veopleing of
America e

,
I have shewn, that that Colo-

ny was departed, and had lest the old

World before Iron was found out, and the

Vfes of it blown there. They are so

many and great, and this Metall of fucli

Importance, that, had the American

Colony been acquainted with it, before

e Of this there issince set forth a brief Extract. Nat.

Hist. Earth illustrated. p. 105. & Seq.
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their Departure, they would never have

again loft or forgot it. Perhaps, Sir!

you may say, that there were Iron In-

firiments in the World long before, even

before the Deluge ;
which we learn from

the Hiftory of Tubal Cain
,

who was then

an Infirucier of every Artificer in Brafis
and Iron f

. Now these must be known

to Noahj and all his Sons, by whom the

whole World was peopled. But those In-

struments all perifh’d,and were destroy’d,

during the Tieluge. I have shewn else-

Iwhere s, that all Metallic and Mineral

Bodies were then dissolv’d : And, tho’ it

ibe there so clearly made out, from Obser-

vations, that none be ftill wanting, this

affords an additional ‘Proof of the Cer-

tainty of that Propofition. From the most

indubitably authentick Monuments that

can be required, we know that the <r

Ofie of
Iron was not recovered in Afia, whence it

pass’d to Europe,
and the rest of the Old-

World
,

till some Ages after the TOeluge :

Nor in America
,
till the Spaniards made

:heir Defcent upon it, two or three Cen-

f Gen. iv. 22. g Nat. Hist. Earth. Part. iv.
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curies ago. And tlio’ Noah and his Sons

could not but remember the Iron in Use

before the Deluge ; yet so great Havock

and Devaluation was made, during that

so fatal and terrible Cataftrophe, and so

unhappy a Change in the Earth, that

there was every where a new Face of

Things, in which they must be much to

feek, and reduced to the greatest Diftrefs,

Exigence and Neceffities h
. They must,

in such a State, be fully taken up meerly
in providing Food, and the common Sup-

ports of Life; and would have little lei-

fure to look after Arts, and Things of re-

motet Use, till Mankind were further

multiplyed, and their Affairs on a better

Foot- In this so calamitous a Condition,

Iron might be perfefldy forgot, and the

Knowledge of it quite worn out.

’Tis remarkable, Sir I that, of these

antient Stone-lVeafons and InfrumentSj

many are fhap’d with great Regularity
and Art, and finiftfd with an ExaTness

very furprizing, considering they then

h Cons. Nat Hist. Earth. Part 1.
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had not the Affiffance and Advantage of

the Tools that we now have. li\\z Arrow-

heads are particularly remarkable. They
are of a Form the mod: mifchievous, and

fitted to hurt, that could be poifibly de-

vifed. They are brought to an exquifitely

fharp Point, keen Edges, and have

Snaggs, or, as they are call’d, Beards, on

each Side, on Purpose that they may

make a large Wound wherever they en-

ter, and not be drawn out again without

much Difficulty and Harm to the Part in

which they happen to be infixed. ’Tis

further remarkable, that the Arrow-

heads, found in Countries the mod di-

ftant each from other, e. gr. Britain
,

and

the Country bordering on the Streights

of Magellan,
are of the same mifehie-

vous Form. ’Tis true, different Men

having in View the same Design, condu-

cing their Thoughts in a regular Man-

ner, may come, in the Purfuit, to the same

Conclufion ; and, as in this Case, hit on

the same Shape for a Weapon of such

Design. But it is much more likely, that

they came all from the same Origin ; and

[that the firf Module was brought from
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Babels to the various Countries whither

the several Colonies, fent thence, made

their Migrations.

Give me Leave, Sir 1 to take notice by
the by, that home may perhaps think

flrange, that Inch a Building as that of

Babel (liquid ever be fet about by Men that

had not the Use and Affistance of Iron.

But this, like the other moll antient Buil-

dings of those Parts, was of Brick ■ in

which Iron Tools are not so needful as in

Buildings of Stone. And yet I have Rea-

son to believe, that the vaftell of this later

Kind that the World ever law, I
mean,

the great Pyramid in Egypt, was rais’d

before the Managery of that Metall was

again recover’d and found out. Be that

as it will, ’tis moil certain, that the Buil-

dings, that the Spaniards found out at

their first Arrival in Tern, were rais’d

and finifh’d wholly without the AJJljlancc-

of Iron. And yet several of these were

so magnificent, and some of the Stones

so very large,
as almost to amaze the

Spaniards. What added to the Surprize,

Was, that all were very regularly
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wrought, Iquared, and the Joints so clo-

fed and fitted, as hardly to be difcern’d;
in so much that the whole appear’d as if

cut out of only one huge Mass of Stone.

B y Means of a Multitude of Hands,
and united Strength, with continued La-

bour and Induftry, a right Invention and

Contrivance, Things furprizingly great

have been perform’d even by Nations the

moll barbarous, favage, and wholly de-

stitute of Inllruments and Machines. As

to those Buildings, ’tis probable the 'Pe-

ruvians fquared and fmoothed the Stones

by rubbing them againll one another; and

railed them up into their Ranks and Pla-

ces by Aflistance of Heaps of Sand or

Earth
,

gradually piled up on the outfide

of the Walls of these Buildings.

’Tis late: And, which, I fear, you’ll
but too easily collect from what, prefum-

ing on your ufual Indulgence, I thus ven-

ture to fend you, I am very fleepy;
which falls out the more fortunately to

you, as it prevents your further Trouble.

I am, Sir, &c.
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NUMBER IV.

An Extract out of the Preface of one of
the Catalogues of my Fossils, contain-

ing Directions for registring of the na-

tive Fossils, and composing an instru-

ctive and useful Catalogue of them.

TH
ESE Fossils ought first of all to

be digested into Classes, and enter’d

in a proper Series and Method
, according

to their mutual Relations and Alliances.

Then the History of each should be gi-

ven ; so far as there can be any Know-

ledge or Information of it obtain’d ; with

an Account where it was found,
at what

"Depth in the Earth, what other Bodies

or Matter it was attended with, in what

Manner it lay,
whether in a Figure

,
or

in a Stratum ; with all other Circum-

stances of the Place. Next should be

noted every Thing observable in the

Body it self; its Colour its Figure, Tex-

ture, or the Manner of the Concretion
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of the Parts; and the different Sorts of
Matter that concur, and are united in.

the same Mass. Finally,
each Tingle Bo-

dy should be brought to the Fire, to

chymical Trials
,

and all other Tests ; in

order thorowly to discover its Nature,

Constitution, Properties, and various

Uses. Was this once effectually done,
and just Deductions and Inferences made

from the Whole, 'twould go a great Way
towards a Natural History of Fossils,

and the perfecting this Knowledge. Of

the great Profit and Usefulness of these

Studies to the Publick, I have spoke
fully, and given many Instances else-

where. What adds further to their Ad-

vantage is, that they are not only enter-

taining and pleasant, but if the Com-

piler be accurate, they must be clear like-

wise, sure, and little liable to Error and

Imposition. Mathematical Propositions

are ordinarily abstracted ; require great

Extent of Thought, and Application of

Mind. Whereas these Mineral Propositi-
ons are plain, simple, and obvious. The

Relations of the Site and Circumstances

of the Fossils in the Earth, and of the
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various Experiments made upon them,
are no other than so many Histories of

Fact. The Accounts of all Things ob-

servable in the Fossils themselves, will

carry with them Evidence of Sense,
which is the highest Certainty. These

Fossils will be so many standing Monu-

ments, that give perpetual Attestation to

this : And there can need no other Proof

of those Accounts than only Ample View

of the Things set forth in the Catalogues.

Nor, finally, can it be difficult to discern,

whether the Conclusions drawn from

those Relations, Experiments, and Ac-

counts, follow rightly from them, or

not.
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NUMBER V.

To Mr.

The Assistance that this, and several

other learned Men have given to the

carrying on the Design of the N. H. E.

S IR,

THERE
are not many in this Age,

who have taken the Pains that you
have done, very happily and successfully,
in most Parts of useful Learning; but

more particularly in the Study of the

Natural History of the Earth, and of

Fossils. The Example and Countenance

of a Gentleman of your Distinction and

right good Sense, has been an additional

Confirmation and Incitement of me; and

the Communications that I have from

Time to Time receiv’d from you, have

given me no little Light and Assistance.

Such Part of my Labours, as I have sub-

mitted to the Judgment of the Publicity
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have met with greater Oppositiom

some, they best know why, than I had

Reason to expect. But when I con fi-

der'd what it was that they urg’d, it ra-

ther afforded me Reason to believe what

I was doing was right, and confirm’d me

in the Pursuit of it.

Tu ne cede malis, sed contra auden-

tior ito.

I can easily pass by Opinionatry, Ill-na-

ture, and the busy meddling of those

who thrust themselves into every Thing,
how little Knowledge soever they may

have of any Thing, while I have the

Approbation of Men of your Candour

and Accomplishment. Nothing can give

me higher Encouragement. ’Tis for the

Satisfaction of such only that I was con-

cern’d ; And, having attain’d that, I have

my
End. What you write in your last,

that having had Occasion several Times to

pass and repass the Alps,, where such vast
Trails of the interior Parts of the Earth

are display’d,
and laid open to view, and

various Opportunities for severaI Tears
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past, of making Observations in many

other Places, you are perfectly convinc’d

of the Truth of these Observations that I

Save publish’d in my natural History of
the Earth : And that, after having care-

fully consider’d them, you are as fully fa-

tisfyed in the Conclusions that I have

drawn thence: And that mine is the only

Hypothesis that answers Nature and

solves all the Phaenomena observable in

the Earth, in an easy and Geometrical

Manner. This, I say, keeps me in Coun-

tenance, and is a sufficient Support to me

against other Gainsayers : And ’tis with

no little Satisfaction that I take notice to

you, that from what they print and de-

clare, ’tis evident, that the Impartial all

over Europe have the same Sentiments.

It must be allowed a fair Presumption in

Favour of the Truth of my Doctrines,
that they have abid a very rigorous Tell

pow for above thirty Years, Hand yet

firm; and the longer and more strictly
they are look’d into, the more they are

confirm’d to this very Day. Give me

Leave to lay before you the Opinion of

one that is still actually engag’d in these
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Searches, very curious, a good Judge,
and has carry’d them on over a great Part

of the Globe, from Numidia
, along the

northern Parts of Africa
, by the Ruins

of old Carthage, quite on to Egypt, to

Arabia, Phaenicia
, Syria and Palestine ;

Countries from which we have hitherto

had very few Accounts. This is Mr.

Thomas Shaw, Fellow of Queens College
in Oxford. The Words of his Letter to

me, June 1. 1726, are, — Wherever

I have been, I have had such convincing

Proofs of what you advance inyour natu-

ral History of the Earthy that my Voy-

ages are only imperfect Comments, and

smaller Testimonies of what you have

elsewhere much better observed. I am

sure a Person of your Curiosity, will be

pleas’d to know one Particular, which

this ingenious Gentleman acquaints me

with in another of his*Letters. As he

was making Observations upon the great

Pyramid,
he took notice of Shells

,
and

other Marine Bodies
, lodg’d in great Va-

riety and Abundance, in the Mass of the

Stone, of which that Pyramid is built, and

in that of the Rock wherein it stands,
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which is of the same Sort, and indeed in

other Parts of the Country ; which was

observ’d of the Mountains of Egypt 2000

Years ago by Aristotle, and others of the

Antients. Now this Pyramid is one of

the first Structures that was rais’d after

the Deluge. Indeed it was built within

250 Years of the Time of that great

Catastrophe,
when, you know, I have

afferted those Shells were brought forth

of the Sea, and reposited in the Strata of

Earth
,

and of the Sand, that afterwards

gradually hardned into Stone. Mr.

Shaw’s Observation must be allow’d a

considerable Confirmation of my Do-

ctrine. The Marine Bodies in the Stone

of the Pyramid
, carry the Thing to

near the Time I propose: And those in

the Strata of the Rock underneath, quite
to it, and up to the

very Time of the Com-

pilation of those Strata; which was du-

ring the Deluge a

.
The learned and in-

genious Steno b made a like Observation

in the vast Stones in the Ruins of the

Walls of Volaterre in Tuscany. In thest

a N. H. E. Part 2.

b De solido intra solidum. Flor. 1 669.
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he found incorporated all Sorts of Sea

Shells; which therefore must have been

existent before the Time that those Walls

were built, which was several Centuries

before the Building of Rome; and that

carries them back to within not many

Years of the Time of the un'werfal

Deluge.

As you Sir! and Mr. Shaw
,

so some

others of the greatest Men in Europe}

from the Time that my Natural Hijlory

of the Earth first came forth, have done

me the Honour to aflift me in the carry-

ing on that Work, at their no small Pains

and Expense. Of these Dr. Scheuchzer

Profcffor of Mathematicks at Zurich is

one. You are well acquainted with his

Person, his Works, and his great Me-

rits. Dr. Leopold of Lubeck is ano-

ther ;
who finding my Collection not

Sufficiently ftored Eoffils
f

and that X had not a facisfaCtory Ac-

count of the Mines there, of his own

Accord, and at his own Expense, un-

dertook a Journey thither for my Sa-

tisfaction ; with what Success you may
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see in a Letter that he was pleas’d to ad-

dress to me, De Itinere suo Suecico
,

in

octavo, in the Year 1720. That celebrated

Divine Dr. a Melle, of the same City,
whole Writings in Divinity, History, and

Antiquity, have railed him into so high
esteem in the whole learned World, was

induced by the Perusal of my N. H. E.
to turn his Thoughts to the Study of Fos-
sils. The first Fruit of those Studies

was his Epistola de Echinitis Wagricis,

4°. Lub. 1718. which he did me the

Honour to address to me; As did

likewise the ingenious and curious

Mr. Linckus of Lipsick his Epistola
de sceleto Crocodili in Lapide 4to. Lips.

1718. The Count de Schouberg
,

Lord

Chamberlain to King Augustus
,

and

Superintendant of the Mines in Saxony,
the richest and greatest in all Germany,
sent me Samples of the Minerals and Ores

there, with their proper Names, and

those by which they are known to the

Miners
; whereby I was enabled rightly

to underhand the Writings of Kentman.
Agricola, and others the most learned,
accurate, and experienc’d Mineralists of
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these last Ages. England and France

being ingag’d in a War, when first my

my Book came forth ; and all amicable

Communication betwixt the two Nations

suspended, ’twas not known there till the

War was at an End. But, after that, it

fell under the Cognizance of the Natu-

ralists of France
,

from whom I have

since receiv’d many Civilities : And in

particular, from that great Maecenas,

M. L. Abbe Bignon, and some other

learned Ecclesiasticks, particularly of the

Order of the Jesuits there ; from Dr.

Jussieu the King’s Botanick Professor,
who oblig’d me with Samples of se-

veral French Fossils, with very intelli-

gent Accounts of them : But there being

no considerable Mines in that Country,

the Curious there have not had much Op-

portunity of carrying on these Studies.

Monsieur Valkeneir
, residing for some

Years at Zurich in Quality of Envoy of

the States-General
, having perused the

N. H. E. and approv’d the Design, pro-

moted it with great Constancy and Dili-

gence, not only over the Country where

he resided, but the greatest Part of Eu-
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rope ; and my
Collection has been much

enrich’d out of his Store. But the grea-

test and most beautiful Addition that ever

was made to it, is owing to Signior Ago-

stino Scilla
,

from Rome, he sending me

not only all those noble Fossils
,

that he

collected in Sicily ,
and publish’d in his

Lettera circa i corpi marini, petrificati

printed at Naples in
4

to

,
1670, but like-

wise the original Drawings of each, done

by his own masterly Hand. I might

mention to you several others; but these

will be sufficient to keep you in Counte-

nance, and shew you that some, of the

greatest Character in the whole learned

World, have not disdain’d to embark in

the same Bottom that you have done.

As to those who have honour’d me and

my Undertaking with their Patronage

here in England,
’twould be too great a

Task to recount all; and therefore I must

not mention any ;
which will be the less

Loss to you, as you are wholly a Stran-

ger to them.

I am, &c.
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NUMBER VI.

To the same.

Of the Origin, Nature, and Constitution

of the Belemnites.

S IR,

AS
to what you say of Mr. Lhwyd,

he was much prejudic’d, and rea-

dy to catch at any Thing that might les-

sen the Authority of what I have deli-

ver’d. I rank the Belemnites amongst

the native Fossils ,
he would fain have it

be thought to belong to the Extraneous :

and his Book coming into every Body’s

Hands, some fell into his Notion ; parti-

cularly Mr, Butners a

,
who examines

little, and is very ready to fall in with

any thing that comes in his Way. That

is far from your Case; and tho’ I have

little Regard to them, I am so ambitious

a De Corall. Fossil. c. 6.
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of the Opinion of a Man of your Weight,

that I cannot contain my self, from con-

sidering what you write of the Subject,

I grant indeed, as you observe, that my

Hypothecs is not at all concern’d of

which Side soever the Question is deter-

min’d, and will not in the least be affe-

cted, tho’ the Belemnites be not, as I

have asserted, a meer Stone. But lam

concern’d for the Truth
,

and have that

Regard to you, that I would have you

think I did not assert that, without suffi-

cient Grounds; nor has any thing hi-

therto been offer’d, that invalidates my

Assertion. Whenever any Thing does,

you will find me very easy and ready to

give it up.

Mr. Lhwyd b
at sometimes fancies the

Belemnites to be form’d in the Penne-

cillae Marinae, at others, in the Shells,

call’d Dentalia. Those are Bodies as dif-

ferent each from other as well can be,

and both differ so much in Shape from

the Belemnites
,

as to give little Umbrage

b Lythophil. Britan. p. 115. 121.1
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to the Notion that it could be form’d in

either. Besides, the Manner in which

we commonly find the Belemnites, shews

plainly it was not form’d in any Shell.

When the Bodies so form’d are found

lodg’d in the Strata of the Stone, tho’

the Shells wherein they were originally

form’d, be perish’d and gone, the Stones,

moulded in them, are constantly surroun-

ded with a Cavity, or a Space wherein

the Shell lay, which Cavity ever answers

to the Shape, and is commensurate to the

Bulk of the Shell so perish’d. Now the

Belemnitae are ever found contiguous to

the Mass of the Stone, without any such

Cavity surrounding them. In this we

have Evidence of Sense, and ocular De-

monstration, that the Belemnitae were

not form’d in a Shell, or any external

Mould. Had they had any such Mould,
the Vestigia of it would have been easily

enough discern’d, and the Cavity where

the Shell lay presently discover’d. It

must have been in some very large Shells.

I have seen Belemnitae near two Feet

long, and above two Inches Diameter in

the thickest Part. Shells in which such
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Bodies could have been caff, or the Cavi-

ties wherein they lay, would be so big,
thick and long, as to be descry’d without

Difficulty.

I am the more forward to think, that

the Reasons upon which you found your

Suspicions, are not very firm and clear,
because you are so unsteady in your Opi-

nion. You formerly thought the Belem-

nites a Horn
; now you fancy it a Tooth

of some strange Fish, Bodies quite diffe-

rent in all Respects from each other.

Your first Arguments for its having been

an Horn, is, that it is in Form of a Horn,

whereas indeed there are different Species
of the Belemnites: And they differ very

much in Form from each other. The

three principal Species are, the Conoid Be-

lemnites, which is the most common.

The Belemnites fusi-formis, J. Bau-

hini, de Fonte Bollensi, 4to, and the Be-

lemnites Cylindricus in apicem utrinq;
desinens. If those be all in Form of

Horns
, every Thing is in Form of a

Horn. Your second Argument is, That

’tis lodg’d amongst Shells, Teeth, and
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other Animal Remains, found at Land,

and in the Strata. In Case this prove

them Horns, it will prove Pyritae, and

many other mineral and metallic Bodies

to be Horns
,

or Animal Remains. For

these are found lodg’d amongst Shells,

Teeth, and other animal Remains, full as

frequently as the Belemnitae are. Your

third Argument is, That the Belemnites

has a horny Smell. Now, if this be ad-

mitted, ’twill bring almost half the na-

tive Fossils into the Class of Horns, that

Smell being common to Stones
,

and many

other Native Fossils ,
that have in them

Sulphurous or Bituminous Principles ;

and these they exert in greater Plenty, if

rubb’d and heated. Indeed Stone, when

first taken out of the Earth, emits very

different Smells, Ol. Worm. mentions

c some that emitted a Smell like that of a

Hog, which he therefore calls Saxum

Suillum ; other Stone, with the Smell of

Violets, Lapis Violaceo Odore. They
that are conversant with subterranean

Things know, that not only Stones of

c Museum Worm.
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various, but even of the very same Sort,
emit very different Smells; so that no

certain Judgment can be form’d from the

Smell. Besides, I must acquaint you,
that the Belemnitae of England have

rarely any Smell at all. They are found

in great Numbers in Chalk, and I never
could perceive a Smell in any of these.

Those that you found attended with that

Smell, had lain amongst Saline, Sulphu-
rous or Bituminous Matter, that had im-

parted it to them. But what seems to me

finally to determine this Controversy, and

evince that the Belemnites is not a Horn,

is, that Horns are very seldom found in

the Earth. I have assign’d a plain Rea-

son for that in the Dissertation prelimi-

nary to my Natural History of the Earth,

I have shewn there, that Horns, Hoofs
Teeth, Bones, and other like Animal

Substantes ,
being lighter than the com-

mon Sea-Shells subsided last, and conse-

quently being lodg’d near the Surface of

the Earth, and there exposed to the

Weather, and external Injuries, are gene-

rally perished and destroyed ; few of them

remaining at this Day. Whereas the Be-
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lemnitas are frequent, obvious, and occur

almost every where. Nay, they are found

to very considerable Depths in the Earthy

which is owing to their specifick Gravity

much greater than that of Horns or

Teeth, but equal to that of Talky Bodies,

in which Class I have rang'd them. That

their greater specifick Gravity furnishes

us with another Proof, that they are not

Horns, or Teeth. A further Argument

of which is, That they differ greatly in

Texture
,

Constitution and Substance from

Horns, Teethe or any other like Parts of

Animals. But they agree very nearly

with several Minerals. I have seen some

that are Semi-diaphanous, yellowish, and

somewhat resembling common Amber ;

which the Antients observing gave to

both Amber
,

and the Belemnites, the

same Name, Lapis Lyncurius ;
this Name

importing that both were of an Hue

yellowish, and like that of Amber; as

are likewise several Talcs
, Spars, and

other Products of the Mineral Kingdom.

Then, as to the Constitution of the Be-

lemnites, if it be broke in any Manner,

it is not tenacious and tough, as all Ani-
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mal Substances are; but friable and brit-

tle, like and such other Fossils.

The Substance of it appears to be mine-

ral even to the View; and this is confirm’d

both by the Operation of chymical Men-

strua, and every other Test. Its Texture

is directly contrary to that of Teeth, and

other hard Animal Substances, striated

across ; the Fibres diametrically interfe-

ring the Axis of the Body ; whereas the

main Fibres of Teeth, Bones, Horns,

Hoofs, Claws, Nails, and all hard Ani-

mal Substances run the quite contrary

Way, and parallel to their Axis. But

the striated or fibrous Talc
,

the Gypsum
Striatum, talky plated Spars the As-

bestos, Alumen plumosum, the septa of

the Ludus Helmontii, the Pipes of the

Lapis Syringoides, the Crusts of the Hae-

matites, and several other Talky Minerals,
that might be recited, have their Fibres

running in a transverse Manner, like

those of the Belemnites. A remarkable

Instance of this Texture we have likewise

in some Stalactitae, consisting of a Talky

Spar,
and found hanging down from the

Tops of Grottos under Ground. There
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are, in my Collection, several that are

striated across.

These Things rightly consider’d, I

hope I shall not be accus’d of Lightness,
or Precipitation, in judging the Belem-

nites allyed to the Fossils of Talky Consti-
tution, as I have done. It has nearly
the same specifick Gravity that the

Talky Bodies have, and is much heavier

than Horns or Teeth. Then ’tis exactly
of the same Nature, Texture, and Con-

stitution that they are, and different in all

those Respects from Horns, Bones, or

Teeth. Nay, I am persuaded, the Ar-

guments that I have offer’d, taken from

the Shape of the Belemnita
,

are suffici-

ent to satisfy any reasonable Man, and

indeed amount to near a Demonstration,

that they cannot have answer’d the Ends,

nor serv’d for the Uses of Teeth, either

to seize the Prey, or to chew it.

But, tho’ it be certain, that the Be-

lemnitae have now none of them, any

Thing of Animal Substance remaining,
I allow it does not thence necessarily fol-
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low, that they may not have been of

Animal Origin; but ’tis very strange,

they should all of them be thus chang’d ;

of which we have no Infiance in any

other Body whatsoever. ’Tis indeed not

uncommon to find Shells of various

Kinds quite chang’d, the Testaccous Sub-

stance dissolv’d, and a Mineral Subfiance

substituted and reposited in the Room

and Place of it. Nay, there are digg’d
up, Parts of Trees so chang’d ; and I have

shewn d how these Changes were brought
about. But then, the Infiances of these

are are very few in Comparison of the

whole : And for one Shell that is thus

chang’d, there are found hundreds that

are not chang’d at all. Whereas the Be-

demnitae are all changed, if any of them

are.

What I here offer, I intend as a Pre-

lude and Introduction to what I am about

to deliver in Answer to the Argument

urged from the Tubuli Vermiculares,

and small Oyster-Shells that are some-

d Answer to Camerar. Part 1. §. 6.
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times found adhering externally to the

Belemnites. For, from this Phaenomenon,

some have hastily infer’d they are of ma-

rine Origin, and that these Shells were af-

fix’d to them in the Sea before the De-

luge. That will not by any Means fol-

low from this; since there are Flints, Py-
ritae, and other native Fossils, that were

never existing in those Seas, that yet have

Sea Shells adhering to the Outfides of

them: And such I have in my Collection.

For these, being stony and Mineral No-

dules, among which I have ranked the

Belemnites, were form’d during the Time

that the Water was out upon the Earth e :
And the Matter which constitutes them,
then concreted, and affix’d to these

Shells.

But there may be a Testsettled, where-

by this Affair may be fully determin’d,
and it may be ascertain’d, whether the

Shell upon it, or the Belemnites, was

form’d first. The Shells that affix them-

selves unto, and grow upon Rocks,

e Nat
. Hist. Earth, Part iv.
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Stumps of Shrubs, and other fix’d Bodies,

upon the Sea Shores, conform themselves

in their Growth, so exactly to the Sur-

face of the Body on which they grow,

as to take the Form of it. Now, if those

on the Surface of the Belemnites have

done the lame, and exhibit constantly the

Lineaments of its Surface, then they
were form’d since the Belemnites. But if

this, in those Parts where it is contiguous
to the Shell, be not, as it usually, and

naturally is, smooth and plain, but exhi-

bits the Lineaments, or any Impression
of the Shell, then ’tis certain the Belem-

nites must have been form’d since the

Shell; And much more, if there be Shells

found included in the Substance, or in-

corporated with the Mass of the Belem-

nites. As, in all my Studies and Search-

es, I have nothing but the Truth in

View, I willingly submit to this Test,
for the Decision of this Affair, and to

further Inquiry. For I have so seldom

found Belemnitie with Shells upon them,
that I have not Observations enow of my

own to determin it. There is but one in

my Collection, that hath a few very small
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Shells upon it; and I am unwilling to

break it to make the Experiment,

That you may fee I have not been

without Thoughts of this Subject, near

twenty Years ago, when I was drawing

up my Catalogue of the Fossils of En-

gland, taking notice of these Shells affix’d

to the Belemnites, I enter’d there a Sus-

spicion grounded on this; with a Note

for Parther Inquiry, Whether the Belem-

nitae may not have been originally Horns

or other like Animal Appendages, of

of which we by the Asteriae, Eutro-

chi, and many more, there are, or have

been, vast Numbers at the Bottom of the

main Ocean, that never appear upon the

Shores. Nay, Sir! I will fling you in of

Courtesy, another Note that I made

at the same Time, (Viz.) " The Belem-

nitae sometimes appear to have been

compress’d, crack’d, and destroy’d;
which is what I do not remember ever

once to have observ’d in any Fossil that

was not form’d in an Animal Mould,

But, in these, in Flints form’d in

Echini
,

and some others, there are such
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“

Instances;
” of which "there are Ac-

counts in the second Part of that Ca-

talogue.

I am so ambitious and desirous, Sir I

that you should have full Satisfaction,
that I will proceed a little more particu-
larly to examin the Notion, that the Be-

lemnitae have serv’d as Teeth. Now, of

the many Hundreds that I have seen of

these Bodies digg’d up here, and brought
from Abroad, I never law one that had

the least Appearance of a Fang or Root
>

whereby it might be fix’d and detain’d in

a Jaw. Whereas the Teeth of all Crea-

tures that I have observ’d, as well those

that are the Product of the Water, as of

the Land, have all Roots , or some Signs
of their having been connected to a Jaw.
I know it will be said of the Belemnita

e,

that the Roots are broke off, and lost.

But his strange, of so great Numbers as

we find, there should not be the least

Sign, or Remain of a Root on any. The

Case is different in all other Teeth
,

as of

Sharks
,

and other Fishes
,

and indeed all

other Creatures digg’d up out of the
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Earth ;
these being commonly found with

the Roots on, or, at least, with some Re-

mains and Signs of Roots.

Then, there is one Kind of Belem-

that is of such Shape, that I think

it could not have serv’d for a Tooth
,

or

even possibly have been fix’d in a Jaw; I

mean the Belemnites fusi-formis of J.
Bauhini f

.
This terminates in an Apex,

or Point, at one End ; which, if any, must

have been the Tip, or upper Extremity
of the Tooth. But the Part of the Body,

next this, is turn’d crass and thick ; and
the other for at least half the Length of

the Body, very slender and thin. Now,
tho’ this was the Root, of which yet

there is not the least Appearance, it being
of the very same Constitution with the

rest of the Body, which the Roots of the

Teeth of these Fishes that I have seen,

never are : Or tho’ there was, at the Ex-

tremity of this, a Root annex’d, and

since broke off, the contrary of which

may be demonstrated meerly from View

f De Fonte Bollensi. Pag. —
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Of several in my Collection, they being

at this End so very small, that there was

not Scope for Hold sufficient to connect
or fix it to any Thing, I say, which

Way soever it be suppos’d, intire, or bro-

ken, that Moiety of this Body, which

must be imagin’d, if any, to have been

next the Jaw, is so slender and small, that

it is demonstrable it could be of no

the, and that the lead: Force would break

it; especially if it be consider’d of how

tender and brittle a Nature it is. Where-

as the other Moiety of this Body is so

tumid, thick and gross, that it could ne-

ver be got to enter the Prey for taking of

it, which these, if Teeth, must have

serv’d for, without a very great Force,

and such, as the other Moiety could ne-

ver have Strength near sufficient to

sustain, without being finely broke in

the very first attempt. So that ’tis evi-

dent this Body could never have serv’d

as a Tooth.

The third Sort of Belemnites is very

nearly of a Cyltndrick Form
, only ter-

minating at each End in a Foini or
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very short, so as rarely to exceed 1/10 of
an Inch of Length. This is of the same

Nature, Texture, and Constitution with

the two precedent Kinds: And this I

have found frequently intire
; but I have

never found any of the Conic that was

so, tho’, as has been intimated, they oc-

cur frequently, and in great Numbers;

which I can hardly say of any Sort of

Fossil besides, either native or Extra-

neous. For which Reason some have

suspected that the common or Conic

Belemnites is broke in two about the

Middle; and that it terminated originally,
and while intire, like that above specified,

in a Point, at both Ends. Be that as it

will, the Species that I am now treating

of
,

has not the least Appearance of its

having had any Connexion with a Jaw.

Nor indeed is a Body of such a Shape, by

any Means capable, either of being fix’d

in a Jaw, or of taking of Prey, or of

chewing of if. Indeed the common Be-

lemnites is not much more capable of an-

swering either of those Uses. It is gene-

rally so blunt at the End, as not to be

capable easily to enter the Prey ; and yet
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not blunt or fiat enough to masticate and

chew it. besides, both this, and the

other two Kinds, are ever freight ;

whereas the ‘Dentes Apprehensores,
of

all the Fish of Prey that I have ever

seen, are,
the better to fit them for taking

the Prey, in some degree crooked. I wish

my Deference to your Judgment, and

the Zeal I have to give you full Satisfa-

ction, have not drawn me on so far, as,

instead of that, by this Time to have

given you Pain, and tired out your Pa-

tience. That Imu ft leave to your Good-

ness; but, for fear of the worst, I will

defer my Returns to what you are pleas’d
to command in Relation to the Coral-

loids, or Coralls digged up at Land, to

some other Opportunity,

I am,

always with great Regard,

Sir, &c.
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NUMBER VII.

Of the Coralloids digg'd up at Land ;

the Nature and Origin of them
.

S IR,

WHILE
there are so many forward

to write, and think themselves

qualify’d for that Purpose, so soon almost

as they turn their Thoughts to any Sub-

ject, and without, first, being at the

Trouble of duly apprising themselves of

it, or of what others have deliver’d con-

cerning it, the Minds of their Readers

must be in a perpetual Maze, and Truth

upon a lubricous and very unsteady Foun-

dation. The more so, as there are some,

who, tho’ really much better Judges than

the Authors they read, without Suspici-

on, or due Examination, fall into their

Sentiments, and adopt their Notions.

'Twas this Way, Sir! that I am persua-
ded you fell into yours, of the Origin of

the Coralloids, as one or two other very
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excellent Men have done, I mean, on

Perusal of Dr. Buttners Corallographia
Subterranea. That Author follows me,

tho’ he be notpleas’d to refer to my Book,

in most other Things; and thinks, so far as
he is wont, he does To even in this; failing

on in a full Gale of Fancy, and judging
of Things pell-mell, he stumbles, thro’

meer Inadvertency, into the Notion, that

the Fossil Coralloids are of Antediluvian

Origin ; and were by the Deluge brought
out of the Sea, along with the Shells,

and other Animal Substances, to Land.

Indeed, that he may proceed in Form,

and the more like an Author, he brings
in what he is pleas’d to call Arguments

,

in Support of this. But, being on no

very high Guard, unluckily they either

prove nothing at all; or else the quite

contrary of what he alledges them for :

His first method of arguing is from Simi-

litude ; and comparing the Fossil Coralls

with the Marine
.

He avers both have

what he calls a Basis or Root. That is

commonly true of the Marine
; but of

the Fossil Coralls, he gives not so much

as one Angle Example that is clear and
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plain ; nor of the Multitudes that I have

seen, have I ever met with one. His

second Argument is, that both have been

once soft, or in a State of Solution. That

I have prov’d very fully; but it makes

nothing for his Purpose; the Question is

not about the Faff, but the Time. No

Body doubts, but that they were soft at

the Time of their Formation ; all Things
in Nature whatever, are so; but that

Time was not, as he presumes, before
,

but

during the Deluge. He proceeds in his

Way of comparing the Marine with the

Fossil Coralls. Some of those, he says,
have a Tendency to a Vegetable Form

,

they have Trunks,Knots, Branches ; so

likewise have these: Others of them

have Pores, Stars, and other Accidents,
wherein they agree with these. But

then he knocks down ail again, and

comes over to me, when he avers, that

the Coralls found at Land
,

are of a real

stony Mature
,

and chiefly of Flint. If

this be so, they are as different as well

can be from those found at Sea
,

He ne-

ver saw one of those of Flint
.

How-

ever that be, he is peremptory as to the
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Fossil Coralls: And goes on to assert, That

Flint is nothing else but an Antediluvian

Corall. Cap. vi. §. 2. Now Flint
,

or

Chert is found in Form of Strata
,

as well

as in Nodules of all Forms, of which

some few are jagg’d and uneven, which

are what I suppose he calls branch’d. So

that if Flints are Coralls brought out of

the Sea, Free-Stone, Marble, and, to be

short, every Thing else that is either in

Form of Strata
,

or branch’d, must, by
this Way of Reasoning, be brought
thence too. His next Argument is, That

the Fossil Coralls are found lodg’d in the

Strata along with Shells
,

and other Pro-

ductions of the Sea. The Fact indeed is

so ; and it has been observ’d a thousand

Times, that there is in the Strata such a

Confusion of Things of the most diffe-

rent Nature, and Origin, Animal, Vege-
table and Mineral; but whoever made

an Inference like this from it before ?

There are found lodg’d in the Strata

with Shells
,

Nodules of all Kinds, Stony,
Mineral

3
Metallic ; does it follow that

these were brought from Sea, because the

Shells were? If it do, all Bodies what-
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ever were brought out of the Sea. Dr.

Buttners rejects Chymical Trials of the

Coralloids, Cap. 6. §. 17. except in one

Case, which makes for his

where he alledges in Proof, that Flints

are Coralls
,

because they will calcine as

well as these, Cap. vi. §. 8. which, that

I
may note that by the by, brings

Stones, and all other Bodies that may be

calcin’d
,

into the Class of Coralls
.

In

fine, his only grand, and, as he thinks,

infallible Argument ,
is founded wholely

on their exterior Form
,

and Structure,

tantum ex structurâ Coralliorum marino-

rum, tanquam notis charactertisticis cer-

tissimis nostra judicemus Fossilia. Cap. v.

§. xvii. He neither cares to admit Chy-
mical Trials

,
nor bring both to the Test

of their Specific Gravity, nor indeed any

other, whereby Judgment may be form’d,
of their interior Constitution,Substance,

and the Matter of which each are com-

pos’d ;
tho’ that be the only sure Way to

shew the true Nature and Origin of both.

To that therefore I shall have Recourse :

Of the Multitudes that I have observ’d,

I never light of so much as one single
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Fossil Coralloid that agreed with the Ma-

rine, or was of the same Substance and

Constitution. How greatly they differ

from the Marine, and indeed from each

other in Substance, may appear from the

following Indances. Many of them con-

fids wholly of a Sparry Matter. Others

of Crystall ,
sometimes very near clear and

pellucid. Some of them have their con-

diment Matter of Flint, others of Agat.
Others of Vitriolic, and the like Salts,
that ordinarily in Tract of Time moul-

der, liquate, and fall to Pieces, after the

Manner of the Vitriolic, and other Salts

in the common Pyritae. I have seen Fossil
Coralloids that have been compos’d of

various Sorts of Mineral and Metallic

Matter, that yet have been form’d into

Shape of the Marine Mycetitae, Astroi-

tae, and other like Coralls. Now all

these have been form’d out of the dis-

solv’d Mineral, and Metallic Matter in the

Water of the Deluge a

,
The Antedilu-

vian Coralls were like all other solid stony
Bodies then in Solution in that Water ;

3 Nat Hist. Earth
.

Part. iv.
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and might concrete again, and form

true Coralls, there, as well as in the Sea-

Water. Doubtless it did so; but that

Matter was in so small a Quantity, and

bore so little a Proportion to the Mineral

and Metallic, with which it was then

mix’d and confus’d, as now rarely, if

ever, to be met with. I never found one

Sample compos’d of it, pure and distinct.

Which cannot be thought strange, if the

Antediluvian Coralls were all dissolv’d

and destroy’d. Whereas, if they had

been preserv’d, and, as Dr. Buttners sup-

poses, brought, along with the Shells, to

Land, they must have been now found

commonly there, as well as the Shells.

They would be full as easy, or indeed

more easy to be discover’d, than the

Shells; not only as they mull have been

in great Numbers
,

but very many of

them are of Colours that soonest strike the

Eye, and are the most easily discern’d.

Such are the Fistularia purpurea of Fer-

rante Imperato,
and the Red-Corall; of

both which there are such vast Quanti-

ties found in several Seas, particularly in

the Mediterranean
,

on the Coasts of
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Spainltaly, and Sicily. Then, many

Kinds of the Marine Coralls are very

large,
so that, had they been brought

forth, and lest at Land, they muff have

been obvious, and very easily found

out. I need go no further for proof of

this, than to the Astroites Maritimus

Coralloides undulatus major, or, as ’tis

commonly call’d, the Brain Stone. This

is found in great Numbers, in several
Seas : And I have seen of all Sizes, to

twice, nay, thrice the Bigness of an Ox’s

Head. Surely such Bodies as these, were

there any, could not be hard to spy
out.

Upon the whole, I think ’tis very

evident, that there are few, if any, true

Sea Coralls, ever found at Land. Con-

sequently those that we do actually find

were not brought from Sea : And Dr.

Buttners is led into his Error, by tak-

ing a meet Cloud for Juno
,

Bodies

that had only some flight exterior Re-

semblance of Coralls, but nothing of

their Substance or Confutation
,

for real

Coralls. When the Spaniards first took
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Possession of Mexico
, amongst other

Things new and surprizing, they found

in the Gardens of the Americans
, plac’d

for Ornament, in a very elegant and

beautiful Manner, Artificial Flowers
,

which they had made of Gold, so nearly

approaching, in exterior Form and Shape,
the true, as to cause much Admiration

in the Spaniards ; as near indeed, or per-

haps nearer than the Fossil Coralloids do

the Marine Coralls. But yet I have not

heard, that any of the Spanish Philoso-

phers fell into the Speculation that these

fine Gold Flowers were brought forth of

Seeds
,

as the natural were. Tho’ had

these Gentlemen done so, they had full as

much, and indeed the very same Reason

of their Side, that Dr. Buttners had ;

and he might justly have claim’d the Ho-

nour of being added to this Hispano-

American Sect. As things now stand,

I’m as much puzzled to find out, in

what Sett of Philosophers to range a

Gentleman so anomalous as he is, in

what Class of Fossils to range the Belem-

nites.
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I wish, Sir! that I have not, by this

Time over-convinc’d you, and brought

you to your Ohe ! jam satis est, Ohe!

Tho ' it be so, that I have, I ought to

make no Apology: You have put me

upon a Sort of Force. If the Belem-

nites should, tho' I see no likelihood of

that, prove not to be a native Fossil, no

more is needful than to change its Rank.

You own your self it affects not the

Whole. But, as to the Coralls
,

in case

those now digg'd up be the Antediluvian,

they are a lasting and Handing Monu-

ment and Evidence, that there inter-

ven’d no Dissolution ; or, at least, that

it was not universal. For, if one Set of

Bodies, really stony, could so maintain

their Solidity ,
and secure themselves a-

gainst the common Law then in Force,

so as to continue intire and undissolv’d
,

why might not any, or all the other

Setts do so too ? You muff net therefore

blame me. You fee the Question is of

the utmost importance: And you have

made it necessary for me to give you all

this Trouble to defend it, and shew you,
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that these now digged up, are not real

Coralls
,

but of very different Nature
;

which I hope I have done to your Satis-

faction, and shall rejoice to hear that.

I am, Sir, &c.

NUMBER VIII.

Concerning Coralls, Corallin, and other

like Bodies form’d at Sea.

PREFACE.

THO' these elegant, beautiful, and
very extraordinary Bodies have

been much admired in all Ages ; yet,

lying far out of the Way, being hard to

come at, and their Growth under Water,

where accurate Observations cannot well

and easily be made, ’twill not be thought

strange, that our Accounts of them are

mighty defective, and that little Pro-

gress has been hitherto made in the Natu-

ral History, and the Process us'd in the
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Production of them. ’Twas this which

firft drew my Thoughts to the Study and

Confederation of them. But when after-

wards I found at Land; and in the Bow-

els of the Earth., various Bodies car-

rying some exterior Resemblance of the

Marine, it ingag'd me to allow them some

further Confederation, and carefully to

compare both together. In order to

the Coasts of Englandyielding very few

Coralls, I had Recourse to my Friends in

Foreign Parts, where these Bodies are

found in greater Plenty and Variety ; and

by their generous Contributions, my Col-

lection has been so far increas’d; as to ex-

hibit Phenomena sufficient to point forth

the Process of Nature in the Formation

these Bodies. Of this I have prefix’d

some Account to the Catalogue of the Co-

ralloids digg’d up in England. The fol-

lowing Directions were drawn up at the

Request of Sir Hen. Newton; then En-

voy of Great Britain in Tuscany., on the

Coasts of which Country these Bodies are

more frequent.
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DIRECTIONS

For making Observations on Co-

ralls, Corallin
,

and other like

Bodies.

I. GET an Account of the seve-

ral Places in which Corall is

found.

II. Also of the various Kinds of Co-

ral found in each Place; Their various

Shapes and Colours.

III. And of the Manner and Pollute

in which the Corallin Bodies, particular-

ly the Shrubs, grow; whether erect,

horizontal, or hanging down like Iceicles

from Jetts of Rocks.

IV. At what Depth the Corall grows.

And whether only in Parts of the Sea
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that are under Shelter, and quiet, as in

Creeks and Bays; or in those that are

more exposed and disturbed, as off Pro-

montories, and the like: Or in both in-

differently.

V. Of the Colour, Nature, and Con-

stitution of the Rocks and Cliffs, upon,

or near which the Corall grows. Parti-

cularly observe, whether there be any
Red Stone, or other terrestrial Matter

that is Red, near those Parts where the

Red Corall grows.

VI. What is the Sense and Opinion
of the Pescadori

,
or Corall-Fishers, and

of other more intelligent and curious

Observers of the Growth and Formation

of Corall ;
of the Matter whereof it is

formed ; And of the Place from which

that Matter is deriv’d.

VII. To what other Bodies is Corall

found growing besides Rocks, loose

Stones, Pebles, Flints, and Shells.
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VIII. Is there any Way of making

Judgment, whether the Corallin Bodies

grow quickly or slowly ; And in what

Space of Time they are formed.

IX. Are the Corallin Bodies ever

found broken and beat off the Rocks by
the Agitation and Motion of the Sea in

Storms.

X. What are those Creatures that the

Corall-Fishers call Worms, that scoop,

bore, and hollow the Coralls.

Directions for making Col-

lections of Corall, Corall
in,

and

other like Bodies.

I. SEND Samples of Corallin Bodies

of all Sorts, all Sizes, Shapes and

Colours.
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II. Also of those which are various;
several Sorts, or Corallin Bodies of seve-

ral Colours, growing together.

III. And Samples shewing the Man-

ner of the Growth of the Corallin Bo-

dies, upon Stones, Shells, or any other

Things.

IV. Likewise of all Bodies whatever,
that are drawn up by the Corall Fishers

;
not only the Corallin Shrubs, Red,
White and Black; but of the Corallo

Stellato, Articolato, Hippuris Saxea

Pori, Millepora, Retepora, Frondepora,
Madrepora,

Tabularia, [mention’d by
Ferrante Imperato, Historia Naturale.

L. 27.] Fungi Marini, [mention’d by
Padre Boccone in his Observation. Nat.

12°. his Museo di Fisica, 4°. and his

Recherches and Observ. Naturalles 8°.]
Brain-Stones, Astroitae, and all others:

And even of the Corallins, Sea Fans,

Halcyoniums, Sponges, Mosses, Algas,
or Fucus’s, Sea Shrubs, and Sea Weeds,
of all Kinds: As also of the Shells, and
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Stones of all Sorts. In a Word, Samples
of all Bodies whatever, that are dragg’d

up in the Corall Fishings: And particu-

larly of all those Bodies that the Refca-
dori call Ravano.

V. Send Samples of the Rocks in the

Neighbourhood of the Corall-Fishings;
and of any other terrestrial Matter, out

of which the Corall may be imagined to

be formed.



THE

PREFACE.

nrHO SE who travel andpass fuddenly
-*-

from Place to Place
j

lest Oppor-

tunity of informing themfelves of all Cir-

cumjlances of Thingsj than they that

dwelli and are constantly upon the Spot.

For which Reason, wherever I found\

that either the Proprietor htmself same

other Gentleman that happen'd to live

or the Steward and Overseer of the

Mines, had Curiosit y and good Disposi-

tion, I engag'd them to make Observa-

tions and Collections ; leaving with them

Directions for the Purpose. By this

Means I receiv'd some Additions ; but

not to near the Number that, were Gen-

tlemen better apprized of the Uses of

these Things than they commonly are, I

might have reasonably expected.



Partly therefore on this Account; and

partly because my Affairs call’d me up to

London,, before I had compleated what I

firfl defgn’d;andvifited all the Mines that

I intendedj I concluded to fend Perfins on

Purpose to all Parts where I wanted

further Satisfaction and Intelligence >

which I didat my own private Expense.

Of thest; the first that I imployed thus

was Mr. Thomas Lower, my Servant

a young Matt; related to Dr. Lower,

and of a good Family in Cornwall. Thi-

ther I dispatch’d him with Directions to

make Observations in the Tin Mines, and

to colled all the Ores and other Minerals

he could procure. Being a sensible Man
s

and very careful, he executed his Com-

mission with that Success; that he not only

made for me a large Collection of Sam-

ples; well chosen, but a great Number of

pertinent Observations of the Water in

the Mines
,

and the Condition of Things
there very much to my Purpose.

This encourag’d me to proceed, and

fend others on the same Design ; which I

The PREFACE.
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didj but none to better Turpofie than Mr.

John Groomj and Mr. Richard Meales,
two learned and ingenious Gentlemen

}

who were pleas'd to travel over a great

Tart of England for mej and partial*

larly all the northern Countries.

sTwas for the Service and Conduct of

thefe Gentlemen
3

that the following Dire-

ctions and Queries were drawn up. Thofe

relating to the Occonomy of the great A-

byfsj Steams and Damps in Fogs
and Mifts on great Mountainsand to

Meteorsj were added by Commend of the

Lord Bijhop of Man., and Sir George
Wilder, two Terfins not more illujirious

for their Virtue
,

and Knowledge
in their own TrofeJJlon

, Theology,
than

their Infight into all other good and ufie-

ful Learning. Refiding in Tarts where

they had great Opportunities of making
thefe Obfervations,

they were the more

capable of promoting my Defign ; and in-

deed I am oblig'd in Gratitude to acknow-

ledge they were two of the mofi generous

Benefafiors to it.
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Brief DIRECTIONS

For making

Observarious and Collections,

AND

For composing a travelling Register of all

Sorts of Fossils.

I. Of keeping a Register of the Fossils
as they are Collected.

Y Means of Paste, Starch, or

some fit Gum ought to be fix’d

on each Sample collected, a bit

of Paper, with a Number upon

it, beginning with N°. 1. and proceeding
to 2, 3, and so on, in a continual arithme-

tical Series. Then, in the Register, en-

ter Numbers
, answering those fix’d on
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Fossils, and under each Note, i°. what

Sort of Foflil or Mineral his reputed to

be. 2. Where hvvas found. 3. Whether

there were more of the same, and in what

Number or Quantity. 4. Whether it

was found on the Surface of the Earth:

5. Or, if it lay deeper, note at what

Depth. 6. In what Posture or Manner

it lay. 7. Amongst what Sort of terre-

strial Matter "Was lodged : 8. Whether

in a Stratum, or perpendicular Fissure.

II. Of Searches upon the Surface of the

Earth.

Where the Ground is covered with a

Turf and Herbage,
few Minerals are to

be met with ordinarily, unless in such

places as have been formerly ploughed.
But where the Earth is disturbed and tur-

ned up by digging,
or any other

Means, there Minerals are frequently

brought forth, and exposed to Light; so

that ploughed Fields ought not to be ne-

glected ; especially those that lye high, and

are railed above the neighbouring Plains

and Valleys; for in such the loose Mould
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is wash’d off by Rains, born clown, and by
that Means such observable Fossils of all

Kinds, as lay within, near the Surface, are

laid bare and uncovered.

But the Tops and Sides of Hills and

Rocks, the Earth and Sand being perpe-

tually worn and beaten down by Showers

and Storms, never fail of a more plenti-

ful Shew of these Bodies, and a fuller

Gratification of the Curiosity of an En-

quirer.

Then, for the Shores of Rivers, and

of the Sea, and the Cliffs adjacent, these

usually afford Variety of Minerals, and

other observable Bodies ; the Water

washing and bearing off the Earth in

which they were originally lodged, by
that Means exposing them to View. ’Tis

here we find great Numbers of Pyritae,
and other Mineral Nodules: Nay, often-

times Jett, Amber, Agates, and Stones

of much greater Worth : As also Shells,
Teeth, and other like Things that came

first forth of the Cliffs and neighbouring
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Earth in which they had lain ever since

the Deluge.

But the Bowels, and deeper Parts of

the Earth, contain the greatest Number

and Variety of these Bodies. And, for

Discovery of them, Recourse mull be

had to such Places where there is sinking
for Metalls

,
Marble, Stone, Alabaster,

Coal, Gravel, Chalk, Oker, Fullers-

Earth, Clay for Pots, Tyles or Bricks,

Sand, Marle, or the like: Or when

there are Wells making : And in short,
wherever there is Digging upon any Oc-

casion whatever.

III. The Method of making Observations

in Mines, Pits, and Quarries, and of

compiling a Register of them.

I. The first Thing to be taken notice

of is the Place and Site of the Mine, Pit,

or Quarry, whether it be in a Valley,
on

a Plain
,

or on an Hill.

II. Whether the Descent into it be

perpendicular, and by a downright Shaff,
or
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or the Passage down be only upon a {hel-

ving or inclining Way.

III. Note the Extent of the Aperture
of the Quarry Pit or Mine

; as also of the

several Vaults in it, and how far the Stra-

ta or Beds of Stone, Earth, &c. are ex-

tended and exposed to View in Front.

IV. Then proceed to consider the seve-

ral Strata, remarking, 1°. how they ter-

minate, or whether they be distinguished
from each other only by the different Na-

ture, Colour and Confidence of the Mat-

ter that constitutes them; or are severed

by Joints, Partings, or Figures running
betwixt them. 2°. In what Posture the

Strata lye, whether level and horizontal
or inclining. If the later, note to what

Point of the Compass the Dipping or In-

clination bears, and how many Inches or

Feet the Stratum finks below the

or horizontal Plane, in some certain deter-

minate Space ; as suppose in the Course

of 4, 6, or 8 Yards. 3°. Whether all the

Strata lye parallel, and conformable to

each other, and to the exterior Surface of
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the Earth. 4 °.

After this, come to a

defer Examination of each Tingle Stratum

apart, beginning at the Top,
and taking

them one by one in Order as they lye,

quite down to the Bottom of all ; noting

every Particular observable Circumstance

in each; e. gr. the Thickness of the Stra-

tum, and whether it be of equal Thickness

in all Parts of it. The Thickness of the

several Strata, added together at laid, give
the whole Depth of the Mine, Pit, or

Quarry. Or if these cannot conveniently
be measured singly, the whole Depth may

be taken; the Confidence and Constitution

of the Matter or Bodies that compose the

Stratum, 1. Whether it be loose and soft,

or hard and solid; or partly loose and

partly solid ;
what particular Sorts of

Platter each Stratum is composed of, e. gr.

Marble, Alabaster, Free-Stone, Lime-

stone, or any other Sort of Stone
; or Coal,

Ochre, Chalk, Sand, Gravel, Clay, Marle,

or of Metaliick or Mineral Matter: What

other Sorts of Fossils are embodyed in, or

lodged amongst the ordinary Matter of

the Stratum; e. gr. Stones of an observ-
able Figure, as the Belemnites, Selenites,
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Mycetites, Corallites, Astroites, &c. or

any Mineral Nodules
,

such as the Pyri-

tes, Marcasite, Hematites, Manganese,

Jett, Amber, Agate, Cornelian, Flints,

Pebles; or Metallick Nodules
,

or Lumps,

yielding Copper, Iron, Tin, Lead ; or

any Metallick or Mineral Matter inter-

spersed in small Parts, and mixed with

the Sand, Stone, Earth, or other com-

mon Matter of the Stratum ; examining
whether the said Metallick and Mineral

Nodules, or Matter, be chiefly of one

Sort; or, if of several, what Proportion
there is of each. Observe whether there

be any Trees
,

Nuts, Acorns, Fir-Cones,

Leaves, or other vegetable Bodies lying in

the said Strata ; or any Teethe Bones,

Horns, Hoofs
,
or other Parts of Animals

of any Sort; or Shells of the Crustaceous
Kind, e. gr. Crabs, Lobsters, &c. or of the

testaceous, such as Oysters, Muscles, Scal-

lops, Lympets, Perewinkles, or any o-

thers whatever. But with more particu-
lar Care examin the Strata that lye deepest
and at or near the Bottoms of Pits, Mines,

and Quarries, to discover whether they
contain any Shells

,
or other like extra-
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neons Bodies. If the said deeper Strata

be of Stone or Marble, break off Pieces,

and wet them with Water
,

to wash off

the Dust or Powder that may cover and

obscure them; then viewing them with

great Application, observe whether bro-

ken Edges or other Parts of Shells do

not appear. The Shells, and other ex-

traneous Bodies immers’d in Stone,

have oftentimes their Pores so satu-

rated with the same Sort of Sand with

that which constitutes the Stone; nay,

even their Surfaces are so ting’d, and fre-

quently so much of the same Complexion

with the Stone, that they are not to be

discovered without a very nice and care-

ful Examination. Lastly, Note in what

Numbers the said Vegetable and Animal

Bodies are found; in what Posture they

lye, and particularly, whether the flatter

and broader Shells (as likewise the flat

and compress’d Mineral Bodies of all

Sorts) be not reposited in such Manner,

that their Flatts are parallel, and confor-

mable to the Surface of the Stratum in

which they are enclosed. Enquire whe-

ther there are latent in the said Strata,
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any Flints, Pebles, or other Bodies that

resemble, or have Marks or Impressions
of Shells, or of Leaves, Teeth, Bones,
&c, upon them.

V. Observe whether each single Stra-

tum of Stone, Marble, or other solid

Matter be whole and continuous, or broken

and divided by Clefts or Figures. In

Case they are, take notice, 1°. whether

the said Fissures sever, and pass down

thorow only one
,

or more, or all the Stra-

ta, 2°. Whether they be perpendicular
and tend upwards directly towards the

Surface of the Earth, or Slant and decline.

3°. Of what Wideness and Capacity they
are. 4 °.

In what Number, and at what

Distance from each other.
5°. Whether

the Strata, on one Side the Fissure, an-

swer, tally, and fit those on the opposite
Side of it.

VI. Examin whether those Figures

be empty,
or contain any Matter in them.

If the later, observe, 1°. of what Sort

it is, whether some Kind of Ore, e. gr. of

Lead, Tin, Iron, Copper, &c. or some
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Mineral, as Sulphur, Mundick, Marca-

site, Calamin, Amianthus, Cobalt, Load-

Stone, Cinnabar, Antimony, Bismuth,

Speltre, or Talc, Spar, Crystall, or whether

there be Amethysts, Topazes, Saphires,
Emeralds, &c. or common Salt, Nitre, Vi-

triol, Alum, &c. 2°. In what Number or

Quantity the laid Ores, Minerals, and

other Things are found. 3° In what Or-

der they are reposited in the Fissures.

4 °.
In what Manner and Form they ap-

pear; whether they lye only in rude Mas-

ses, or are disposed and shot into any ob-

servable Figures ,
e. gr. Rhombs, Cubes,

Pyramids, &c. Whether the Native

Metals be ever found in Threads or

Plates or Masses, sopure and free from Ad-

mixture of other Matter, as to be flexible

or malleable. And whether any Part of

the Metallick or Mineral Matter be for-

med into Stalactitae, or Bodies resem-

bling Icicles hanging down from the

Jetts of the Fissures, or vaulted Tops of

Grottoes ; or cover and crust over the

Stone at the Bottoms and Sides of

them.
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VII. OBSERVE in what Manner Water

issues into Pits, Mines, and Quarries; in

what Quantity it enters ; at what Time

it is most plentiful; whether it be pure

and tasteless, or tinctured with Salt,

Nitre, Alum, Vitriol, or some Kind of

Mineral.

VIII. Enquire, whether any Gulls

of Wind be ever observed in the said Pits

or Mines, or any
Sorts of Damps,

or

Steams
;

what are the Signs or presages,
and what the Consequences and Effects of

them
; at what Seasons,

and in what Sort

of Weather they are chiefly observed ;

what Temperature the Air bears, as to

Heat and Cold
,

in Pits or Mines ; and

whether it be constant or changeable ;
in

Case the later, Information should be got

at what Seasons, and upon what Occasi-

ons those Changes happen ; as also, whe-

ther there ever be observed any Steams

Damps, unusual Heat or Cold, or any

other remarkable Accident in the Bottoms

of Mines, Pits, or Quarries, a little

before, or during the Time of Rain,
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Hail, Wind, Storms, Thunder, or other

extraordinary Weather in the Air above,

[See the Appendix infra.]

This is the fittest Conduct and Pro-

cedure I can pitch upon for their Obser-

vations and Enquiries ; and what Intelli-

gence and Information is gain’d by them

may be enter’d into the Register in the very

Method it must needs arise by the Regula-

tion of the Course of the Observations

according to the foregoing Directions,
or as near as conveniently may be.

To which Purpose that Register ought

always to be ready at Hand on these Oc-

casions ; and the Observations entred

upon the Place
,

for fear of Mistakes, or

Failure of Memory. At least, Notes

ought to be taken upon the Spot, and

they to be entered into the Register as
soon as may be, and while all is fresh in

Mind. In the transacting of this whole

Matter, great Truth and Faithfulness,

as well as Exactness and Care, ought to

be used; a Failure in either, tho’ very

small, leading oftentimes into considerable

Errors.
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The Instances here pointed forth, and

the Phenomena to be observed, are very

numerous ; and ’tis not to be expected,
that near so many can ever occur in any

one Pit or Mine. Or if they do, there

are few Persons that have the Leisure, or

perhaps the Curiosity to attend to all of

them. In which Case his only desired

that those Instances that do occur in any

Place, whether they be more or fewer,

be noted ; and such observable Bodies, as

appear, be collected. And for those who

cannot bestow much, may at least employ
some Time in these Searches; which, if

they do, and are but Masters of Judg-
ment andThought enough to make the Ole

of them, that they may easily do, they can

never have Cause to think that Time

mispent. For these Inquiries tend not

only to the promoting ofsecular Profit
and Advantage : But, which is not less

considerable, carry the Mind of Man

into a Field of Knowledge that is exten-

sive, entertaining, and instructive, hardly
to be express’d by Words.
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But there are some of the Observati-

ons that cannot well be made by any but

the very Persons employ’d in ’Digging
and Mining. The Adits and Shafts of

Mines are usually fenced and covered

with Timber to secure the Earth from

falling in; so that the Strata of those

Shafts by that Means being concealed and

screen’d from View, an Account of them

can be had only from the Miners
,

and

those who funk them. But then the

Strata at the Bottom of those Mines lye
fair and open for Observation, and may

be viewed oftentimes to a very great Ex-

tent. Again, there are other Things

that require Time
,

and some considerable

Abode in the Mines, Pits, or Quarries,

to come to due Knowledge and Informa-

tion of them. Such are Winds, Damps,
and Exhalations in the Bowels of the

Earth; the Vicissitudes and Seasons of

them ; the various Temperature,
Heat

and Cold of the Air underground, at

different Times
,

and the like. These

mud be learned of the Miners and Work-

men ; and they may be likewise conferr’d
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with about those Things that are more

obvious
,

and liable to Observation. But

particular Care ought to be had not to

consult or take Relations from any but

those who appear to have been both long

conversant in these Affairs ,
and likewise

Persons of Sobriety, Faithfulness and Dis-

cretion, to avoid the being milled and

imposed upon either by Falshood
,

or the

Ignorance, Credulity,, and Fancifulness,
that some of these People are but too ob-

noxious unto. And, after all, there ought
to be a Distinction made in the Register
betwixt those Observations Personally

made, and those that are communicated

by the Miners.

APPENDIX I.

Concerning Mines.

EN QUIRE of the Miners, 1°. Whe-

ther they have ever met with any

Evidences of the Growth of any Metall

or Mineral; and whether after a Stratum,

Vein or Fissure, is once cleared, and the
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Ore intirely taken forth, they ever after

find any, either of the same, or any other

Sort, in that very Stratum or Vein.

II. What Signs in the Earth or Wa-

ter, the Miners conduct themselves by in

their Working and Searches after latent

Metalls and Minerals.

III. Whether there be any Thing
particular and observable in the Instru-

ments, or in the Methods they make use

of in mining.

IV. Whether they use any Sort of

Flux in their smelting Works besides

Slagg or Cinders ; or there be any Thing

uncommon, and peculiar in the Structure

and Contrivance of those Works.

V. Whether there be any particular
and extraordinary mechanical Instruments

or Artifices made use of in their Forges
or Furnaces.

VI. Whether the Persons that fre-

quent and work in the Mines be sensibly
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injured in their Health
, by poisonous or

unwholsome Steams arising thence : Or

the Air, Water, Herbs, or Fruits near

the Furnaces or Forges, be noxious or

offensive to Men or Cattle.

APPENDIX. II.

Relating to such Fens, Boggs, or

Marshes, in which the Peats or

Turffs usedfor Fuel are got.

1. OBSERVE their Place and Site
,

whether in a Valley, on a Plain,

or an Hill.

2. The Bounds and Extent of them;
and whether there be not Tracts of Sand

or Earth of a Nature different from that

of the Turff-Earth interposed amidst it.

3. Ex a min what is the Thickness of

the Stratum of the Turff-Earth ; and

whether it be of the same Thickness in

all Parts of it.
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4. What Sort of Earth
,

Sand, or

other Matter lies at the Bottom under-

neath the Turff-Earth.

5. What are the Properties, Nature

and Constitution of this Earth
; and

whether it be all of the same, or of dif-

ferent Sorts.

6. Enquire whether the Turff-Earth

grow; or, what Evidences there are, that

when it, or any Part of it, is cut and

digg’d up, his in Tract of Time repair’d
and supply’d afresh.

7. What Springs,
or other Recep-

tacles of Water there are in these

Marshes.

8. Whether there be any Bones,

Teeth, Shells, or other Animal Subfiances

found lodged in this Earth
;

and at what

Depth, in what Manner
,

and in what

Numbers they are found.
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9. Whether any Trees, Shrubs,

Herbs; Fir-Cones, Nuts, Acorns, or any

other vegetable Bodies
.

Of what Kinds

they are, and whether there be of the

same Kinds of Trees, Shrubs, &c, now

growing in or near those Marshes; at

what Depth they are found, of what

Bigness, and in what Numbers. In what

Posture the Trees lye, in what Condition

they are found as to Firmness and Sound-

ness: Whether the Roots be found yet

adhering to the Stump of the Tree, the

Trunk or Body being sever’d off from it:

Whether, if so found, the Stump be in a

growing Posture, standing up above the

Roots, or it be also sometimes reversed,
and turned topsy turvy, with the Stump
downwards

,
and under the Roots: Whe-

ther one Stump with the Roots be not

sometimes found placed directly over

another, or in some other Posture
,

where-

in both could not naturally have grown :

Whether in any Marsh there be found

only the Roots
,

without the Trunks of

the Trees, or the Trunks alone, but no

Roots: Whether either Trunks, or Roots,
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when first taken forth of the Earth, have

any
Marks or Signs of human Workman-

ship upon them, appearing to be cut with

an Ax, or Saw, or there be any Cinders

or other Evidence of Fire, evincing that

Part of them hath been burnt.

10. By what Means do these Trees,
and other Bodies seem to have been re-

ported in that Manner ; and what are the

Opinions of the Persons employ’d in dig-

ging the Peats, and of the near Inhabi-

tants concerning them.

APPENDIX III.

Of Mountains, Rocks
,

and Cliffs.

1. OBSERVE the Bigness and

Height of the Mountain; what

Grottoes are in it; what Springs arise

upon it, and in what Bart of it they are;

as also, what Rivers or running Waters

have their Sources in it; and what Quan-
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tity of Water they discharge Summer and

Winter.

2. If by Means of any Fall of Earth

from it, the Mountain, Rock, or Cliff be

laid bare, and its Strata exposed to View,

or by the repeated Battery of Rains, or

the Violence of the Sea, digging for

Stone, Marble, or the like, observe, 1.

the Posture of the Strata, whether Ho-

rizontal, inclining, or erect ; also their

Thickness, Consistence, and Fissures.

2. The several Sorts of terrestrial Mat-

ter of which each consists, recounting

them in the Order they lye. 3. What

Metallick or Mineral Matter they con-

tain. 4.
What Shells, Teeth, or other

extraneous Bodies.

3. Search carefully in all Places for

Shells, and other Marine Bodies ; but

more especially at and near the Tops and

highest Barts of Rocks and Mountains.

4. Enquire whether the Tops of the

higher Mountains and Rocks do not

emit Vapours in great Plenty, or there
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be not a Cloud hovering upon them be-

fore, or during the Time of Ranis Hails

Snow, Wind, Storms, Thunders or

other tempestuous Weather: Whether

from the Manner, Colour, Bigness, Du-

ration of the Cloud or Vapours, any Pre-

sage may be made what fort of Weather,
e. gr. whether Wind or Rain will ensue ;

or of what Continuance it will be ; whe-

ther the laid Cloud or Vapours appear

upon Change of Weather constantly,
or

only at some Times. 'Twere much to be

desir’d, that some Person living in View

of such Mountains, would keep a daily

Register of the Weather
,

and at the same

Time of all the Phaenomena of the said

Cloud or Vapour ; and if he be in View

of two or more such Mountains, at once,

that he extend his Observations to all of

them.

5. Whether ever there be any extra-

ordinary Eruptions or Discharges of

Water in considerable Quantity, out of

those Mountains.
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APPENDIX to Page 107 su-

pra, containing more full, expli-
cit and particular Instructions

for making Observations concer-

ning Fogs, Mists, or Clouds
,

seen frequently upon the Tops of

high Hills or Mountains.

1. Observe whether these Fogs

arise out of the Hill; or whence

otherwife do the Vapours that constitute

them proceed.

2. Whether they be seen hovering
over the Top of one only Hill, or of

more.

2. Whether the Fog on the several

Hills first appear at the same Time on

each, increase in equal Proportion on

all, and decrease likewise on each at the

same Time.
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4. Whether these Fogs be constant

Forerunners of Rain; so that it never

happens either in Summer or Winter,

unless they appear before ; and whether

Rain always follows whenever such Fogs

appear.

5. Observe how long they appear be-

fore the Rain falls.

6. Whether any Judgment can be

made by View and Observation of these

Fogs, of the Quantity or Duration of the

Rain • or whether it will be attended

with Storms of Wind, or by Thunder

and Lightning.

7. Whether the Rains that fall, seem

to proceed from the Fog gradually

diffusing it self, and overspreading the

Country.

8. Whether the Barometer constantly

fall at such Time as the Fog rises, and in

Proportion to the Quantity of it, and
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rise again at such Time as the Fog is dis-

persed and withdrawn.

APPENDIX to Page 101 su-

pra, containing more particular

Instructions for making Obser-
vations concerning Praesages of
Rain in deep Mines

, great

Quarries or Coal-Pits.

1. Observe whether Wind, Rain,
Thunder or Lightning can be

foretold before they happen, by any Va-

pours, Steams, or Exhalations in the

Mines, Quarries, or Pits.

2. Whether it can be distinguished

by the Manner, Colour, or Constitution

of the Vapour that shall ensue, whether

Rain, Wind, or Thunder.

3. Whether Judgment can be made

of the Quantity and Duration of the

Rain or Wind, by the Thickness of the
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Vapour, the Continuance of it, or any

other Way.

4. Whether the Vapour consists sim-

ply of Humidity ; or is also charged with

metallick or mineral Steams.

5. Whether Rain constantly ensues

as often as these Vapours discover them-

selves in the Mines, and the Vapours

constantly forerun and appear before

Rains.

6. Observe how long the Vapours

discover themselves before the Rain falls.

7. Whether these Vapours be obser-

ved only in some, or in all Mines indiffe-

rently ;
and whether they rise at the same

Time in all, so far as Intelligence can be

obtain’d.

8. Whether they are attended with

any unusual Heat.

9. Observe wherein these Steams

differ from those called Damps; or whe-
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ther Damps greater or less, and Rain,
constantly attend each other.

10. Observe how the Barometer and

Thermometer, as well those kept in the

Mines, as those above Ground, are affe-

cted during the Ascent of the Steams and

Damps, and during Rain; as also before

and after.
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NUMBER IX.

An Addition to the second Part

of the Essay towards a Natural

History of the Earth.

THE Consectaries of the former

Part of this Discourse are all

negative ; that being only introductory,
and serving but to free the Way to this

second Part; to rescue the Enquiry from

the Perplexities that some Undertakers

have incumber’d it withal; and to set

aside the false Lights they used in

Quest of the Agent which transposed
these Sea-Shells to Land.

Now, the only sure Lights we have

to conduct us in the ascertaining this

Affair, are History of Fact, and Observa-
tions. So that I shall give here some In-

timation of the Chief of those that serve

to clear up this Subject, and bring the
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Thing in Question to a fair Decision .

These are, That the Earth
,

all round the

Globe
, appears, wherever it is laid open,

to be wholly composed of Strata, lying

on each other, in Form of so many Sedi-

ments fallen down successively from Wa-

ter. That, accordingly, those Strata

that lye deepest , are ordinarily the thick-

est: and those that lye above
, gradually

thinner
, quite up to the Surface. That

there are Sea-Shells
,

and Teeth and

Bones of Fishes
,

found reposited in these

several Strata
; not only in the more

lax, Chalk, Clay, and Marle
,

but even

the most solid Stone
,

and the rest. That

these marine Bodies are incorporated
with the Sand that constitutes the Stone

of these Strata
,

in such Sort as together
to compose one common Mass. That on

breaking up this Mass, so as to part the

Shell from the Stone, this is ever ob-

serv’d to have receiv’d an Impression of

the exterior Surface of the Shell
,

so ex-

act as to shew it had been contiguous and

apply’d to all Barts of the Shell ; which
the Stone could not be capable of, had it

not been then in a State of Solution
,

the
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Matter whereof it consists loose
,

and

succeptible of Impression. That, upon

breaking the Shells, and examining the

Insides of them, they are found to con-

tain in them Stone
, commonly of the

same Kind with that without, which the

Stratum is made up of, and apply’d as

exactly to the Insides of the Shells
; so as

to have taken the and all the

Lineaments of them, after the Manner

of Matter cast, soft, or melted in a

Mould. That the Shells are as frequent-

ly Immers’d in the Substance of the Mi-

neral and Metallic Nodules
,

even the

moll firm and solid, Flint, Spar, Py-

ritae, and the rest ; the Matter of thest

Nodules exhibiting the Lineaments and

Impressions of both the Outsides and In-

sides of the Shells
,

as truly as the Stony
Flatter of the Strata does. That thest

Marine Productions are thus reposited as

well in the lowest Strata, as in the upper-

most; at the Bottoms of the deepest Mines,

as to the very Tops of the highest Moun-

tains. That they are observ’d in some

Places in such Multitudes
,

as in Bulk and

Quantity, to equal, if not exceed the
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Sand, or other terrestrial Matter of the

Strata That there are ordinarily digg’d
up, amongst the rest, Shell's that are of

foreign Origin and Extract ; being not

the Product of the Neighbouring Seas,
but of Seas much remote, and at great

Distance. Thus we here in England

discover, frequently at great Depths,
Shells of Fish, very numerous, and of

different Kinds, that appear now living
on the Coasts of Peru,, and other Parts

of America. That there are likewise dis-
cover’d commonly at Land, and in the

Bowels of the Earth, Shells that are not,

at this Day found living on any Coasts ;

being doubtless such as naturally reside

and inhabit only in the deepest and most

remote Recesses of the Main Ocean

without ever now approaching near any
Shore, or being consequently ever been.

That, in all Parts of the Earthy as well

in Asia, Africa
,

and America , as in Eu-

rope, as well in Countries the most Di-

stant from any Seas, as those that lye
near to them, the Strata are compil’d,
and the Marine Bodies dispos’d in them,
every where after the very same Method;
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and so, as apparently to shew Things
were reduced into this Method in all

Countries, at the same time,
and by the

same Means. That there are also lodg’d
in the Strata, Bones, Teeth, and other

Parts of Quadrupedes, or Land Ani-

mals, and oftentimes of such as are not

Natives of the Country in which they
are thus found. Particularly here in En-

gland we dig up the Tusks, and the Grin-

der-Teeth, the Bones, yea, whole Skele-

tons of very great Elephants ; and like-

wise incredible large Horns of the Moose

Deer, a Creature not known to be now

living in any other Country excepting
America : As also, sometimes Shells of

Tortoises, peculiar to the same Country.
That there are besides, reported in Stone

s

and even in the firmed and hardest Stra-

ta, Leaves of various Kinds of Vege-
tables : and sometimes whole Trees ; as

also such Fruits as are durable, firm, and

capable of being preserv’d, e. gr, Nuts,

Tine-Cones
,

and the like. That, amongst
the rest, there are discover’d, under

Ground, Trees and Fruits of

Vegetables,
in Countries where such do
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not now spontaneously grow. Nay, that

there are digg’d up Trees in great Num-

bers, and many of them very large in

some Northern Islands, in which there

are at this Day growing no Trees at all;

and where, by reason of the great Bleakness
and Cold of those Countries

,
’tis probable

none ever did, or could grow. That, of

all the various Leaves which I have yet

seen thus lodg’d in Stone, I have ob-

serv’d none in any other State, nor

Fruits further advanc’d in Growth
,

and

towards Maturity,
than they are wont

to be at the latter End of the Spring Sea-

son That the squamose Covers of the

Germina or Buds, and the Shives or

Chaff of the Juli Trees and Shrubs

that fall off in the Spring, and are found

in so vaft Quantities in many Peat-Mar-

flies, apparently point forth the same

Season. As do likewise the immense

Sholes of the Ova of Fishes
,

so frequent

* When, according to the Mosaic Relation, the

Water of the Deluge came forth, and put a Stop to

the Growth of both Animals and Vegetables. Confer

Part 5. Serf.' z. Cons. 5. and Part 6. towards th
e

End.
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in the upper Strata of Stone. That the

Shells of the Young of Fish of the cur-

rent Tear
,

wherever digg’d up, are of the

Size and Bigness they are used to arrive

to at that Season. That of all the many

Flies and Insects, that I have yet seen

inclos’d in Amber, I have never observ’d

any that were not of the vernal Tribes

and Kinds.

These are the main Observations

whereon I ground what I offer in this

second Part of the Essay towards a Natu-

ral History of the Earth.
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A

Mineral Dictionary;

OR

An alphabetical

INDEX

Of the Names of all Kinds of Fossils
,

referring to the Pages of this Work
,

wherein each is explain'd.

A

A Damica Page 4

Agarico minerale.

F. Imperati 4

Agate 21

Alabafter 11

Alum 3 7

Amethyft 29. 33

Amber 39

"

A/ufio; Page- $

Antimony 43

Arena 5

Argilla 2

Armeniac Bole 2

Armenus Lapis 3

Aqua Marina 30

B.

Balafs-Ruby 29
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Barbadoes-Tar P- 38

Belemnites Part 2.

Bitumen 39

Black Earth 4

Black-Lead' 43

Blood-Stone 2.0

Bole Armenian 2

Bowlder-Stones 13

Button-Stone 17

C.

Cat’s Eye 21

Cat-Silver 14

Gauk i 8

Chalk 4

Calamin 43

Calcedony 12

Canne! Coal 39

Carbuncle 29

Cerauni® p. 24 Part 2

Chryfolite 30

Cryftal 3°

China-Earth 3

Cimolia purp. 2

—-Alba 2

Clay Common 4

Cterulea Terra 5

Coeruleus Lapis Merrcti

5

Clay-Stones *3

Cobalt 45

Copple-Stones 12

Copper 44) 49

Coralloid Bodies i7> 76

Part t.

Craye de Brianfon 3

Greta 4

Croy 1-Stone 18

D.

Diamond 32, 54

Dialpro-Roffi P.19
Drop-Stones 18

E

Earths 1, a, 3, 4
Earth-Flax 14

Elfs. Earth-Scrip 16

Emerald 30, 53

Emery xo

EngliftiTalc 14

F.

Fairy’s-Water-Bottle 16

Flag-Stone 9

Flints 21^

Flinty-Eagle-Stone 16

Follil-Salt 55

Fossil acid Salt 37

Free-Stone 9

French-marking-Stone 5

Fullers Earth a

G.

Galaxia 3

Garden Earth 4

Garnet 28

Gialolina 4

Glarea S

Glimmer 14

Gold 44

Granite 11

Gravel 5

Grind-Stone 9
H.

Hone 10

Honey-Comb-Stone 17

Hyacinthus 28

I.

Jacinth 28

Jafper 20

jeat 3 9

iron 44) 5°
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K.

Killoia molliufcula P. 5

Killoia duriufcula 3
Killow the fofter z

harder 3

Knots 15

Knurs 15

L.

Lac Lunre. OB Wormii 4

L’azurc 19

Lead 44, 54
Lemnian Bole z

Leucographis 3

Lime-Stone 90

Loam 4

Lutum 4

M.

Magical Gems 24 a

Malachite 19

Maltefe-Earth 3

Marble 11

Marcalite 4a

Marga 4

Marl 4

Melitenfis Terra 3

Mill-Stone 9

Mineral-Beioar 15

Mocho-Stone zz

Morochites 3

Morochthus 3

Mould 4

Mufcovy Glafs i 7

Mufroom-StOne 17
N.

•Naphtha §8
Natron 3 6

Native Mercury 40

Native Cinflabar 41

Native yellow Arfenick

ibid.

Native red Arfenick 4$

Nephritic Stone 19

Nitre 36
O.

Ochra 4

Ochreons Eagle-Stone 1 6

Oculus Beli zz

Oil-Stone io

Onyx z%

Opal 21

Ophites ie

Ofteocolla 18

P.

Parget 14

Pebles a 1

Petroleum 38

Piped-Waxen-Vein 1 $

Pilfafphalton 39

Fit Coal 39

Polilhing-Stonc 10

Porphyry 11

Potters Clay z

•4dfj.fj.os %

Pfeudo-T opafius 35

Pfeudo-Berillus ibid
.

Pfeudo-Sapphirus ib.

Ffeudo-Smaragdus ib.

Pyrites 4a

R.

Rag-Stone 9

Rock Ruby a9

Root of the Emerald 19

Rotten-Stone 3

Rubble Stones is

Rubrics duriufcula 5

Rubrics molliufcula- i
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Ruby 35
Ruddle the fofter 2

“——the harder 3

S.

Samian Bole 2

Sabulum 5

Sal Ammoniac 3 5

Sand 5

Sand-Stone 9

Salamander’s Hair 14

Sapphire 29, 33

Sardonyx 22

Selenite 17

Silver 44,48
Slate 10

Smitt 2

Soap-Earth 3

Spar 17

Spaad 14

Spinell Ruby 29

Star Stone 17

Stelcchites 17

Steatites 3

Steinomarga 4

Sony Iceicle x8

Stony Nodules 15

Stony Comfets 18

Stone Weapons 24. Pa.z.

Sulphur 3 7

T.

Talc *4

Terra Cariola 3

Terra Tripolitana ibid.

Terre-Verte ib.

Terre-Bleue
3

j

Terra Melitenfis ib.

• Sinenlis ib.

Terra flavefcens 4
Terra nigella vegetabi-

lis Dsedala ib.

Terra rubella ib.

Terra mifcclla ib.

Thunder-Bolt 17

Tin Glafs 43
Tin 44, 5 a

Tobacco-Pipe Clay 2

Touch-Stone 10

Tripoly 3

Topaz aB, 33

Trincal 35

U. V.

Virgin Quickfilver 40

Viridis Terra 5

Vitriol 37

Ultramarine 20

Umbrc 4

Umbria 4

W.

Wad 43

Water-Saphire 29

Waxen Vein 15

Whet-Stone 9

White Saphire 3 s

Y.

Yellow Ochre 4

Z.

Zink 43

Zoica 4
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INDEX of Things occasio-

nally treated of in these Papers.

THE Author’s Con-

du£t in ranging na-

tural Fossils Pa. 2 3
Arrow-Heads 43

Firll Module from Babel

ibid.

Babel built of Brick 44

Brontia xo L.

Bucardites
'

9L.
Bufonitte 15 L.

Belemnites defcribed 58
Coralloids digg’d up at

Land defcribed 75
Cornu Ammonis 9L.
Directions for regiltring

Fossils 46

Fossil Urns 26

Fossils extraneous and

native p. 8 Letters.

Gloflbpetrse 15

Hammites 18

Hyfterolithus 10

Icthyofpendyla 15

Iron Instruments in use

before the Deluge
4i

——Destroyed at the De-

luge 41

Iron, its use recovered in

Asia ibid.

Thence pass’d into Eu-

rope ibid.

Americans taught the

Use of it by the

Spaniards 40

Magical Gemms 2 6

Petrity’d Shells 2 4
Ple&ronita 15

Pumex 20 L.

Pyramid of ALgypt 44

Marine Bodies in the

Stone of it 52

Sclenites
5 j

Siliquaftrum 14

Stone Weapons 37

-- in use at this Day 40

Lapis Spangiac. Zq

Star Stones

Trochi, &c. 12

Turcois defcribed by
Pliny 17 Letter.

Urim and Thummim 56
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